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TO:
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the Bath, Commander
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HIS EXCELLENCY Commodore James Maxwell Ramsay,
Commander
the Most Excellent Order
the British
Empire, Distinguished Service Cross, Lieutenant
Governor and Administrator in and over the State of
Western Australia and its Dependencies in the
Commonwealth of Australia, by Royal Commission dated
the 23rd day of April, 1975 appointed us, GRESLEY
DRUMMOND CLARKSON, ERNEST FRANCIS BRIDGE and ELLIOTT
FRANK JOHNSTON, Q.C. to enquire into and report upon
and to make recommendations as to the matters
specified in the Royal Commission.
We have completed our enqui

s and now append our

report and recommendations.
Yours respectfully,

PERTH
3th April, 1976
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ACT 1968
OF REPORT
The

lowing pages contain a

vvuu ••

~ssion's report

some extracts from it.

as a guide only.
between

summary of the

Any

and the

It is

fference in

not

to

the

terms of the latter.
can be conveniently

field of the Commission's
divided into:
1.

The period 1st December 1974 to 31st January 1975
or violent
during which a number
in Laverton.

incidents
2.

The Skull Creek incident which occurred on 5th
January 1975 and charges and police
thereto.

3.

Various allegations of assaults on 5th
which are said to have
and after the Skull Creek incident.

4

documents
which were
The second
prepared by police of
Kalgoorl
in
January 1975 relating to the Skull
charges.

5.

Court Proceedings - principal
Skull

6.

1975 when
incident were

Recommendations.

I

those on 7th
made following the

s of Commission
This Royal Commission was established on 23rd April 1975
to enquire into and report upon certain incidents in which
Aborigines were involved in the Laverton area in December
1974 and January 1975 and whether the actions of persons
involved were reasonable and justified in the circumstances
and to make recommendations as to ways in which similar
incidents may be avoided.
Between 26th May 1974 and 15th January 1976 the Commission
sat on 101 days in four centres and

112 witnesses.

The Commission's findings may be shortly expressed as
lows:
December 1974 and

1975

The evidence disclosed that there was a substantial increase
in the number of Aborigines in the Laverton area from about
the middle of December until 8th January due to a movement
of Abo

nes from Warburton and other areas to Wiluna for

rain making ceremonies.
These people, removed from the ties of their usual living
conditions and employment, had little to occupy them in
Laverton and the tendency was for activities to be centred
near the hotel.

No liquor is available at, for instance,

Warburton and the hotel in Laverton is in practice the
only liquor outlet
Whilst

lable to Aborigines in that area.
ing causes are complex, the immediate

cause of most of the
this period was excess

es which we have described in
drinking by Aborigines.

This resulted in a number of incidents, most of them at
night and near the hotel

when groups of Aborigines

II

in an unruly fashion, at
LU'k~~HVU,

throwing mis

s resorting to

les and

ing.

On some occasions the attitude of Aborig

s towards the

police was hostile while on others the presence of the
police was merely disregarded.

By contrast there were

periods, for instance 24th-29th December, 1974, when
comparatively little trouble occurred.
There were also occasions when the police were seen to be
powerless to stop an unruly scene or having been assaulted
or threatened with violence were unable immediately to
arrest those responsible.

These occasions must have

bolstered the confidence of irresponsible elements already
affected by liquor.
By the night of 2nd-3rd January the number of Aborigines in
Laverton had been augmented by more arrivals and the
ase

situation was one of disorder.

ut

reinforcements were brought in.

Police morale was low and

t
r

No section of the community, including the Aborigines made
any general criticism of police behaviour during this
period although some persons said the police should have
taken a more forceful line.

However, except for the

sergeant in charge they were inexperienced and in what was
d

undoubtedly a difficult position.

It is easy with hind-

sight and after reflection to say what a young and inexperienced constable should have done when confronted by a
drunken and possibly violent group
force might improve some s

A greater show of
but not others.

respect of the incidents we have
that in all the c

In

, we think
acted reasonably

in difficult conditions.
Some individuals have been named as taking part in part
cular incidents but it-is not

III

to identify any

particular group of Aborigines as responsible for the
events which occurred.
There was a substantial number of Aborigines who on various
occasions, despite the efforts of their elders and of the
police, behaved in a disorderly manner and some at times in
a violent manner.

Many who appreciate the socially dis-

advantaged position of the Aborigine will understand some
of the causes of such behaviour which is not, of course,
indulged in only by Aborigines.

However, in a settled

'1

community where the actions of one may affect the well

t

being of others, the behaviour complained of was unjustified and unreasonable and on some occasions caused hardship
and annoyance to Europeans and other Aborigines alike.
Some police reinforcements arrived on 3rd January 1975
and we discuss a change in policy which was then adopted.
On 4th January the police were informed of a convoy of
vehicles in which more Aborigines were travelling from
Warburton to Laverton.

At that time police in Laverton

had some reason to think that these persons might intend
to cause more trouble in Laverton and further police reinforcements were brought in early on the morning of
5th January.
In fact the people in the convoy were not travelling as a
party to cause trouble in Laverton.
travel to the Wiluna ceremonies.

Many intended to

Nevertheless, on the

information available at the relevant time the sending of
police re

ements was justified.

Skull Creek incident
On 5th
the

1975 Senior Inspector Brown was in charge of
ice cont

twenty six officers.

in Laverton which then consisted of
His plan was for the police to

assemble in force and confront those travell

IV

in the

convoy which consisted of a truck, a landrover and a
on wagon containing approximately forty men, fifteen
women and twenty one children.
JUS

When the convoy arrived

near Laverton twenty two police off

went to it.

The

truck stopped at Skull Creek and the other two vehicles
In

were intercepted on the main road and directed to the police
station.

Three police vehicles travelled to the truck and

two other vehicles arrived somewhat later.
The nine occupants of the first police vehicle to arrive at
the truck dismounted and moved towards the truck.

A few of

the truck's passengers had already dismounted.
lip

One or more incidents of violence then occurred but we are
unable to say who was responsible for the commencement of
this violence.
A few people, perhaps only two, were involved in this first
violence, but immediately thereafter the police officers
set about arresting all able-bodied men on the truck and
the old men, women and children were told to go away.

This

was done pursuant to a direction or understanding made
either before the police arrived at the truck or immediately
after the first violence occurred and the result was that
possibly all and certainly the great majority of the twenty
five men then arrested were arrested without cause.
Five passengers in a landrover which was part of the convoy
were arrested without cause, placed in a security van and
driven to the

cinity of the truck.

Apart from the initial inc

or inc

s of

lence at

the truck to which we have referred there were others.

In

the situation which existed where a large number of men
of

were being arrested without justification, it was natural
that some of them angered or
actively or passive

and that some of

handled and we think both of those

v

s would resist
would be roughly
happened.

We accep~ also that there was a good deal of shouting by
the Aborigines. We are not satisfied they were encouraging
attacks on the police.

On the contrary, it is likely that

they were protesting at the behaviour of the police.
The police with their prisoners returned to the police
station, where the prisoners were placed in the lock up.
Two of the prisoners who were elders were released without
being charged.
Discussions took place between the police officers in
which:
a)

steps were taken to ensure that for each prisoner
whose arrest had been recorded there was a police
officer who claimed to have arrested that prisoner
and who would lay a complaint against him.

As a

result in some cases a police officer claims to
have arrested a person he did not arrest and in the
great majority of cases, if not in all cases, the
complaint alleged an offence which the person
charged had not committed;
b)

a common story was worked out as to the CirCUTI1stances in which the police would say the offences
were committed.

As a result summaries of fact

were prepared, the great majority of which alleged
or implied that when the police arrived Aborigines
were fighting amongst themselves or commenced to do
so shortly thereafter, which was admittedly false
but which if true would have justified police
intervention;
c)

some general agreement was reached as to the
charges to be made in order that they would be
consistent with the false story

VI

of assault
A great number of allegations were made by Aborigines
of assaults and other ill treatment by police officers
at the truck and at the police station.
alleged

The police

that at the police station some Aborigines

attacked a police officer.
All these allegations have been considered and for reasons
which we explain we find the vast majority of the complaints
not established.
Second Briefs
The bulk of the documents prepared by police officers on
5th January after their return to the police station from
Skull Creek indicated that on the arrival of the police at
the truck the first violence seen was that of Aborigines
fighting Aborigines.

These documents are referred to as

the first briefs.
During January a further set of documents which we have
called the second briefs was prepared in Kalgoorlie.

These

indicated that the first violence seen was of Aborigines
fighting police.
These briefs had been asked for by the Commissioner of
Police who wished to proceed with the charges but why the
change in story was commonly adopted and how the briefs
came to be prepared are questions which despite this
Commission's enquiries remain substantially unanswered
because the Commission's enquiries were intentional
strated by police officers concerned with the preparation
of the second briefs.
Senior Inspector Hilton became aware of the change of story.
He failed inexcusably to demand an explanation for the
change and implemented it by altering certain documents.

VII

Court Proceed
A number of matters

sed regarding court proceedings

have been investigated.
Considerable confusion arose regarding the complaints made
on the night of 5th January which came before the Court
of Petty Sessions at Laverton on 7th January.
We have concluded that these proceedings which were "not
proceeded with" were in fact withdrawn by consent.
referred to certain

We have

es which occurred but we do

not think that anyone involved acted improperly.
Recommendations
Others have suggested long term methods of treating

under~

lying causes of the sort of incidents we have investigated.
We have made a number of proposals relating to communications, transport, accommodation, enforcement of the Liquor
Act, Aboriginal police aides, police training and other
matters which our investigations suggest may be of some
short term value.

VIII
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REP 0 R T

e

ve

the second half of December 1974 a number of incidents

io

d in the township of Laverton involving Aborigines
police.

By the end of December additional pol

had

een sent to Laverton to assist the local force and at the
arne time there was some

in the number of Aborigines

te:mpor'ar:l1y in the Laverton area.
the 5th January 1975 a further group of Aborigines
lling in three vehicles arrived in Laverton from
urton and were met by a group of policemen.
men

The able-

the Aboriginal group were arrested and charged

offences said to have occurred when the group met the
ice body. Allegations of misconduct by the police were
on behalf of the Aborigines.
by the pol

Counter allegations were

The proceedings instituted on the 5th

were dealt with on the 7th January in circumstances
ich left some doubt as to

result.

a full enquiry into these incidents.

Requests were made
Investigations were

made on behalf of the Commissioner of Police by an As

stant

Commissioner and on behalf of the Government of Western
by a stipendiary magistrate
magistrate led a study
re

the same

appointed to examine the

tionship between the Aborig

1 and non Aboriginal

population and the police in Laverton
the Eastern Gold Fields generally.

1

f

and

2
Eventually on the 23rd April 1975 His Excellency the
Lieutenant Governor and Administrator of the State issued a
Commission to the signatories to this report "to enquire into
and report upon(1)

the facts, circumstances and causes direct or indirect

leading up to and including the incidents in the Laverton
area in December 1974 and January 1975 in which Aboriginals
were involved, and in particular the facts of the arrest,
detention, treatment and charging of persons associated with
the incidents and the subsequent court proceedingsi
(2)

whether the actions of the Police, Aboriginals and other

persons involved in the matters referred to in paragraph (1)
hereof were reasonable and justified in the circumstances;
and
(3)

any other related matters which occurred before, during

or after the incidents,
and to make recommendations as to ways in which similar
incidents may be avoided".
3

The Commission first sat on the 26th May 1975 in Perth.
It sat in all on 101 days, 59 in Perth, 11 in Laverton, 22
in Kalgoorlie and nine in Warburton.

The Commission heard a

total of 112 witnesses, a number of whom were for various
reasons recalled on one or more occasion.
received 126 exhibits.

In addition it

All the evidence and the addresses

of counsel were heard in public and are recorded in
approximately 8,500 pages of transcript.

The last sitting of

the Commission was on 15th January 1976.
Counsel and staff

4
On the 2nd May 1975, Mr. P. F. Brinsden l

Q.C. and Mr

T. A.

Walsh, were appointed counsel assisting the Commission.
Mr. Brinsden continued in that appointment until the 23rd
December 1975, the day on wh

his appointment as a Judge

of the Supreme Court of Western Australia was announced.
Because of

commitments t Mr

2

Walsh left his appointment

the 12th September and' was replaced by Mr. A. R. Rorrison,
continued as Mr. Brinsden's jun

a

nto

~V!lu",~~sion's

t

Mr

unt

the end of the

hearings.

J. L. Toohey! Q.C. and Mr

G. L

McDonald

j

appeared for

Aboriginal communities at Warburton and Docker River and
a number of Aborigines charged with offences at Laverton

s

period which the Commission's enquiry covered and
ruJOI'lCJlJrres not charged but concerned in the incidents to which

.th

charges related.
.he r

R. Gunning appeared for all police officers; members

1)

W.A.Police Officers Union! who were called as
.ng
. E. M. Franklyn

j

Q.C. and Mr. D. R. Clyne appeared for

Commissioner of Police.
ng the enquiry, counsel appeared to represent other
lnterests for short periods.

These were:-

H. Parker for the Crown.

1 a

F. Scott for the Department for Community Welfare.
W. Olney for the Australian Department of Aboriginal
:;

::r

of

u~~ualit

to Section 22 of the Royal Commissions Act 1968!
appointed or authorised to appear
for the purpose of representing the

n t.e r e s t.s named.
sts, Mr. M. V. Robinson, M.A.,

addition! two

Mrs. S. T. Woenne, B.A. (Hons)

were appointed to assist

the Commission.
The administrative staff of the Commission l
ent

Mr

M. Brown, B.Ec.

comprised

and Miss H. Green

3

Names

rsons

5

Except at the beginning of sections and in a few other cases
where the reason is, we hope, self evident we have in many
cases referred to persons by surnames.
crimination or discourtesty.
we understand to

dis~

We intend no

Police ranks used are those

been correc-t at the commencement

the

enquiry.
Laverton
6

A sketch plan of the town and the area immediately to the
north of it is attached as Appendix A.
The town of Laverton is situated in the Eastern Gold Fields,
357 kms (223 miles)

from Kalgoorlie.

Warburton

approximately 560 kms (350 miles) to the east.

es
There is

some pastoral activity in the area but the town has' always
depended primarily on mining; in earlier years gold mining
and in the last few years nickel.
In about 1962 the Aboriginal population of Laverton was
approximately 400 including those residing at the Mission at
Mt. Margaret some miles from Laverton while the white
population was approximately 55.

As a result of the recent

mining development the white population has increased to
approximately 1200, whi

the Aboriginal population has

remained static.
The presen-t

out

by decisions that
redeveloped

Laverton consis
f

than a new

centres in Aus
inhabitants.
f

1

town at

white

s

d

In late 1974 the wh
s and the

of

1

whom

Sf

f

town site

that Aborig
the new t.own ,

largely

Laverton has

is

extens

a or much contact with
the town a

had just moved

1
s

d

State

3es

Housing Commission and similar to but somewhat
to
supplied by the mining company
employees. The
rest
the Aboriginal popul
as
dwellers
near the town. There were in addi
a number
families
residing at the Mt. Margaret Mission.
In late 1974 faci

s

public re

and sporting

and entertainment activi
s were limited. Discussions were
taking place with a view to extending and improving them but
progress was slow.
Much of the Aboriginal activity in the town itself centred
around the hotel, the only liquor outlet generally available
in the town.
ds,
Government

on

s

A good deal of evidence related to the social conditions of

g

the Aboriginal inhabitants of the Laverton district and of
the problems encountered in a number of
elds including
housing, employement and recreation.
at

.n t,

The evidence suggests that t.he rapid redevelopment of Laverton
Ie
many of the Aborigines confused and in
degrees
sappointed that the rate of improvement
d not match that of the town development.
A number of activi

re d

1 be
1

s have been initiated,

sion of some houses
the Homemaker programme l the
the Aborig
co-ope
of youth
lities. These and other
departmental publi

s in

sand
s are
and are refe

condi~~vHu

example f the
town site,
through

the

of the Laverton Joint Study Group
It is su
ent
the Commission s purpose to note these
s without
describing them
de
1. The
0w_a~HSf that many

11

5

problems both in the

Ids mentioned and elsewhere which are

encountered by the Aboriginal people

the area have yet to

be solved before they cease to be a clearly disadvantaged
group.
8

Two Government Departments directly interested in these
matters are represented by officers residing in Laverton,
namely, the Australian Department of Aboriginal Affairs and
the Department for Community Welfare.

It became apparent

during the hearing that a good deal of misunderstanding as
to the functions of these officers existed in the minds of
others in positions of public responsibility in Laverton.
This misunderstanding led to frustration and indeed some
ill-will in the period with which we are concerned.
The misunderstanding has been largely contributed to by the
departmental re-organisation which commenced with the
establishment of the Department for Community Welfare in
1972 and the abolition of the Native Welfare Department.
9

The Native Welfare Department and its officers were
concerned with providing a number of services to Aborigines
only and those officers became identified in the community
as having responsibility for Aboriginal problems and not for
the problems of others.
The policy behind the establishment of the Department for
Community Welfare was to integrate welfare and other services
for both Aborigines and non Aborigines and to remove the
discriminating
which admini
instance,

ct of the presence of a welfare authority
red to a

an

sibility of the
the State Hous

ethnic group

ng for Abor

ines forme

So, for
a respon-

Welfare Department has become that of
Commission.

The acceptance of "this change and even the realisation that
it has

appear to be growing only slowly and as the

6

are
to

of Community Welfare
which changes can be

ted out,

troduced

e speed with

for a number of reasons

from one area to another.
The Australian Department of Aborig

Affairs was set up

to provide specialised s e e s to the Aboriginal community
the promotion of the
,d

economic and cultural advancement

and this function should be distinguished from the individual
service provided to all members of the community
eluding Aborigines by the Department for Community Welfare.
December 1974 in Laverton$ there was Mr. D. J. Gordon, a
worker of the Department for Community Welfare and
L. Bachman, a community adviser with the Department
Aboriginal Affairs.

,e

Mr. Bachman stated his principal duty

being to promote Aboriginal self development and deterHe added that he was not involved in the day to
activities of Aborigines or any of the problems
face

He had, however, previously worked in the area

an officer of the Department for Community Welfare and had
good working relationship with the Aborigines and with the
:s

or

icer in charge of the Laverton police station.
of the evidence given

fore the Commission amounts to

that the Community Welfare of
a suff

cer at Laverton

tly active part in respect of

sturbances which occurred in December 1974 and January 1975.
.ce s

was suggested for instance that this officer could have
more active around the hotel when trouble occurred, that

,ty

Department

some way should have acted as surety for

soners who had insufficient money to obtain bail and that
of

the night of the 5th
1975, after a large group of
s had been arrested, the officer could have assisted
police by indicating how the Aborigines should be handled and
giving their names to the police.

,e

How a social welfare officer would act
circumstances referred.to would probab

7

any of the
vary from

ficer

to of .... .<-""'''", .... , but

sms made confirm the

view that the

of

was not understood.

Indeed the President of the

Council, the police

inspector in Laverton on 5th January and the sergeant in
charge of Laverton
ce
all indicated they were
unaware of it.
This lack of unders
by the pol

was

that no attempt was made

in the

any assistance from

to the 5th January to seek
ther Gordon or Bachman and

cul-

minated in a somewhat disreputable scene on the night of the
5th January when these two off

became involved

argument with two pol
police off

an

, which finished with a
ing to arrest Gordon.

matters to i

was at

spicuous lack of

where

We

these
a con-

was highly de

Ie

that co-operation should have existed.
Movement of
12
The people of the Western Desert inhabit a large area of
Western Australia, Northern Territory and South Australia
extending from
west.

ce

the east to Wiluna

Within that area there

the

considerable movement of

persons for

purposes and it is

obvious that any movement west from the
Central Reserve including

part of the

such as Warburton, Blackstone,

Giles, Wingellina or Docker River, would

be

through Laverton.
of s

movements

ceremon

s was g
was also
including
Warburton to
including 1

other
sses.

a

to

cate that

men

of

to time travel from
Laverton

were

additional
able.

8

s

In recent years more
to as

and b
travel and

s have been

seems reasonable to con-

that lately the number of

passing through

or temporarily sojourning at Laverton

self or at

1'4t. Margaret Mission had been .....v.c.<;;;o<-<.oing.
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In

1974 and early January 19

was undoubtedly

an increased number of temporary residents or vis

in the

Laverton area although the variation in the estimates of
witnesses makes it dif

cult to assess the extent of the

increase.
Two factors in particular can be identi

d as contributing

to this build up, namely the movement of people to Wiluna for
ceremon

to which reference

made later and transport

difficulties.
As to the latter there is some doubt whether initially there
was sufficient transport to carryall those planning to go to
Wiluna for the ceremonies referred to.

But in any event at

least one vehicle broke down and people from Warburton were
brought to Mt. Margaret and had to remain in the Laverton
area while the vehicle which had brought them returned on at
t one occasion to pick up more people from Warburton.
Ultimately when the party left Mt. Margaret for Wiluna it
s necessary in order to move all the travellers to supplement the vehicles which had come from Warburton by hiring a
bus and also using an additional utility.

s

Rain Mak
4
Amongst the papers

for

ass

tance of the

Commission by the anthropolog
Commission

one on rain making

to
C€~rE~mIDnles

the

which is re-

produced in Appendix B to this
Wh

small scale local

ceremon

9

for

were

traditionally widespread throughout the Western Desert region
the rain making complex, of which the ceremonies held at
Wiluna in late 1974 and early 1975 were part, is of more
recent origin and has achieved widespread importance only in
the past five years or so.

(

The Commission

j

advised that it is unlikely that people

would have travelled to Wiluna in numbers for rain making
(

ceremonies much before 1971.

I

Another point which should be noted is that since women and
children may have parts to play in the ceremonies they could

c

be expected to be travelling with the men to Wiluna.
It is interesting to speculate on the extent to which access
to modern transport has encouraged the participation in the

c

ceremonies of persons from more distant parts.

The important

f

point to be noted, however, is that the Wiluna ceremonies are

f

now well accepted as a traditional activity of the Western
Desert people and may in the future involve the movement

t

through the Eastern Gold Fields of even greater numbers of

t

persons than those involved in the 1974/1975 ceremonies.

J

b

s

Police di

a

15
Laverton falls within the Eastern Gold Fields police district

G

1

with its headquarters in Kalgoorlie and the officer in charge
of the Laverton police station is in the ordinary course of
events responsible to the District Officer in Kalgoorlie.

t

In December 1974 the

o

0

in charge at Laverton was

Sergeant K. R. Holmwood and for the latter half of that month

t

he had with him five police cons tab

At the two stations

d

nearest to Laverton there were at Leonora a sergeant and two

f

police constables and at Men

c

s a senior constable.

e

The strength at Laverton was reinforced on three occasions
between the 30

December and 5th January.

comments on the need for re

The Commission's

forcement on these occas

s

w

ar

.q i.on

in this
to

For

it is

the

and

f

r movements.
in
30th December 1974 two

con.st.ab Le s from Leonora

to perform duties in Laverton and returned to Leonora
early hours

the following morning.

On the 3rd January Sergeant Wells and a police constable from
Leonora were on duty in Laverton returning to Leonora the
nd

same night.

Also on the 3rd January Senior Inspector T. H.

uld

Brown arrived with a contingent from Kalgoorlie consisting of
one sergeant and five police constables.

ess

On the 5th January Sergeant A. D. Grant with eleven

he

constables from the Kalgoorlie area and one senior constable

tant

from Menzies arrived in Laverton.

are
n

The position then was that

from the early hours of the morning of 5th January the
police contingent in Laverton consisted of a senior inspector,
three sergeants and twenty two constables, a total of

f

twenty

in all.

Following the events of 5th

January this force began to disperse on the 6th January and
by the 8th

appears that all police officers not

ordinarily stationed in Laverton had left except Sergeant
Grant who stayed to relieve Sergeant Holmwood who was on
rict
3.rge

leave.
16

:::>f

Inspector Brown is an experienced police officer.

Of

the sergeants, two joined the police force in 1957 and the
other in 1958.

One

the sergeants, Sergeant Grant, prior

on t.h

to June 1973 had had little expe

on s

duties in the metropolitan area.

two

than

traffic

Of the police constables,

had had less than five years

ce and only ten

claim to have had any previous dealings with Aborigines
either before or after joining the
l'S

What

ice Force.

even more noteworthy than the apparent inexperience

11

of the police constables as a group is the lack of local
experience of the police constables ordinarily stationed at
Laverton.

Of the five there in late December, one had been

at Laverton for five months u one for two months and the other
three for one month or less.
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Each of the above mentioned officers is concerned in one or
more of the various incidents occurring in December or January
and which are referred to in this report.

It is, therefore,

appropriate to list the officers and the station at which
they were posted on 4th January 1975.
Brown, T. H. Senior Inspector

Kalgoorlie

Holmwood, K. R. Sergeant

Laverton

Grant, A. D. Sergeant

Kalgoorlie

Hamilton, R. Sergeant

Kalgoorlie

Kellyu W. S. Senior Constable

Menzies

Ainsworth g S. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Boehm, R. F. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Bos, J. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Gerace, C. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Holliday, M. B. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Miller, G. H. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Norton, R. N. C. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Puddey, E. D. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Scott, J. M. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Vick, G. E. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Smith, C. B. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Williamson g D. J. Constable

Kalgoorlie

Gordon, G. P. Constable

Kambalda

Watson, J. P. Constable

Leonora

Fuller, G. J. Constable

Boulder

O'Meara, G. C. Constable

Boulder

Berry, N. J. Constable

Laverton

Groves, A. M. Constable

Laverton

Harrison, B. L. Constable

Laverton

Montil, F. Constable

Laverton

12

I

D. P

Constable

t

Wells, K. J. Sergeant

n

Walker, E. E. Constable

Laverton
)not at
)Laverton on
Leonora )5th January
1975

Leonora

her
r 1974 and
r

uary
e,

records indicate that in

Decerr~er

1974 seventy five

complaints were made in the Court of Petty Sessions at
Laverton of which forty seven related to disorderly conduct
or drunkenness.
seventy two.
ines.

In January 1975 there were one hundred and

In most of these cases the defendants were
Our terms of reference refer to incidents in

December 1974 and January 1975 in which Aborigines were
involved and raise the question whether the actions of the
ice, Aborigines and other persons involved were reasonable
justified in the circumstances.

In respect to a large

of these complaints, however, no allegation of misconduct other than the matter charged was made on behalf of
police or any Aborigine.

In those cases the Commission

carried its enquiries no further and has pursued its
enquiries into those incidents only where some misconduct,
group hostility, harrassment or other unusual incident is
alleged.

There was some police evidence of antagonism on the

part of some Aborigines towards the police in the first half
December, but generally the evidence does not substantiate
any general attitude of hostility amongst the Aborigines in
Laverton at that time.

However I a number of incidents

occurred in the latter part of December and early January which
require detailed consideration.
19th December 1974
Between 5 and 6 p.m. on the 19th December 1974 P.C. Strahan
was on duty at the Laverton police station on h

own.

The

only vehicle on strength had been taken by Sergeant Holmwood
and P.C. Berry on a patrol to Warburton from which they were
expected to return that evening.

13

Strahan received a complaint from the licensee of the
Palace Hotel, Mr. T. Conole, that there were some Aborigines
fighting outside the hotel.
the hotel where

Having no vehicle he walked to

found two Aborigines fighting.

The

constable attempted unsuccessfully to stop the fight by
stepping between the two contestants.

A crowd of Aborigines

were present and shouting that they wanted a

fight.

The constable judged that he was powerless to do anything on
his own and the fight continued.

The constable remained

a short time and then returned to the police station.
Shortly thereafter Holmwood returned from Warburton and
Strahan reported the incident to him.

The sergeant accom-

panied by Strahan and another constable travelled in the
vehicle to the hotel where Mr. Ralph Linton one of the
persons who had earlier been fighting was arrested.

He

was subsequently charged with being disorderly by fighting
in Laver Place.
This incident has some significance in that it is the first
occasion in December on which a policeman was unable to
bring under control a disorderly' situation.

No antagonism

was shown to the police but the constable's efforts to
stop the disorder were disregarded and he was observed by
all the Aborigines present as powerless to prevent the
disturbance and retreating to the police station.

No doubt

the situation was to some extent restored by the subsequent
visit of the three policemen to the hotel and the arrest of
Linton.
20th December 1974
20
On the 20th December 1974 a number of Aborigines were
ing at the hotel in the late afternoon.
Aborigines are identi

Many of these

d by Mr. Reggie Johnson, works

foreman of Wongada Wonganara and himself an Aborigine, as
being from Warburton.

Again a complaint was made to

police by the licensee of the

hotel~

this time regarding the

one Mr.

Mi

P C.s Strahan and

1

were
to persuade
11 to leave the hotel but
de Mitchell challenged
to fight. At one
Mitchell picked up a stone and
the
and at a
stage armed himself

s

to

ines

a spanner or similar implement
The licensee
the
again communicated with the police station and as a

g on

Sergeant Ho1mwood and P.C. Groves attended Mitchell
and arrested. Hos 1ity towards the police was
by a group
about twenty five Aborigines who
watching the incident and shouting to Mitchell. Johnson
the police by attempting to placate Mitchell and
o the spectators, who in turn criticised him.

m-

significance of this incident lies not so much in the
challenge by Mitchell to the authority of the police
he was without great difficulty arrested when reinforcearrived. It lies in the fact that whereas on the
evening no animosity to the police had been dison this occasion a group of about twenty five

r s t;

s exhibited hosti1
to the police for their
arrest of Mitchell and to a fellow Aborigine, Johnson, who
attempted to quieten Mitchell and to justify the police
r

incident occurred later in the same evening when

ib t;

mt
of

nk-

a

customer told the licensee of the hotel that
Mitchell had been arre
and taken to the police
station, Ho1mwood had assaulted Mitchell by kicking
him. This conversation was reported to Ho1mwood, but the
customer when challenged by Ho1mwood
he had made
such statement. No complaint has
made by Mitchell
his treatment
his arrest and we mention
incident merely to record
no misconduct on the
of Ho1mwood has been established.

the

21st

r

1974

22
Saturday the 21st December was an extremely disturbed day.
The Aborigines

ady in the Laverton area were augmented

in numbers by the

two trucks from Warburton on

this or perhaps on the previous day; the hotel was the centre
of a lot of disorderly activity, which the police had considerable difficulty
a phys

controlling and which culminated in

clash between the

ce and a group of Aborigines.

A cabaret was held on the night of the 21st in a hall near
the hotel.

Matron Barrett was present at the hall on a

number of occasions during the day helping to prepare
During the afternoon she saw groups of people arguing and
at times there was violence.
She described people coming from the hotel having an
argument and returning to it, people taking off the
shirts and shaping up to one another and a couple
in a fight with bottles and bricks.

s

She went back to her

quarters at the hospital about 8 p.m. and did not return to
the hall.
Another witness of events near the hotel on this day was
Mr. J. D. Mazza, a station manager aged 26, who has lived
all his life in tht Laverton-Warburton area and whom we
judged to be favourably disposed to the Aborigines.
He also was at the hall preparing

the cabaret.

He

said during the morning and all the afternoon there were
drunken Aborigines fighting and arguing among

themselves

and the situation became worse as the day wore on.
described
agreed that on
little bit out

situation as

worst

had ever seen.

He

21st December "things were getting a
hand

Laverton", and that when police

reinforcements
situation was

He

at a
out

hand".

date lithe

hote

censee Mr

Conole de

were

f

both

hotel at

out

the bar

7 o'clock
bar.

d

re

s a si
he could not

He re-opened about 8 30 p m.

to sell any more

ntre
the many accounts
a clear
ous

s
Gl
r

tnesses it is

cture of

f

cult to

events

There

sturbance near the hotel

ator Street and in wh

arrested e

a

extended
soner who had

escaped or was released by

two pol

constables were

from

by a hos

from attempts to prevent fighting.
subsequent inci
d to

thdraw and

abandon
The relationship

rval between these two

is not clear.

t disturbance previously re
closing time when a f

to

There

in which a number of policemen

in which they had been travelling

s

Ie

s and a group

d to

out at

developed between a group of

New Zealanders near the hotel

gine who was seen by two police officers to k

in

a New Zealander lying on the ground was arres
d in the se
van
t'Jhen the pol
re"-"V'"n·or,
the fighting the
or been released.
outside

The centre of the fighting moved

hotel

Gl

was
again intervened.

soner had either
Street where

by a group of

le

sand

At about this time the hotel

sarmed a house guest who
~s

r

sed by what he had

loading a shotgun.
ce

tervention enabled the New Zealander to escape

area.

The Aborigines turned their

, threatening them with s

to

and stones.

The

officers were forced to withdraw to the

vehicle and

course of doing so two

The three

17

them were

police

ficers then on duty sought

officers who were

aid of the two police

duty and the five of them returned to

the scene in the police vehicle.

In the meantime the group

of Aborigines had moved further towards the hospital area
and according to the police there was another incident near
the hotel.
25

There is some confusion in the evidence as to what occurred
and where.

What appears clearly enough is that there was a

confrontation between the police officers and a group of
Aborigines who showed considerable hostility towards police
and in the words

one of the Aborig

s, gave the police

a hiding
P.C. Harrison was punched and knocked to the ground by a
stone which hit him in the chest.

P.C. Strahan was hit on

the lower leg with a stone and P.C. Montil on the chest.
The police were forced to withdraw from the scene
the

vehicle.

aving

They sought the assistance of Sergeant

Holmwood the only policeman in Laverton not on duty but on
their return the Aboriginal group had moved further out
of town.

The police were able to recover their vehicle and

no further violence occurred that night.
26

So

we have described incidents in which pol

Aborigines were involved because
disturbances that we are concerned.

and

is primarily with these
There were, however,

other incidents which should be mentioned to complete the
unruly picture Laverton presented, especially on the night
of 21st December.
There were a number of persons described in evidence as
New Zealanders who played an active part at least in the
early stages

the

the belief of some

turbances near the hotel and it was
the police officers that attention

paid by these persons to
the disorder.

ginal women contributed to

18

l

There was also trouble at the cabaret he

to
lp

1.

The cabaret was ultimate

in the hall near

closed because of

fighting amongst Europeans who attended and after it a
fight which commenced outside between Aborigines spread

lr

the hall forcing the organisers of the function to
leave.
27
The 21st December was a bad day for the police in Laverton.

a

They had been unable to bring under control the disorderly
and violent conduct which had occurred throughout the day in

:::e

the vicinity of the hotel and hall.

'rwice they had been

forced to retreat in the face of superior numbers
threatening and using violence towards them.

They had been

unable to retain in custody an offender they arrested.

All

this had been observed by the Aborigines then in Laverton.
n

it might be noted that the only arrest made in
rn~r,nct

of the attacks on police was on the following day

a principal offender was surrendered to the police by
more responsible Aboriginal elements.

(para 40).•

n

23rd December 1974
nd

8

The occurrence book at Laverton police station records three
complaints by the licensee of unruly behaviour at the hotel
and during the day five arrests were made.
se

Whilst some

minor disturbances occurred the evidence does not support
any suggestion that a large group of natives became involved
a fight outside the hotel.

t

24th-29

r inclusive

29
During this period twelve arrests were made which resulted
in fourteen charges, ten of which related either to drunken-

s

ness or disorderly conduct.

19

30th

r 1974

30
The 30th De

r was the f

t day on which assistance

the
ce was s
sought by Sergeant Ho

although it was not

There appears to have

number of

Laverton

c

the hotel

a number

Although

f

one arrest

was made be

s
1 was such that

consi

s

all
rable amount

7 p m.
There was a
ce were

the

to

the s

on

31
The call

police assistance carne from t.he

licensee

Mr.

At about 7 p.m

many

the

fighting

He

a lot

tnessed one

persons

and counted eighty three others watching the
chee

ng and yelling.

the contestants

The

ice

about

the

si

si

It was,

on and very frightening.

thought someone was going to be
si

compl~te

the fights

stones and bottles.

s

to quieten

or eight were going on at the same

time

not

was

ce were unable to

which as many as s

with

licensee closed the bar

on

hand,

remons

time the fighting erupted

again and at about 8 p m.
out

and

an hour were ab

Within a

Conole formed

saw

lled and

on.
rang
and

scribed to
Brown he was

20

the
s~u~~~~

He

a re

s Walke

P

and Watson,

Leonora to Laverton

after
two

is

our

s

to

appears to

No arrest is

s

from

1 was

0 p m

t

t

one i

at the

s
to a

was thre

or

st any

75

been a

ars to

iii

t

of 31st December

f

at

was a f

1 with about
ce

or more

and were

and the

to break up
No arrest was

ten
ed

1st

there was no arrest and no

ely
me

2nd

are

two r'e aoeo t

e a resurgence

sc

l

He
uld

events of
s

to ask for
the 2nd

earlier part
onable quiet.

reinfc)r(~elnentB

At some

s to

came on

P C

at 4 p.m. Mr. Jonathan

was seen at
at a group

had been drinking
older ones and

a

21

been

s

He was asked by the police to quieten down and go home which
he finally agreed to do.
34
Later in the evening Smith was again seen at the hotel,

abusing a group of Aborigines and wanting to fight.
P.C.s Strahan and

son then arrested him.

being taken to the

As he was

ty van he resisted violently by
I

kicking and

A group of Aborigines gathered round

shouting abuse at the pol
go.

and telling them to let Smith

Strahan says that there were thirty or forty in this

group, that persons

the group were shouting "kill the

cops" and that he thought that they were quite prepared to
carry out the
Fearing

threat

his own life Strahan let Smith go, following

which an Aborigine identified by Strahan as Mr. Neville
Linton, came to him and said: "If you hadn't let him go, we
would have killed,you "
Strahan and Harrison waited for a short time then returned
to the pol

station where they told Sergeant Holmwood

what had occurred.

The constables told Holmwood that the

situation was out of control, that more men were needed and
that they were not prepared to go back to the hotel again
without more assistance.
Strahan's evidence of events at the hotel is corroborated by
Harrison.
35
Linton was the only Aborig

incident
he

this

that anyone called "Kill the police",

He

Aborigines had in fact been telling

aimed that

Smith to s

to give evidence

although he admitted that he had to

f

the constable to let

go

We accept the substance

Strahan's account of the incident

We conclude

did not give evidence

were confronted by a

the two

22

ch

and threatening group of
Smith and that

s after they had
for their own safety, they

the prisoner
s was a highly unfortunate incident which damaged the
of the local police

icers and encouraged an

element amongst the Aborigines
.und

1975

th
s

generally disturbed state of
to

is illustrated by the events of
January.

rs in Laverton at this
th~

early morning of

Between 1 a.m. and 3 a.m. Sergeant Holmwood

disturbances between large groups of Aborigines
the ring road.

His assessment was that residents of

residential building, commonly known as the Opera House,
we

re objecting to drinking and other conduct on the part of
from hTarburton.

Holmwood's state of mind at this

is clearly shown in his entry made in the occurrence
.e d

in respect to the events of the early hours of 3rd
, only a few hours after he had heard from Strahan.

.e

"Fights were continually taking place between rival

and

who had arrived from Warburton.

.n

as I was alone and it would not have mattered anyhow

No arrests were

rest of the s

f had been present, as we are of

cient number.

A further truck load is expected to

a.m

3rd inst. D.O. to be contacted a.m. 3rd."

D.O.

Office.
January 1975 - general situation
"

morning of 3rd January Sergeant Holmwood rang his
ct Officer, Senior Inspector Hilton in Kalgoorlie and
rQ'~"6sted

reinforcements.

recollection of the convers

is that Holmwood

"We are having further trouble up here

23

There are

town

d

town

over

squad

atening to take
Can you get

here?

\'lhen he f

t gave

lCler1ce, Holmwood was disinclined to

agreed that any

sen by the

He was

to jus

ments on

s

3rd
1

his men needed some re

of work

However, we are s

states

long

that

s

sted and as Holmwood saw it

e

The position was

3

It that

tances
r

as had

the

to make arrests even if a
so had

s

and he was well aware of

to

low

s men
to ask

s

uo rmwooo IS

to

re

them were

is

and H

course based upon the events

up to the early hours of the morning
and which we have referred to e

the

tion Holmwood was aware that more Abori
and t.h at; at least two

were
o

cers might re

out patrols

the hotel unless re
unaware

s

his

the vi
Iton was

s fact

38

In our

can be no

re

sm

nor of

the de

son to

r an

re

to

on to use the pol

1

to ask

them

s assessment was based on
Hi

s

s

th

as best served the

s
was a

s

ct

to him by Holmwood

ous one

and we

that there can be no

sm

under a

or

or

f

to make

own assessment

4

sending re
Brown, who was
the si

sts

ous

e

Sergeant Wells

from Leonora to Laverton

P C

Walke

Brown and his

travelled

from
9

It is not easy to dete
when

the s

s

:e

Brown and

mg

were made

arrests

the
Seventeen
4 30 p.m ,

between 3 45
s was

as a result

restore

to

the town

r

to
Brown and

The

a

suggests that on the

icers who
there were

re
s

On

nts

on

s

stones and

other

of persons

day gave

were

Laverton

saw no

f
A

nes
y

ask

A

the 3rd

Laverton show a

ch has some

ce

on

:ts
as
wh at;

.nk

.rrts

was not necess
r

saw an

was to warn

cer in

the Laverton
ca

His

a s

to arrest a person or

a

be
if

His
then

si

to

take no/further action.

This appl

sorde

forms of

to fighting and other

Persons immobilised by drink

were arrested but other persons who were drunk were warned
and advised to go home

If they went, no further action was

taken.

that

He took the

minor

sturbances he

achieve more by moving around on his own amongst those
He pre

them to desist

a number of

method to one which

the

icemen, whose

was more 1

One example

this

ly to cause tension.

s policy was his action in the e

hours

, in going alone to quell

of the

sturbances without attempting to make any arrest and at a
time

two

return to

i

constab

s had refused to

the hotel without reinforcements.

The same sort of

appears

his dealings with a

group of Aborigines who, following the disturbances of the
n i.qht;
s

21st December (para 22 ), came to the police
on the morning of the 22nd, apparently to surrender

wrongdoers

On the undertaking of the Aboriginal warden in
t.he group,

the

that the young men who had offended on

ous night would be punished when
arres

Alt::nouan

those present

expressed his policy

app Licab Le to all of

stan

only one

maj

nders,

of

group

gene

terms

is clear that

s ub-:

rs concerned would have been

Aboriginal.
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H

icy.

ct Officer

the
a

that

s i, t to Laverton

to

with

an exp

LenO,ers.

Hilton

Laverton occurrence book, where

s in

Holmwood had broken up f
called

, he

the 5th

Holmwood that he was too so

On

but not arrested anyone and
no arrest had been

on

6

.er

to

also

d
1

.k
d

was
.ose

in ,

mrs

applied by
Brown
Laverton on the
dif rent and
sumab
town, he told
rs that
was obvious
out
were to
on
persons named
any
warrants were to be found. There
were made which are refe
to
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a

~

was

ted to Brown
Holmwood's local knowbeen
assistance in res
, he
he had re
Holmwood's
to
lems,
that at that
was out
and
any
son, (presumably
and Aborigines) had been
t
incidents

ler

on

were made

to

3

led

we

to a i.Lectarn.one s
s

at

s

.d

ss
not relate
he says he rece
been

8 30 p.m

to

now turn

as
cons

made

on
amounts

arrest

a reluctant
~e

.l..U. L.CC.\J.U
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at
and was

On

re

mi.s conduc t

s

in
up

to
lock up
was

treatment
He says
on

when two
grabbe

came

s

and bashed

him over,
s face on the cement

then taken outside the exe

se

where a

on the nose and

when he was on the

and he wa s

knocked out.

wa t.e r from a

ch he

These two

was

The

s

been

of the

rd

He

does not

ind
if his s

ons

s established.

se al

he appeared

were true

after the al

t

a

s nose and left

th

the

he tell

but

ces drew

made any

to the

ry and

f

If made no

h

from that of

rs

to have seen Cooke ass

Ge

Cooke of his ass
to have

Ge

a

lants f

which the

s

doe

comment on the
spose

st Cooke were
of

with

s

1 e sewhere in

can

C

ller who

Cooke

The ho . Lu..L.H~{ of a court on the
more de

P.C.

prepared

sault estab ished

cs
,~

neithe

one of them.

is
way

led by

te

Cooke s al
and

He was

cemen then took him to the

was held on the
a

iceman

policemen punched him

k

the policemen.

He was

of a

rd

s dea
Vvhile the
be
case an.d

h

othe

1

Cooke was arre

8

orne

a t

0 p.

ne

He
f

of.

i

s

a

ace was

suIt
arre

t;

sis

and on

a

son sentence

re

commenced at about

p.m. and whilst the records
the

ast two dealt
hours

sentenced to

the

the

1

was more se

one

Cooke s

th

that

st he

s

s

cted

d

sonment

8

to

the

, the

that he

upset as a result of hi

the

se

1..LJ..lVVU

ss

son sentence

we

have

a remand to enable Cooke to compose h
shed
f

he

seek

been g

al

s

some

f and

d have been done
is

ned in the lock

pe

at Laverton or

ons to

to

due course.
Watson
on the afternoon
a numbe

of e de

from Mt.

Laverton and was about to return
arked on the outski

them.
he

po ice

s

told "the
to ge

off

wh ch the people did.
movements
the pe

re s

that the

sed

had

police

ficer could recall it.

There seems to be no reason

why we should not accept the substance of Watson's story
which depicts a case

overbearing and discourteous conduct

on the part of the police

icers amounting to harrassment

of people who were about the

lawful

airs.

The incident

took place on the out

the town, the Aborigines con-

cerned were old and there was not the slightest indication
that any offence had been or was likely to be committed
the absence

any explanation

In

cat£on

walking stick appears to have been highly inconsiderate and
probably unlawful.
3rd

to

Leonora
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Senior Inspector Brown's plan to restore order

Laverton

resulted in what was for Laverton a large number
during the 3rd January.

arrests

By the late afternoon it became

apparent that with a

on of

policy the

would be grossly overcrowded during the night.

up

By about

5 p.m. th2re were already twenty three persons
up. In
if no arrangement had been made
or discharge of prisoners, some thi
been

lock

four

would have

the lock up overnight.

The

by Brown to meet this s

for the Court

Sess

at Laverton on

to s

n

r
a number
there
Leonora lock up
In

Brown was

inI~uE~n(~ea

crowded

might be burnt

and

and the Ch
ns Court
the 3rd and
soners to be removed to
s course

on,
and over-

f

ons
the
had been made

rs

on was

up

he
soners that the
t.he 1

up

of

the lock up
The

s

b

1 proce

at Laverton appear to

,on

and it was not

rea~vHaule

1 to any number

the granting

arre

ret;

lt
sn.t;

Childrens Court sat at 8.30 p m
with.

were

j

The Court

sat at 9 p.m.

against
1

were dealt

the courts could not
In

s who cons
rect

ve.U.L..J..cS

thout the
them and whi

was given on the matter

no

can be assumed

that the Jus
s were s
sfied as to the necessity
sit
at night and clearly they agreed to do so
In addition we
accept that a
)

sentative of the Aboriginal Legal Service

Kalgoorlie

to the proce

on

under-

standings.
7
1

was an unusual step and one not ordinarily to

:s

lp

encouraged, in our view it was not unreasonable for
Brown to arrange
a sitting of the Court of Petty
the subsequent removal of prisoners to
Sess
and
Leonora on

night of the 3rd January, but we take the
the charges against the juveni

Tal

Court

not

been

ly de

s in the Childrens
with that night.

lave
It was the practice
fare
3

~~~~.~,

Mr

a desirable one that the Community
Gordon, should attend
as to

some

Court s
made by the pol

r

to notify him

Court on
a can

the

to

night of the 3rd January. It

ct which the Commission finds it unnecess
The

was unaware that a

that

Court was to sit that n

we do not
the

r-cums t.ance s
)

We
ferab
lowing morn
ass

tance or
sonment and

)

f

or s

to

if the matters
was,
As
one j'H'>OY\; Le was
three

been

to seven
terms
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We have already indicated our view that the defendant
Mr. Glen Cooke (para 42 ) should not have been finally dealt
with on the night of 3rd January and we think the same
applies to the defendant Mr. J. Smith, who charged
with three offences, including escaping from custory, was
fined $20 and sentenced to a total term of ten weeks imprisonment wi

a few hours of his a r r e st; and

any

opportunity of obtaining advice.
Some criticism of the police was offered as to the basis
for selection of persons sent to Leonora, it be
ed that some persons were sent who were
release.

We do not think that the

for
e and records

before us are sufficient to justify such cr
ject to the qualificat
criticise the decis
p

suggest-

icism and sub-

s we have already made, we do not
to hold night courts and transfer

soners to Leonora nor the conduct of the

the court nor the trans
4th

s in

of the prisoners.

1975
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The two police officers who had come to Laverton from Leonora
on the 3rd

returned on the same

from Kalgoorlie remained.

Patrols

, but the cont
the Laverton area

were continued on this day and ten arrests were made.
The police evidence is that the town was much quieter and
Brown
that he and the

forcements would soon be able

to return to
The

the opinion during the

ie.
s made

police conduct

to Messrs. V. and B. Blizzard and Mr.
dealt with

n the fol

ate
ch are

Messrs
50
rnoon

the

the 4th

from
fighting
to

was

a

s that these two brothers were

The pol

ttended, arrested them and took them
matter

pol
of

comment is the

It appears that the two men were
ther and

aced

the

of a

the boot open and the car was then
on.

The car was

full of

was no room
sengers

two

The police sought to jus

conveyance on the ground
s
as soon as poss

was

fy this method

sensed some
area and

lity in

to leave the scene

Ie.

considerable doubt

He

to t.he

It, but

any such sense

any event

d not

the

which was taken
The

shows that

was another

the

been
there

no reason
not

smounted to enable

to be accommodated

car.

them was to say
a

The me
t

tran

abnormal

to the two men conce
an

whether two

sone

One

rs

same

stances have been

the same way.
Ronald
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The case
ch
The
sorde

to
on

th
matter.

5th

discloses that
resi

33

s

st

arrest made on the

of

January and those against Smith (para 60 ) have not been
disposed of.

Our understanding is that they are adjourned

pending the complet

of the Commission's report.

In these circumstances, the Commission itself asked counsel
to consider whether the Commission was bound to continue its
enquiries into the circumstances surrounding these arrests
or if not whether it should pursue its enquiries further.
It is clear that the incidents referred to fall within the
terms of reference of the Commission, but counsel for the
police officers against whom Wyatt and Smith have made
allegations of misconduct submitted that we should proceed
no further because any conclusions we reach would embarrass
the subsequent

al of the present charges.

In a sense he

says the matters are sub judice.
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The Commission originally raised the matter because of a
statement by Griffith C. J. in C
195.

The statement reads as follows:

2 CLR 139 at
"There is one

tion which probably would be a good one if
sustained.

objec~

could be

Any interference with the course

the admini-

stration of justice is a contempt of court and is unlawful.
If, therefore? any person, purporting to act under the
authority of a Royal Commission were to do an act amounting
to an interference with the course of justice, he could not
claim any protection on the plea that he was acting for
t.he Crown."
In

General of Victoria 63 CLR 73 at

101, Dixon J.
the
ruled

(as he then was) re

to the decision of

Court of New South Wales in
the

's case, over-

Court, that a Commission of Enquiry was

unlawful because its purpose was to enquire into a subject
matter over which a court
had juri

ct

and which

part of that court's funct
decision was reve

the Industrial
had dete

ration Court
and to usurp

He then goes on
s court on the

"The
that the

did not

vU",u,,~ssion

ct any

Court to

:1

proceedings
course
21

declared by the

st and

no way

that court and did not

its jus
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re with the

It was

the judgment that

Crown would exceed its powers

ever a Commission issued

its

having for its purpose some inte

s

justice; but, incidentally, the rhe
asked,

ached the

the course
cal ques

'why is an enquiry into the ques

was
guilt or

innocence of an individual - a mere voluntary enquiry
e

contrary to law?'"
important limitation to the proposition, name

d

ss

where a Commission issues "having

ex .. ,,-,_,--,-,-S

orne interference with the course of jus

that

its purpose"
ce should be noted.

he
limitation is not apparent, however, in the judgment
C. J. who having set out the above quoted exce
says at 85: "If for example a prosecution
t

c-

an offence were taking place the establishment

a Royal

\-vHul!,-,-ssion to enquire into the same matter would almost
be held to be an interference with the course of
and consequently to cons
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which such an
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the civil or the
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ther necessary nor des
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government cannot by the
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create new courts;
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court.
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se of
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the power of the Governor
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The source of the power is the

of

of the Crown.
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the power to cons

s
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to arm eve

procee
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r
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Governor to
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any persons to be a

to and report upon and where so
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red or
From

matter spe
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is purs
In Lockwood
Ful agar J
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Some time. later

the evening Mr. Brian 1iJyatt accompanied

by Miss Sue Cooper and Mr.

Stubbs, went to the

police station, Wyatt's
brother.

Both

being to bailout his

and Stubbs had been drinking and Wyatt

when he entered the

ice station, adopted a somewhat

aggressive attitude towards
he was wild at

present

he spoke
have taken

his brother

couple
satis

Wyatt says that

time and agrees

way that the pol
was told

police

such a

fence.
d bail

a

hours, to allow him to sober up
d with this decis

s~

the pol

s

with

r

his companions.
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There is considerable

lict

as t.o what

occurred.
The police version, br
swore at the po

son then

aced

r

th a

to arres

h

s hand away.

P.C. Watson came to

and

P C.s

son

t;

der and
11 to t.he

over~balance

Watson and Boehm

t.h at; as

then

s cal

icemen ran near them and

out

me

He says a

Leave h

all he was

entrance to the lock
was held

to take
alone
the

He was then
1st on the

'Watch out

icemen

Stubbs and

wasnt

the

Ie

s

a dog belonging to one of

He was

and

exercise

Wyatt s vers

hold

s hand
son s

s hand on

attempted to hit
Hyatt

s anger

P C.

assistance and
ground.

is

ceo

on Wyatt's
brushed

f

n

the stomach
He was
P.

face

language

son and

resis

arrest

v\Tatson.
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these
t

s are s

11

we record only what

is necessary to enable us to
We are s

sf

our

that when

left

he was upset and in an aggress
tt

:1

at the
ice
a t.one
In

at

ce station!
and that
swore

very least he called

rcumstances

'bastards'

than those prevailing

Laverton at

may well have been permitted to
was not

his arrest was jus
appears

ave! but he
f

the police handled him roughly

we are not

that any

con

named, Watson, Boehm
nor that

tt

Mil

assaulted Watson
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'rhe

Skull Creek
ller has
obscene language
of the

ice

The

t.h cornmence at the hotel some
the events at

a

Creek.

had been

at

rnoon returned t.o

at the bar wheri half
if

th

and

was
cemen came

a
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been

a-t Laverton

the events is that
asked

th

One

and
s

to be

and

reupon he was grabbed by
,-1"".,.,+-, fied as J:I'1il
and man-

two policemen, one of whom he
handled from the hotel
and put

the

He was then placed in a headlock
van de

taken to the police s

te his protests.

on where on di
by

van he was
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they were

He was

sturbance
sturbance
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he

where
a

s

a

S r; DT r) ari ce

r
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On the

bar as

he

r

of a
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was not
, R

noise
to de

st

arrested R

1.

on

l:)(leJ1m

I

S

accordance

11er but P

that of

scene

used

c.

see

lIe
says

P C

was

the
s

mere

to remove
the re

not t.o arre t

is that two of

each

to have

the proces

R

arres
t.he purpose

arres

t.he b

re he was cre
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We have been unable
dence
that

reconc

We

account

R

removal

te

the
same

j

the

a

reI

o

A-t

to

s

of

continues

son.

pol

R

Smith said

Miller said: "Righto Smi
kicking

respect to events at

punching him.

when the van was
"and then attacked him,

He was kicked

the groin,

t-<I.A.H,-,ucd on the ear and mouth and knocked to the ground. Two
icemen

him into the lock up, dropping him

a

of water on the way.
ice of

story

rs who were present denied

to them R. Smith when he dismounted

the van

to attack Miller, but was quickly subdued
laced

the lock up

On the

day R

was

from multiple

to be

Dr. Kearns, who found
bruises and abras

the

tal

d at

ad

a

se

the

No treatment was
the time R

hotel

Smith was

1 his

removal from the van at the police station, he was prepared
to fight.
ice station, the
at the
Our conclusion is
challenge impli t in his
was ~r'a,~~arlf at least
Ls

by

ce was

ller, and that more

41

to him than

any that was necessary for the
him and placing him

purpo~e

merely of subduing

the lock up and that to this extent,

the actions of that police off

were unjustified.
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We do not pursue further the allegation that R. Smith used
threatening words to Boehm.

At the time the offence is

said to have been committed R. Smith was already in custody
and his detention was not lengthened on account of Boehm's
complaint.

We leave this allegation which is the subject

of current proceedings to be dealt with according to law.
- 1st December 1974 - 4th

1975

66

It remains to summarise in general terms our findings In
relation to the period from 1st December 1974 to 4th
January 1975, that is that period covered by our enquiry
which preceded the Skull Creek incident.
The first half of December does not appear to have revealed
any problems which were unusual or different for Laverton,
but in the second half a number of factors appear to have
combined to produce an abnormal situation.
There was a substantial increase In the number of
Aborigines in the Laverton area.

This was largely, if not

totally due, to the gathering of persons intending to travel
to Wiluna for the rain making ceremonies and they were
accompanied by others who intended to stay temporarily in
Laverton or Wiluna.
These people, removed from the ties' of their usual living
conditions and employment, had little to occupy them in
Laverton and the tendency was for activities to be centred
near the hotel.

No liquor is available at, for instance,

Warburton and the hotel in Laverton is in practice the
only liquor outlet available to Aborigines in that area.

42

- f

1st the

causes are

!

cause of most of the troubles
s pe

we

od was excessive drink

This resulted

a number

the immediate
de

in

by Aborigines.

incidents, most of them at

night and near the hotel, when groups of Aborigines
behaved in an unruly

at times resorting to

Uw'lLLVll!

violence, throwing miss

s and shouting.

On some occasions the attitude of Aborigines towards the
ice was hostile while on others the presence of the
police was merely disregarded.

By contrast there were

periods, for instance 24th-29th December, 1974, when
comparatively little trouble occurred.
There were also occasions when the police were seen to be
powerless to stop an unruly scene or having been assaulted
or threatened with violence were unable immediately to
arrest those responsible.

These occasions must have

bolstered the confidence of irresponsible elements already
affected by liquor.
By the night of 2nd-3rd January the number of Aborigines in
Laverton had been augmented by more arrivals and the
situation was one of disorder

Police morale was low and

U=ky=ant Holmwood called for reinforcements.
No section of the community, including the Aborigines made
any general criticism of police behaviour during this
od although some persons said the police should have
a more forceful line.
Holmwood they were inexpe
a difficult position

However, except for Sergeant
and

what was undoubtedly

It is easy with hindsight and after

reflection to say what a young and inexperienced constable
should have done when confronted by a drunken and possibly
violent group.

A greater show of force might improve some

situations but not others.

In respect of the incidents we

have investigated, we, . think that in all the circumstances

43

the pol
acted
fficult conditions.
in
69
Some individuals have been named as taking
in

i-

cular incidents but it is not practicable to identi
particular group of

any

ines as responsible for the

events which occurred.
Many of the

gines

in Laverton had recent

from Warburton and other places and

arrived

ses referred to

s between different factions from Warburton and between
Laverton and Warburton Abo
movement of
west, we have not

gines.

Because of the constant

gines in the Western Desert and to the
these categories helpful.

There was a substantial number of Aborigines who on various
occasions, desp

the efforts of their elders and of the

police, behaved In a disorderly manner and some at times in
a violent manner.

Many who appreciate the socially dis

advantages position of the Abo

will understand some

of the causes of such behaviour which is not, of course,
indulged in only by Aborigines.

However, in a settled

community where the actions of one may affect the well
being of others, the behaviour complained of was unjustified
and unreasonable and on some occasions caused hardship and
annoyance to Europeans and other Aborigines alike.
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So far we have referred to a period ending on 3rd January
1975 the date on which Senior Inspector Brown arrived in
Laverton with reinforcements and assumed control.

We have

already discussed the difference between his approach and
that of Holmwood and the conditions

Laverton when he

arrived.
Brown's immediate adoption of a tough approach to
Aboriginal

was criticised.

instance, the

It resulted in, for

tude adopted towards Mr.

Andrew Watson and his passengers on 3rd January and
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feared it

a

Since it was not persevered with
s pol
ctUllll.Ll1ister

f

backlash.
it is not known if

with add

ice off

,would have succeeded.

Brown s policy was

It is arguable

ing the sort of results

desired at least in the short term.
ed

In the period from

4 p.m. onwards on 3rd
made.

rs to

arrests

No complaint was made that these arrests

en

not for good cause and we must assume they were all

t

ly justif
Desp

The 4th January was c

ly

the continuation of the same policy, ten

were made in the
s

this stage, was Brown's policy succeeding or was it
ating a resentment which, but for the Skull Creek
ident, would have exploded with more violence later?

n

firm answer can be given.

In all the circumstances

was not demonstrated that police policy in the town
3rd and 4th January was unreasonable or unjustified.
have dealt in this part of the report with a number
ed

cases where criticism was made of conduct on the
police officers or Aborigines.

It is only

r to

that the evidence disclosed a number of occasions
which Aborigines assisted the police and others where
pol

officers assisted Aborigines.
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SKULL CREEK INCIDENT

INTRODUCTION
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The most serious allegations made to the Commission of
misconduct related to events which occurred at what became
known as the Skull Creek incident.
Skull Creek is a creekbed, ordinarily dry, just to the
north of the Laverton townsite and there running roughly
east to west.

It is used regularly as a camping area by

Aborigines.
On the 4th January 1975, a convoy of three vehicles containing

all between seventy and eighty Aborigines, men,

women and children, left Warburton and arrived in the
vicinity of Laverton late in the afternoon of the 5th
January.

The vehicles were a five ton truck, a station

wagon and a landrover.

The police had been informed on the

night of the 4th of the convoy's departure from Warburton.
The three vehicles after joining the main Windarra/Laverton
road turned towards Laverton.

The truck turned off the

maln road into Airport Road and after travelling some
distance pulled off that road to the south of it.

Almost

immediately a number of police vehicles commenced to arrive
at the place where the truck had stopped.

Each of the

other two vehicles in the convoy was stopped on the main
road by the occupants of a police vehicle.
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What then happened has been hotly disputed.

The Aborigines

say in general terms, that all the able-bodied men on the
truck and all the passengers in the landrover, who were all
male, were arrested without cause, in many cases assaulted,
placed in security vans, taken to the police station where
further assaults and indignities occurred and that all of
those charged were falsely charged with offences they had
not committed.
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police version is that they went to the convoy for the
e of identi

ing and arresting persons who had

committed offences in Laverton on previous occasions, that
ne

some occupants of the truck, encouraged by others, attacked
the police, that all those arrested were arrested for good
cause and were properly charged and that no more violence
was used at the truck or at the pol

station than was

reasonably necessary to make the arrests and to control
prisoners.
the return of the police to the police station with
:tin-

prisoners, the prisoners were placed in the lock up
those police officers laying charges commenced to prethe documents necessary for this purpose.
isted in each case of a compl

These

and what is called a

The complaints were in common form and require
the
o.

ton

explanation at this point.

The facesheet is a

prepared primarily for the assistance of the
It shows some particulars relating to the
fendant, the nature of the charge and by whom made and
ains also a portion headed: "Summary of offence" in
the officer laying the complaint states briefly the
s on which he reI

t

ive

s as establishing the offence charged.

cases where an officer was laying two complaints
one person or similar complaints against two
prepared

one facesheet.

at Skull Creek and subsequently charged,
nes
e

all
ed,
re
f
d

three, were admitted to bail on the morning of 6th
and all appeared in the Court of Petty Sessions at
on the 7th January.

Two juveniles appeared in

Childrens Court.
further dispute exists as to whether or not it was inthat all these proceedings should be finally disof on the 7th January.

In fact all those arrested

held only on charges arising from the Skull Creek
were unconditionally released on the 7th January
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the

counsel

ly commenced representations

1 scale enqu

a

the events

After the proceedings on
face

plaints
0

January, the relevant com-

ts were re

at Laverton by

of the pol

icer

the Court of

Clerk

had occurred.

s

r

Sess

s

who acts also as
of the

Court
The

so far

the first f

what might be

Id

d

to the Skull Creek

However,

Commiss

a

s

Id appeared
fs
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ice

vlhen

rs who had attended at Skull Creek

f

commenced to give evidence a subs
appeared

that evidence and what many

cers had

in the face sheets

is suf

police evi
Aborig

on the night

This will be dealt with in detail, but

the 5th
here

discrepancy

cient to say that in general terms the

nce was that the pol

s and that the

came upon a truck of

t violence

when

Aborigines attacked police, however, the general story
appe

from the facesheets was that

f

t violence was

Aborigines fighting amongst themselves who were arrested
for taking
Cle
the
a

that

sturbance

this was a matter
icers conce
r s

re curre d so

ch

fect the

t

facesneets appeared to have

and

cance

and

ce

a number

them as to

se a

question whether there had been some

or di

agreement between

the wording

authors

the facesheets.
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s
or

briefs

::>r

doubts thus raised were to be compounded.
in the hearing the Commission rece
the Commissioner of Pol

from the office

a number of sets of documents

have become known as the second briefs.

They had

prepared in January 1975 at the direction of the then
~v"u... ~ssioner

of Police at a time when he still contemplated

the charges brought before the court at Laverton on
7th January might be proceeded with.
each charge there was a brief consisting of a copy of
complaint, a statement of evidence by the police officer
concerned, a face sheet and a brief jacket, the latter showamongst other things, the names of the police witnesses
was proposed to call for the prosecution.
contents of these briefs raised a number of problems
will be discussed in detail! but one in particular
ut

be mentioned here.

In most of the face sheets the

statement of facts contained ln the summary of
ln the first face sheet had been reproduced but
by simple literal amendment to allege that the
observed was that of Aborigines fighting
as in the first face sheets of Aborigines
Aborigines.

For instance in one, the phrase

and fighting with other natives" became "Yelling
wi th police".
f

e

se documents had been prepared in Kalgoorlie at the
and police station and the life of this
~~"u".~ssion

has been substantially lengthened by its efforts,

partially successful, to ascertain the exact circum~U!i~CS

in which the second briefs were prepared and the
responsible for their preparation
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Prior

OYlnTI1

ries
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Soon after the Skull Creek incident, the Government of
Western Australia appointed Mr. T. Sydda11, S.M., to conduct
an enquiry for it.

Neither his report nor the statements

obtained by him have been released and the Commission has
not had access to any part

them.

Before the Commission,

the Crown claimed that it was not in the public interest
that such a report

use by Cabinet in policy

making decision nor the statements obtained in the course
of its preparation should be disclosed.

It also appeared

that many of the statements were given in confidence and on
an assurance that secrecy would be preserved.

The Commission

ruled that it would not require the production of any of
these documents.

However, before the objection was taken,

two police officers had voluntarily produced to us a copy
of their respective statements and these had been received
in evidence.

The Crown took no objection to our use of them.
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Also early in 1975 the Commissioner of Police appointed
Assistant Commissioner Parker to make what was apparently
an intra-departmental enquiry.

He obtained statements

from two civilians who had been at Warburton, but apart
from these, obtained statements only from police officers.
He did not interview any Aborigine.

The statements made

in the course of Assistant Commissioner Parker's enquiry
were made available to us as indeed was his report of the
19th March 19
80
On the 28th February 1975, the Premier of Western Austral
and the Australian Minister for Aboriginal Affairs set up
what became known as the Laverton Joint Study Group
sided over by Mr. Sydda11.

Its

of the 20th May

1975 has been made available to us and we have made use
of it as a source of background information and
recommendations.
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The foregoing introductory remarks will indicate the origin
luct

many of the terms used in the examination

the Skull

Creek incident which now follows
Some of these terms are:
Occurence book (Laverton) - the police station diary;
r statement - the statement made by a person in the
of Assistant Commissioner Parker's enquiry:
I

- the documents prepared by police officers
on

of the 5th January 1975 in support of

,s

being laid:
facesheet - the facesheet contained in the first

r

~~~~b~r~l~'e~f~s

~d

- the briefs prepared largely in January 1975
on instructions from the Commissioner of

facesheet - the facesheet contained in the second
- the statement of evidence of an

- - - -list
--

- a list prepared by P.C. Watson of prisoners
the lock up.
ice

e

the 4th January 1975 a message was received by radio at
Laverton police station from Warburton.
lia
p

The entry in

occurrence book relating to the message
as follows:Radio message at 9.35 p.m.
about 6 p.m. tonight 2 x 5 ton trucks, one landrover
a Holden station wagon, loaded with Aborigines left
headed for Laverton only.

I

Harrison reports attempting to endeavour to
the natives intentions.
s could not be obtained."
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Due to bad radio contact

The message was sent by Mr. D. R.
employed

He~itt,

a supervisor

the State Housing Commission at Warburton.

Hewitt had worked for some years in areas where he came
in contact with Aborig
the impend

In December 1974 he knew of

ceremonies at

luna because men working for

him had informed him that they would be absent from
Warburton for about three weeks in order to attend the
ceremonies.

In the

immediate

January he heard radio

s of disturbances in Laverton

involving police and Aborigines.

This was a topic of

conversation with other Europeans at Warburton.
s

the 4th

He also

he heard one Aborigine who had returned from Laverton

to Warburton claim that the Aborigines had put four policemen in hosp

, a claim which if made was false.

On the

4th January he became aware that a five ton truck, a
landrover and a Holden station wagon, containing Aborigines
from Warburton and other centres to the east, were leaving
for the Wiluna ceremonies and travelling via Laverton.

He

discussed the matter with two other Europeans at Warburton
and then sent a radio message to Laverton on a police
radio situated in the office of the Community Welfare
Department at Warburton.

He said in evidence, he sent the

message because he was concerned with what may happen in
Laverton.
The Community Welfare Officer stationed at Warburton was
away but one of the other Europeans who had a key to the
office opened the office for him to send the message.
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There is considerable conflict concerning the time at which
the message was sent, the text of the message as transmitted and the content of the message as understood at the
police station in Laverton.
Hewitt thinks the time at which he sent the message was
between 6.30 and 8 p.m. and P.C. Harrison who received the
message puts its recei

at 9.35 p.m.
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poor and

me araqe

hand

message

between 5 and 5 30 p.m.
d

message was

h

to

that a

ton

wagon, are he

)n

and that
was
~+'+l~mn+od to answer

be

a Land.rove

d your way

Iv~~c~

asked a number
It was

he said was not

)n

lIyou

quesL~vll~

to him that

rece

::e-

d the substance of the mes
occurrence book.

Hamilton,

questions put by

.ie s

Aborigines

s

spears and

that

rearms and
"Jere no women or

on the truck and that the Aborigines normal
spears slung underneath the truck.

Ld

carry

P C s

son,

Watson, Berry and Groves said they heard

!

:1e

as a

son it was asce

had been drinking, that
)n

was as set out

ons put but that no reply was received to any of
Furthermore Hewitt s

that whilst he

the

statement he would not have made the others because
would have known them to be false.
said

he
the substance
Brown during the
me

P.C. v-Jatson

ich

Aoo.r a.c i

was a convoy

to cause

ne s near

s

town

accept Harrison's account as be

accu~

so far as it goes, both as to
he

at

meal he reported to

rumours he had
that

he

d that at

message

as he understood

content

and as to the time he received

was the person operating the
under a duty to re
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was
it

the occurrence

book and to report it to his superior officer and none of
the police officers including Harrison's superiors who had
access to the occurrence book challenged the accuracy of
his entry at the time.
On the other hand Hamilton's recollections of reporting
the radio message to Inspector Brown at the motel contradicts his Parker statement and his claim that it was
received between 5 and 5.30 p.m. is inconsistent with the
text of the message which said the vehicles had left at
about 6 p.m.
Finally it appeared that shortly after receiving the radio
message Brown communicated with the District Officer,
Senior Inspector Hilton.

Brown puts that call at about

9.30 p.m. and Hilton as between 8 p.m. and 9.30 p.m.

A

contemporary entry in the Kalgoorlie message book confirms
Brown's recollection.

Hamilton's account would involve

the conclusion that having received this message soon after
5 or 5.30 p.m.

that the convoy had left Warburton, Brown

did nothing until after 9 p.m.
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We are satisfied that the message was sent some hours
after 5.30 p.m., probably commencing at about 9 p.m.

What-

ever Hewitt said, the substance of the message as understood by Harrison and as reported by him to Brown, was as
recorded in the occurrence book, although there may be some
information not recorded.

Hewitt did not say that there

were two five ton trucks headed for Laverton, nor that the
vehicles were headed for Laverton "only", although this
was Harrison's understanding arising from the difficulties
of reception.
As mentioned earlier there was some discussion at the
dinner table about a report that Aborigines were coming to
Laverton to cause trouble and it may well be that
Hamilton's recollection is faulty and that he has confused
the radio message and the rumours in such a way as to
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]

a dramatic re

)f

some

l.ad

~~~~osents

f

O~AT.,rnls

which reflects the

ling

at

the message.

evidence amounts in effect to a claim that there

two radio messages, one reported to him by Hamilton
table and one reported subsequently by

a-

In this he

clearly wrong.

He may have received

one report and it would not have been unusual

he

Hamilton had reported to him the message Harrison
f

but there was only one radio message from
on the 4th January from Hewi t't and the contents

dio

were reported to Brown by Harrison, close to and
a~'LLu,~t

certainly after 9 p.m. that night.

from the message from Hewitt and the rumour reported
.rms

him by Watson, Brown by the night of 4th January almost
had other reports of the expected arrival of
r Aborigines from Warburton.

rwn

large number of Aborigines in the
area who knew that there were still many people
in Warburton to be transported to Laverton en route
Wiluna and that the party of elders, carrying sacred
the Wiluna ceremonies who by custom must travel
rear of those going to Wiluna, had yet to arrive in

licensee of the hotel refers to rumours stronger on the
January, that Aborigines were going to take over the
and referred to an abortive move to form a vigilante
At some time Brown heard of this move.
discussed the Hewitt message with Holmwood who underg

the vehicles were loaded with young men, although it
not clear how he obtained this impression.
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On that

basis Holmwood recommended reinforcements be sought.

Brown

appears also to have discussed the

me~sage

ordinates who took the same view

He attempted to contact

with other sub-

Warburton again without success.
88
Brown's account of what he said to Hilton as it appears in
the transcript is as follows:
"I said that I had disturbing news that two five ton trucks,
a landrover and a Holden station sedan with about one
hundred (and I repeat it) Aborigines travelling in this
convoy and they were armed.

I am not sure whether I

mentioned guns but I am sure I said they were armed and
they had spears.
term.

I think that's the very way I used that

I said that it was thought that they were going to

do the police over and if that was the case, I had insufficient men and I required more help.

I further went

on and told him that I estimated their arrival to be about
10 a.m. on Sunday."

He said that Hamilton had reported to

him, as part of his report on the radio message, that "they
had broken into the store (at Warburton) and stolen petrol
and they had been drinking ll and that he so informed Hilton.
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The statement in the message as recorded by Harrison that
the convoy was headed "for Laverton only" could legitimately
cause concern to those such as Harrison who knew that most
of the Aborigines passing through Laverton at this time
were travelling to Wiluna.

Brown, however, says that he

did not know until after the Skull Creek incident on 5th
January of the Wiluna ceremonies.

Even so, it is probably

fair to concede that the size of the convoy, the use of the
phrases "loaded with Aborigines" and "Laverton onlyll
coupled with the fact that the message was sent at all
could reasonably raise a doubt as to what the Aborigines
intended to do in Laverton.
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I7n

However, the message Brown passed to Hilton went further.
He said the Aborigines were armed.

Harrison does not

record this nor recall it being said, but Hewitt recalls
what he thought was intended as a question, whether there
were spears or rifles on the truck, to which he replied
n

that the Aborigines would be carrying spears and rifles.
In these circumstances it is difficult to exclude the
possibility that this information may have been passed to

ks,

Brown although not included in the record of the message.
also said that the Aborigines had broken into the
store at Warburton and stolen petrol and had been drinking.
It seems clear that this information did not come from
Hewitt and Hamilton did not suggest that the first
portion came from him.

In fact, all was inaccurate.

One important statement by Brown in his words was:

"It

was thought that they were going to do the police over".
According to Brown he did not say who thought this but
lton understood Brown as saying that the radio message
was to the effect that the Aborigines were coming to
confront the police.

Hilton also understood that Brown

was very worried and that Brown thought he needed re
forcements.
te

Hilton accepted Brown's assessment and sent

forcements.

st
dealing with the justification of Brown's call for
reinforcements we think some c

icism may fa

be made

of Brown's report to Hilton on the night of 4th January.
ly

In his report he failed to draw any distinction between

the

the content of the message received from Warburton, the
rumours which were then current and the inferences which
he and others drew from their respective and differing
understandings of the message.
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What was needed was an overall examination of the information available and a grading of its reliability in order
that a proper appreciation of the situation and its dangers
could be made and this was not done in any workmanlike way.
In the result the situation was misrepresented to Hilton,
who thought the Warburton message was that the Aborigines
were travelling to Laverton to confront the police.

He

was also told that the Aborigines had broken into the
Warburton store and stolen petrol and that they had been
drinking as if that information was also in the message,
which it was not.

The picture which Hilton received was

an unnecessarily alarming one which influenced the attit~des

of the police off

in Kalgoorlie to whom it was

passed and who then went to Laverton as reinforcements.
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It has become clear as a result of our enquiries that the
assessment made by Brown on the night of the 4th January
was in fact wrong.

The convoy was carrying a mixed group

of men, women and children, many of whom were bound for
Wiluna and the spears and rifles they carried were no more
than would ordinarily be required for hunting and ceremonial purposes.
There was a group of younger men in the party two or three
of whom had caused trouble in Laverton in the previous
fortnight and some of whom probably would not have been
embarrassed by further incidents of a similar kind.
prudent pol

off

might well be justif

A

-thinking

that after they had been drinking at the hotel more trouble
could be expected, but we are satisfied that the Abor

s

in the convoy did not travel as a party to Laverton for the
purpose of confront

the pol

nor taking over the

town as some people then thought.
Decision to seek reinforcements
93
Notwithstanding that Brown's report of the situation to
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mar

lton was unsatisfactory and that his assessment of the
ituation was ultimately proved to be wrong, we have

gers

less reached the conclusion that Brown's decision

way.

reinforcements is not open to criticism.

n,

es

message from Warburton as understood in Laverton was
ignificant in two ways.

First, it confirmed the rumours

large number of Aborigines had left vJarburton for
travelling in convoy and the unfortunate addition
n

words "Laverton only" indicated that their business
in Laverton and, therefore, added weight to the rumours

s
as

impending trouble.
, the fact that the message had been sent at all
significant.

This radio link had never been intended

a channel for ordinary communications.
he
y

up

not generally known at Warburton.

It was a means by

persons such as the Community Welfare Officer at
could communicate with the Laverton police on
s of police interest.

ore

Its existence

It had never been used before

report the movement of Aborigines from Warburton westHarrison reported that the voice of the caller was
of the Community Welfare Officer who normally
the link.

ree

It was quite inevitable that the fact that

thought it necessary, contrary to general
report at the time he did the departure of
vehicles would be interpreted by the police, and
so, as indicating that the caller considered
was some special significance for the police

forcements
conversation with Brown, Hilton consulted
Commissioner Leitch (as he then was) by telephone
Perth and then commenced the collection and dispatch of
reinforcements.

On the information available to them

decision by Leitch and Hilton to send reinforcements
justified.
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The following off
ice stat
Gerace

rs were summoneQ to the Kalgoorlie
Sergeant Grant, Po+ice Constables Puddey,

Bos, Holl

, Scott,

o Meara, Gordon and Fuller.
for Senior Constable Kel

lliamson, Smith, Norton,
Arrangements were also made

to travel from Menzies to

Laverton.
The reinforcements from
Laverton,

lie travelled

road to

near the motel at about 4 a.m. on the

morning of the 5th.

They carried no change of cloth

nor any equipment other than batons and handcuffs.
were

to brie

They

by Brown and then taken to the Mt.

Crawford stat
These rein

s, whom wifh Kelly we refer to as the

Sunday reinforcements, numbered thirteen and after their
arr

1 in Laverton the police strength there was then

twenty six in all as

led in para 17.
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that time there were the following police vehicles
available
i
II

Laverton

the Laverton security van,
a Ka

securi

van referred to as the FIOO

which had come from Kalgoorlie with the Thursday
reinforcements,
iii

the Leonora security van, which the Sunday reinforcements had picked up when passing through
Leonora;

lV

the Menzies panel van, also a security van,
which Kelly had travelled from Menzies;

v

a wh
markings

Holden motor car not bearing any pol
used

Brown and f

referred

to as car 3
a blue Holden car h

normal police mark

referred to as car 2.
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the movement of
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and

some petrol to come down to Laverton "to have a go at the
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1975 -

e
r

or to the

the convoy in Laverton, further

on regarding it came to the
~iJ~"JC~tor

Brown

of

ch we now record.

'V'1arburton Mess
the poor re
1

Mr.

on on the night of the 4th

tt had

call

f

and the pol

on

at about 9 a.m.
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morning,

ch he

The message was picked up at the Laverton
and also by Brown who was

a veh

on

on the Warburton
ce
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the respons

message at the
ente

s
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Whoever

it in the occurrence book

on was better and Hewitt
ar

up the

sunders tanding

the number of vehicles.
was

one truck.

The

but

not.

d his message
ch had

It was made
at the pol

6

for

sen
ar that there
s

asked

so~e

questions.

Hewitt said the Aborigines would be

carrying spears and rifles.

Something was asked regarding

the intentions of the Aborigines and the consensus is that
Hewitt said he did not know what their intentions were.
He may also have said that the Aborigines were on their
way to the Wiluna ceremonies.

It is not unlikely that he

did because he had been criticised by one of the Europeans
at Warburton for not saying so on the previous night.

At

the conclusion of the message it was clear to Brown that
nobody at Warburton was saying that the Aborigines were
coming to Laverton to confront the police.
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Again we think that some criticism can fairly be made
of the lack of arrangements to receive the Warburton
message on the morning of the 5th.

There was still a

considerable amount of information which Hewitt might have
been able to provide.

No of

cer was briefed on the

information required.

The sender of the message was still

I

unidentified and no-one with any particular knowledge of
the contents of the message of the night before was
detailed to man the radio.

Indeed, as we have mentioned,

no-one accepted responsibility for receiving the message
and no record of it was made.
Information from

ie

102
If Brown's recollection is right

that he did not

know of the Wiluna ceremonies until after the Skull Creek
incident, there was a further breakdown in the passing of
information to him on the 5th January.

Holmwood and

Harrison both knew of the ceremonies and furthermore an
enquiry regarding the convoy, directed to Cosmo Newbery,
had been initiated from Laverton on the night of the 4th.
The message book at Kalgoorlie police station says that
at 9.45 a.m. on the 5th, information was received from
Cosmo Newbery, a settlement on the Warburton road some
80 kms

(50 miles) from Laverton, that the convoy had left

Warburton on the afternoon of the 4th en route to Wiluna,
but had not yet arrived at Cosmo Newbery.
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The message

a

records that

ant

was

sed and

,g

the cost of the phone call is

t

the Laverton occurrence book that at 10 a m. Ka1goor1ie

Ho1mwood noted in

sed that "Warburton natives had not passed through
Cosmo Newbery".
nor

There is no re

rence

his evidence to his being advi

s

Ho1mwood I sentry
that the

were en route to Wi1una.

,t

information as to the final destination

the convoy

of some importance at the time when the police were
concerned with the intentions
convoy.

the Aborigines in the

The fact that the final destination of the convoy

Wi1una did not preclude the possibility of trouble in
Laverton, but it greatly reduced the chances that a concerted
e

attack or confrontation was intended. If this information
did not reach Brown, there was a serious breakdown in
communication within the department.

I

reconnaissance
cided to send out a vehicle to locate the convoy
in order to be able to estimate its time of arrival in
Laverton.

P.C.s Monti1 and Berry drove out on the

Warburton road and met the convoy stationary at Mur r ay Bore,
30 to 40 kms (20 to 25 miles) east of Cosmo Newbery.
Aborigines were having a midday meal.
of evidence regarding what occurred.

The

There is a conflict
Montil was not asked

about it in evidence so that the only version by a police
cer comes from Berry.
of the encounter.
ice

Several Aborigines gave evidence

It seems reasonably clear that the

cers asked someone where

and were told that

convoy was going

was going to Mt. Margaret, but

might stop at Laverton for supplies.

This is the informa-

tion that Brown said he received upon the return of the
police officers.
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It is also probable
information

the

Mr

Linton and Mr. Reggie
convoy and that Mr. Barry Holland

Robinson were with
was not.

The two

officers elicited the

rst named persons were wanted for

offences committed e

ier in Laverton and Holland was a

warden at Warburton whom
a man

some respon

police would recognise as

i

ty.

Little depends upon

enquiries except that they would indicate that
at that stage were

ce

sted in the whereabouts of two

of the previous

rs.

Brown said that the report

the reconnaissance party somewhat allayed his
r the reconnaissance Brown estimated that the convoy
would reach Laverton at about 6 p.m.
The
105

During the 5th January, Brown worked out his plan to meet
the convoy and

the morning explained

reinforcements at Mt. Crawford.
mine what

to

It is not easy to deter-

plan was nor how Brown's subordinates

understood it.
It is

that the p

luded stopping the vehicles

town and the police case was
of
on the outsk
included the questioning of previous
rs
who would

identified by Laverton police.

in a vehicle

that he was to approach the convoy
driven by Watson, that
would speak to
would have Laverton constables Montil
him to make
his

Brown says
people and

Strahan with

He also says he advi
mutual
purpose

cers to

assistance and

six men, two to each

he

vehicle, one to get the
cle key and the other to
were to be
weapons
These tasks he
unde

if

re were
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Ie.

the

Commiss

's

, Brown was

the ini
more de
1. His
was that only Watson and himself should

d

the convoy, that the
reinforcements and
Sunday reinforcements should wait at
Mt. Crawford
shed and the Laverton pol
at the police

a

, that if he was reasonab
received he would call
and Montil from the pol
station to identi
offenders and if arrests were made, he would call security
vcu~~~.cs from the shearing shed
He claimed his intention
was to avoid a confrontation or show
y

strength and the

approach of only himself and Watson would demonstrate his
peac~eful intentions.
At the time Brown gave this elaboration it had emerged
te clearly that perhaps the major allegation against the
was that they came to the vehicles in force, intend~
ing to arrest all able-bodied men whether those persons
had committed offences or not and there was a vast body of
dence to show that all able-bodied men had been
arrested. Also by then there was subs
to suggest that the sudden approach
a comparatively
body
policemen as had occurred was both
and unwise.
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We do not
Brown's c
that
an was
the
main body of police to remain at the Mt.
shearing
while he and another
approached
convoy.
Such a plan would have been
tent with
policy
which he had adop
s

described
he had made

since his
para 40
clear

Laverton and
1
anyone

ached

the law could expect to be arres
and this strong stance
as opposed to the soft approach of Holmwood was the policy
the District Officer, Senior Inspector Hilton. We do not
think it mere coincidence that Holmwood played no part in
the interception of the convoy.
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108

There are a number of other considerations which compel
us to the conclusion we have reached
The tasks of
obtaining vehicle keys and searching for weapons were
obviously intended to be performed before vehicles could
be driven away or weapons used. The tasks could hardly
be performed by

cers who came later from Mt

Crawford,

some distance away.
What is perhaps even more telling
the police officers having 1

that while some

tened to Brown's instructions

were not clear what the plan was, most of them understood
that when the convoy arrived they were to go to it and
stand by while previous offenders were being identified.
There was no officer who understood his role as being to
remain at Mt. Crawford while Brown and another officer
alone went to the convoy and the fact is that as soon as
it became known that the convoy had arrived every reinforcement

icer whether at Mt. Crawford, the motel, the

police station or on patrol, hurried to a vehicle and
every reinforcement vehi

proceeded to where the vehicles

in t.he convoy we re .
In addition it should be noted that as Brown was driving
towards the truck he saw a number of police vehicles in
the area which on his story should have been at Mt.
Crawford.

He was in radio contact with them and made no

effort to prevent their approach to the truck.
his e
his

Also in

r evidence when asked if he had any criticism
icers he indicated it might have been better if

the men

the

rst vehicle knowing of h

waited

him to make the

He did not
suggest
should not have been

approach, had

t approach to the truck.
the other pol
at all.

vehicles
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Our view is that the essence of the
to that which Brown sugges

an was the opposite

his final elaboration.
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sed and as understood by Brown's subordinates the
was, at the least, that when the convoy was interall reinforcement officers were to attend.

This

of strength would indicate to any Aborigine who had
t in mind to cause trouble in Laverton that the police
and would where necessary assemble a strong force at
notice to answer any challenge to the

authority.

does not seem to have considered what effect this
strength might have on people not intending to cause
ons

r.roub l.e •

d

mentioned earlier one of the critical questions is
it was also planned in effect to arrest all ablein the convoy regardless of their conduct.

To

this question it is necessary first to examine
which occurred at the vehicles and subsequently and
answer until that has been done.

e
les
execution of the plan as alleged by Brown to exist to
rcept the convoy and arrest previous offenders left
to be desired.
had under his command a number of quite inexperienced
police officers, some of whom were highly appreOne

them made his will that morning.

Their

of how the plan was to be executed were vague and
.f

,d

in a number of ways.

This might indicate either

attempt to conceal in evidence some elements of the
a failure by Brown to ensure that all his men knew
what they were supposed to do.
there was only one practicable route by which the

:e

convoy could reach Laverton, its arrival was not discovered
until it was on the outskirts of town and the Laverton
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po

who were
to be avai
le to i
fy
Y'\Y'Q~T; ous of
rs were not warned of or instructed
their

The two men Brown s

this task were

d he had

1 and

mind

1 was in

rece

Brown and

Strahan

he

d on his own

go to the truck

had been

because of
any

fact
Brown to

the

a.t;

s

d Strahan

f

l

s

were to be made at the

ce

s
There were two men 1

ly to
lved

son who was
and 30th December
a better pos

the

ass

t.arice ,
the 21st

s

2nd

and was

on than any other cons
rs

ous
available

been

He was g

no

ons to be
swell

Holmwood, the man who knew the

and who was most

deal

xpe r i.eric ed

them, was

given no role at all

nt

Events
111
The

C:::l.l.L'~.LC:S

towards Laver-ton
Mr

Gordon

Mr

Don

left

led

r was the truck driven

'fhe

L\.VJJ.LUiJon,

Bore and

Ho

wagon

and the

by Mr. Ivan

Shepherd
As the

r pass

learned

Laverton.
whom we
convoy, s

'was t.r ave Ll.

Mr. Bernard Newbery

the opposite
the

Cosmo
the pol

rection

Laverton "because
Some
he

troub
d

can be

were

as be

ice".

for
before
rd,
the

to overtake the truck to tell

8

to

s

check.

near Laverton so that the police

In

to the junct

Sf

however

he failed.

The truck came

of the Warburton and

towards Laverton

roads and

without the pol

e being aware of

this time the landrover was not far
the station wagon and the three

les continued

Laverton.
says he

to s

the truck near Laverton

for a short time to let down certain people, including his
fe, and to enable others to make
two veh

les were to

es.

The other

direct to Mt. Margaret Mission.

st
The road to Mt.

aret jo

the

road at a point

on the Laverton side of the Skull Creek Br
truck neared the
Ai

road wh

turned left onto the new
runs at r

angles and then leaving

that road stopped at a
occurred.

As the

The locat

where the Skull Creek
of this point is discussed later.

The station wagon and the landrover which had been followthe truck, were s
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As the Abor

the

Laverton, the Sunday

les

reinforcements
were at Mt.

ice on the main road.

Constable Kel

other than
station.

had with them car 2

and the Leonora van.
S

Iton and Kel

and perhaps others were

rolling in the Menzies van in Laverton.
Fr

reinforcements were at either the

the motel.

The rest of the
ice station or

Holmwood and some of his Laverton

staff were at the police stat

the rest be

at their

s.

A radio message was then broadcast but the source of it is
not established.

The most posit
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evidence of it is from

P.C. 'V'Jatson, who was at the police station and says that
at about 5.15 p.m. he heard a distorted call saying that
they had sighted the convoy and could police officers attend.
He was unable to say who "they" were.

The message did not

say where the convoy was but what was known of its approach
and of the local road system would lead one to look for
along the Windarra road.
vJatson alerted Senior Inspector Brown, who was a t the
police station and Brown left immediately in car 3 with
VJatson driving.

Some uniden·tified officer aroused P. C. s

Vick and Miller at the motel and they le

in the F100.

Kelly and Hamilton say that in the course of patrolling,
they were approaching the Skull Creek Bridge from the south
and saw the station wagon approaching from the north and
stopped it.

They saw the landrover further to the north

and subsequently noted that it had also been stopped.
113
How the reinforcements at Mt. Crawford were informed of the
convoy's arrival is not clear.

Sergeant Grant says the

radio in car 2 was operating and' that an officer reported
a message received to the effect that the vehicles had
arrived "and please come into Laverton".

All the officers

at Mt. Crawford entered the two vehicles

lable to them

and travelled towards Laverton.
All the officers in the Laverton area that afternoon gave
evidence.

No officer identified himself as the one who

received the message at Mt. Crawford, or as the one who
gave the message to Grant or as the one originating the
call he

by Watson and no

icer said he was present

when that call was originated.
the evidence of

off

Indeed, it is implicit

r, that he did none of these

things.
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rcumstances it

In these

the first sighting
~nd.

ed thereafter.

not poss

to say who made

the convoy nore

vfuat is

ly what happen-

signiL~~Qll

r, is that on

being informed of the convoy's app
o

immediately made

reinforcement

it
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Grant Ie
o

Mt. Crawford driving car 2, crowded with police

cers and was followed shortly

van.

by the Leonora

As Grant approached Skull

Vick and Miller in the
north

the bridge.

B

dge, he saw that

00 had stopped the landrover just

One of these officers made a signal

which Grant took as indicating the direction in which the
truck had gone and Grant turned his vehicle left off the
main road into Airport Road to folow the truck.
th

however, had come to rest before

The truck,

was overtaken by Grant

and Grant stopped his vehicle a short distance from the
truck.

Car 3 in which Brown was trave

Leonora van arrived in the vicinity

ing and the
the truck shortly

thereafter.
Skull Creek incident - events at the vehicles
Of the events relating to the three vehicles in the convoy,
3

those relating to the station wagon have no bearing on the
events at the other vehicles.

After the statLon wagon had

been stopped it did not rejoin either of the other vehicles
nor, subject to what is said later about Mr. Jackson, did
any
s

occupants rejoin at the truck or at
on any

On the

the

the other two vehicles.

r hand the events at

rover are

r~re

facts, the persons who the
passengers in the landrover were
truck at some stage.

pol

truck

at

On any version
s

land~

the

travelled as
vicinity

the

How they came to be there is hotly

disputed.
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In addition, the credit of many police witnesses is claimed
to be affected by events which occurred subsequently in
relation to the preparation of documents and the method of
identifying those Aborigines who had been arrested as
offenders.
In these circumstances while the events at the station
wagon may be disposed of separately, findings of what
occurred at the other two vehicles cannot be made without
prior reference to events at both vehicles, at the police
station and in relation to the second briefs.
Events at the station
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The station wagon was second in the convoy.

Just north

of the Skull Creek Bridge the truck turned left onto
Airport road but the station wagon continued on, the occupants intending to drive to Mt. Margaret Mission.

It was,

however, stopped by Hamilton and Kelly in the Menz

s van.

At the time there were five Aborigines in the station
wagon, two of whom, Mr. Harry Burke and Mr. Robert Jackson
gave evidence.

We accept that

M~.

Don Richards was driving

The Aborigines were told to drive to the police station.
The differences between the evidence of Hamilton and of
Kelly are inexpl

e.

Each claims that he was the one

who spoke to the Aborigines.

It is common ground that the

station wagon then drove off towards the police station
followed by the Menz

van.

Hamilton says it was followed del
to the police station.
received a

Kel

to see

went

, the driver, says that

message that off

s were to go to the

truck, it was coincidental that he followed the station
wagon

some distance

the course of getting to where

he thought the truck would be.
that before

Both Hamilton and Kelly say

turned off they saw the Laverton landrover
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he asked

:ned

pol

wagon.
of

Laverton

icer driving

But the

such as to

to

all the
any

them as

having received such a request and the Aborigines do not
that they were followed from where the Menz s van

station the
t
e

the station wagon

Sergeant Holmwood and told him

names and where

had come from. Holmwood put Jackson under arrest for
offence allegedly committed on 2nd January 1975 and the
wagon then left with the knowledge and approval of
Mt. Margaret.
dated 3rd January for Jackson's arrest was
It was based on a complaint by Holmwood that

:u-

used threatening words towards him on the 2nd

rs ,
In.

complaint made by Holmwood was never in fact heard
son

in the proceedings following the Skull Creek
ident, Jackson was treated as having been arrested there
his case was called on and not proceeded with in cirwith which we deal later.

Jackson denied t.ha t;

threatening words to Holmwood.
:he

the circumstances it seems necessary to say only that
is nothing to

that Holmwood acted other

properly in making the complaint and that the arrest
justified.
nt

s
e

Jackson to the police s
was wanted.

re

wagon had said he
because he knew

But we think Holmwood is wrong on

The occupants of the s

wagon went to

police station because two police
rs had told
to. We think Holmwood became aware very quickly that
station wagon was

the

73

and that he gave

the occupants to understand that it was in their best
interests to leave Laverton as
Mt. Margaret.

quickl~

as possible for

This advice was consistent with Holmwood's

reaction to Brown's handling of the situation.
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On the evidence we are not prepared to find that the actions
of the police of

rs were unjus

fied in the sense that

they unlawfully arrested the occupants of the station wagon.
However, the incident does in our view provide another
pointer to the general attitude towards Aborigines displayed by police officers then in Laverton.

No reason was

given to the Aborigines why they should drive to the police
station rather than continue their planned journey to Mt.
Margaret.

We think it unlikely that the same officers

would have requested a number of Europeans travelling in a
vehicle to divert to a police station without explaining
why they should do so.
that the

0

We should add that we do not think

cers intended to be overbearing.

They

probably gave no thought to whether they were or not.

What

they did and for that matter what the Aborigines did were
merely reflections of long-standing attitudes.
Events at landrover
120
The landrover was the third vehicle in the convoy.

It was

driven by Mr. Ivan Shepherd and the uncontradicted evidence
is that the passengers in it were his brother, Mr. Malcolm
Shepherd, Mr. Jackie Ngapala Palmer (also referred to as
Jackie Palmer and Tjampu)

f

Mr. Jack

Butler (also

referred to as Jackie Palmer), Mr. Friday Finlay (also
referred to as Winpangurrara and ih police records as
Benelli) and Mr. Ernest Bennett.
except M. Shepherd, gave evidence.

Each of these s

persons

Both Palmer and Butler

became known to the police as Jackie Palmer and in certain
records were re

rred to as Jackie Palmer and Jack

No. 2 respectively.

We

re

to them as Palmer and

Butler.
The

Palmer

persons and s

ects

by custom to travel at the rear of the convoy.
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The landrover was stopped slightly north of Skull Creek
Bridge and near the junction

Road with the

main road by P.C.s Miller and Vick who were in the FIOO.
)ns

The police officers moved from the

vehicle and spoke to

the driver and also to the passengers all of whom got out
)n.

of the landrover
operative.

I

The Aborigines were orderly and co-

Shepherd produced to the officers a document

certifying that he was the President of the Docker River
Social Club and in charge of the party travelling with him.
::e

It was further certified that the party was travelling to
Wiluna for ceremonial purposes and that the vehicle
belonged to the Docker River Social Club.

Miller says the

dri ver wished to contact the Commun i. ty Welfare Officer and
since neither he nor Vick knew of that officer's whereabouts the driver was directed to the police station to
obtain that information.

3.t

Shepherd denies that he made any

such enquiry and says that he was told to take the document
he had produced to the police station.

It is common ground

that he drove off without his passengers towards Laverton.
He had difficulty finding the police station and arrived
there just in time to see the station wagon driving away.
He did in fact stop at the police station and have a
s

conversation with Senior Inspector Brown, who by this time

::e

had returned from the Skull Creek area.

n
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One of the critical questions in this enquiry is what
happened to the passengers whom Shepherd Ie

behind.

Miller and Vick say that shortly after the landrover was
ns

stopped the passengers were directed to walk towards the
truck which, although they could no longer see it, had

11

turned down Airport Road followed by car 2 and that they
last saw the passengers walking into the bush in the
general direction of where the truck had gone.

ed
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By contrast I.

and eve

passenger who gave

say that the passengers were
the back of

FIOO

The passengers

the vehicle was then

say

to

truck, that other

to

the

soners were put in

FIOO then went to

r

them,

the

where they were all

s

aced
of f erice s at

d

It fo

ows

the

ce vers

passengers made their way
road to

the bush

truck and were

commi

re arres

near the truck or

:rences

the five

sons

were always passengers on the truck and that the passengers
the landrover were

five other persons
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Our f

ng on

issue is one of the most important to

result from our investigations.
version.

We reject the

At this stage, however, we de

reasons because in

stating our

rmining the issue

was necess

to examine events at the truck and at

ce station.

the truck

OCr<l1n;::,n
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The truck which
Robinson

the convoy was driven by Mr

In the cabin with him was Mrs. Grace Robinson

his wife and their
truck was carrying

From the evidence we conclude that
sixty s

rsons being th

twenty one chi

men,
f

s are approximate

but on the

us

that approximate
thirty years

s

is reasonable to s

the thirty males were under
Of the others some were quite old.

Eight men were
their

I've

the ages of all the male

do not have

eight

fteen women

the fi
Idren

by the
women were

wi

or

sand
by one or more

cles and

s

o

our conclus

the Skull C

he
he

as to the

of their
les

and the order

their

came to the truck

Car 2

by

Grant and

Gerace, Bos,
ler

i
All these

ts who had

also

Williamson, Norton,
cers were S

wa

veh

rs

, the

at Mt

has

The

been desc

d

Leonora van driven by P C.. Smith and carrying also
Scott

These were also

ting at Mt. Crawford

their vehicle followed

route as that taken by car 2.
Car 3 driven by P C
~HQ~cctor

Watson and carrying

Brown and very probably P C. Boehm, P C.s

>A:Lns~To:Lthf

Strahan and Groves.

Strahan and Groves were

officers, the others were Thursday reinforcements
near the Laverton

s

vehicle travelled along the main road from Laverton
the direction of Windarra crossing Skull Creek Bridge
turning to the right at

Road junction.

Kalqoorlie van 6 the FIOO driven by P.C
also P.C. Miller.
es

reinforcements.

Both
They

on the main road towards
r

Creek Bridge stopped the

these

f

Vick and
were

ft the motel and travel
and just over the
driven by Mr. Ivan

Subsequently the FIOO was driven to the vicinity
truck.

e
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v.

Menzies van, driven by Sen

Sunday reinforcement and carrying

Constable Kelly, a
Se~geant

Hamilton a

Thursday reinforcement but probably no other officer.

This

vehicle was on patrol in the centre of Laverton when it
received the original radio call.

Kelly drove along the

main road towards Windarra and stopped the station wagon.
Thereafter he retraced his route and then turned off onto
what he described as a gravel road of sorts with the truck
on his left and he turned left off that road to arrive
at the driver's side of the truck.
It is clear that car 2 was the first police vehicle to
arrive at the truck, car 3 and the Leonora van arrived
shortly thereafter at substantially the same time.

There

was then an appreciable time gap before the F100 and the
Menzies van arrived.
the same time.

We think they arrived at substantially

The time gap referred to was such that most

of the arrests had been made prior to the arrival of these
two vehicles.
Location of incident
126
There was substantial agreement between the witnesses that
the truck stopped in the bush north of Skull Creek on the
airport side of the main Windarra road and between Airport
Road and Skull Creek.

There was however, a dispute as to

how far this point was from the main road.
The Aborigines placed the truck at a point adjacent to a
tree near an abandoned Falcon car body and in a position
not very far away from an old red roofed residence, which
could be seen from that spot and which was known as the
former home of Pastor Noel Blythe.
Senior Inspector Brown, however, placed the truck at a
which he indicated to the Commission on the ground and
is nearer to the Windarra road than the point described by
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Aborigines.

.hi.s

In general terms the place identified by the Aborigines was
approximately 300 metres east of the main road whilst that
identified by Brown was approximately 146 metres east of

1•

the main road.

_0

was little consistency in the evidence of the police

.ick

On the other hand there was strong evidence to
contention.

Messrs. Bachman and

truck shortly after the incident
positively identified its posi

as close to the

referred to and only about 100 yards west of
is house.

re

There was no suggestion that the truck had

moved before they arrived and this is confirmed by

e

IVlllrr~uis
f

ese

observation of flour spilt on the ground near the

since it was admitted by the police that flour

ed in the truck was accidentally spilt in the course
the truck.

Further when Mr. Peter Fraser

from the lock up and returned to the truck he
it to be in the same position as before.

hat

compelling evidence comes from Kelly who described

he

which he took to the truck which tallies with that

ort
to

by Bachman and Murray and which would take one to a
near the old car body but could not take one to
position indicated by Brown.

a
In

firm conclusion is that the Skull Creek incident took
the point indicated to us by Murray and not at that
cated by Brown.

We are if anything confirmed in this

by an incident of the Parker enquiry in March 1975.
Groves and Strahan independently and at different times
Assistant Commissioner Parker a point near the
car body as the place where the truck had stopped and
photographed it.
~~.",,".~ssion

Both these officers told the

that they now felt they had made a mistake.
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We

note only that it was an extraordinarY,coincidence that
each of these officers should independently make precisely
the same mistake and that the mistaken identification put
the truck precisely at the point at which the Aborigines
say it was.
Events at the truck
129
The truck came to rest facing more or less in the direction
of the airport with its rear towards the main road.

At

that time car 2 was following it and had already left the
main road.

Sergeant Grant stopped this vehicle opposite

the passenger side of the truck.

At that time there was

already a number of Aboriginal people probably all male off
the truck and standing on the passenger side.
All the officers in car 2 got out and moved towards the
truck.

Grant called out something in English and moved

around the front of the truck to find that the driver had
already left his seat and that the key was missing.
When the police vehicle stopped, the Aborigines whether
on or off the truck were not overtly hostile to the
police nor was there any violence or fighting between the
Aborigines.

There was no objection or resistance to Grant's

moving to the driver's side.
130

While Grant was near the driver's door of the truck some
sort of violence commenced between Aborigines and police
involving only a small number of persons and the police
commenced to arrest Aborigines.

At least by the time the

arrests commenced car 3 and the Leonora van had arrived.
A number of the occupants of those vehicles say they
arrived in time to hear what Sergeant Grant called out.
What Grant said is di

He says his words were:

"All remain where you are, we want to make some enqui

80

es

an inc

last

"

are a number of vers

the police

of the Aborig

but

where

were runs

them.

The Aborigines on the other hand say they
told to get off the
some say to stand near

)n

Grant said or intended to convey, we are satisfied
understood to say that the Aborigines should get down
the truck.

The undisputed fact is that everybody got

truck and as appears
down.

Ef

at least one was man-

The Aborigines understood that they were

red to wait by the truck

they had got down,

for the old men and women who were told to go away.
the Aborigines with limited or little English would
had difficulty in understanding Grant in any event.
ther something said or some gesture made was misor misunderstood cannot be determined but we
sfied

the understanding

the Aborigines was

they were required to get off the truck and stay near

tis

previously explained,

evidence of the two groups of

occurred thereafter, is completely

lable and

return to it later in this
majority

of Aboriginals who were present and placed in

during the incident gave
Q~~U'HS

and
po

circumstances of the
ce

gave

claiming to have made arrests de
~u.u~~S

of each arrest.

of their obserarrest.

Simi

the events and all
the circum-

In consequence there is an enor-

body of evidence relating to the incident.
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Arrests

truck
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The following persons all male were arrested at the truck:
Messrs. David Shepherd, Neville Linton, George Tjapaltjarri,
Gordon Robinson, Reggie Robinson, Charlie Munro, Barney
James, Desmond Jennings, Mark Ward, Charlie Butler, Willie
Parker, David Friday, Mitinki

, Kuniya, Harold Robertson,

Gerome Ward, Toby Farmer, Peter Fraser, Victor Fraser,
Charlie Porter, Tommy Cameron, Laurie Jackson, Hector Green,
Freddie Ward and Billy Torn-Torn.
Of about thirty men on the truck, twenty five of them were
arrested.

Those not arrested appear to have been older men

except perhaps for one Mr. Wilbur Porter who put on a dress
belonging to his wife and made his way from the scene with
the women.

Of the others not arrested it is necessary to

mention only an old man Mr. Eddie, who gave evidence, as
did all the arrestedI men other than D. Shepherd, Torn-Torn,
Tjapaltjarri, James, Parker, Robertson, Jackson and F. Ward.
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Subject to what has been said about W. Porter, every ablebodied Aboriginal male was taken into custody.

All

witnesses agree that the incident was shortlived, although
naturally the estimates of its duration vary.

Whatever

happened happened quickly and once the incident started it
became fragmented into individual incidents of people being
apprehended.

There was undoubtedly some violence, some of

the Aborigines being taken into custody having resisted at
least passively and in some cases actively.
In all these circumstances there are bound to be contradictions between witnesses, different witnesses seeing
different facets.

Observation and recollection are likely

to be affected by emotion.

There was little time for cool

and objective appraisal of what was going on.

Looking at

the evidence we have tried to make allowance for these
matters.
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Apart from the actual arrests which were made a number of
.k :

Aborigines claimed they were assaulted in various ways,
between the time when they were first arrested and the time
when they were put in a van.

.ie

We have investigated all the

allegations made and refer to them later .

.on ,
Commission1s
~een

huge body of evidence relating to the Skull Creek
incident contains scores of allegations of criminal or
~re

men
::ess

civil wrongs - assault, aggravated assault, unlawful
arrest, false imprisonment and disorderly conduct to name
some of them.

Lth
:0

Our task is not to determine as a court would whether a

:;

person has or has not committed a wrong alleged against him.

n,

are, however, charged with the duty of reporting on the
facts and circumstances of the incidents and whether the
actions of the persons involved in these incidents were

1e-

reasonable and justified in the circumstances.

That

requires us to consider many of the facts and issues which
llgh

a court would consider relevant in civil or criminal
proceedings arising from those incidents.

it
do not stop to consider whether an act found unlawful
by a court might be found reasonable and justified by the
at

Commission or whether a lawful act might be found by the
~vHlllll~ssion

to be both unreasonable and unjustified.

It

seems reasonable, however, to accept that, in the sort of
situation we are examining, amongst the circumstances to be
considered are the rights and duties at law of the persons
ely
001

involved and that a lawful act is therefore more likely to
reasonable and justified than an unlawful act.

at
It follows that, as we have mentioned elsewhere, some
findings of fact similar to those a court may make if the
particular matter

wer~

before it, are unavoidable, as are
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some express
the f

as to the

s

as so

d

However, we make those
merely as part of
circumstances

1 consequences of

and express those opinions
process of reporting on the facts and

the

"the persons

and whether "the
were reasonable and jus

any process

ing the

or 1

s of
f

not
iIi

s of

the persons concerned
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Some

r commerrt s should be made on our approach to

mass of allegations we are now about to consider.
In broad terms the police say that
arres

some at t a cke d the

some e

them and

encouraged the attack or took part in the

disturbance wh
the

ce by ass

Aborigines

!

surrounded the attack and all were,

guilty of the offences for which they were

arres
In similarly broad "terms, those Aborigines who were
arrested say that the police arrested them without cause
and in many cases that the arrest either was made with an
unnecessary degree of

or was accompanied by other

assaults.
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\'Jhen the truck stopped at Skull Creek, its occupants were
about their lawful business.

When the police officers

car 2 arrived the Aborigines were peaceable, acting
unaffected by liquor and there was nothing in their
then to call

pol

action.

According to police

evidence, within a matter of minutes, every able-bodied
male Aborigine
for it.

commi

an offence and been arres

Nobody was arres

as a previous offender.

As to this part of the incident then
that the

is common ground

s were arrested and the issue is whe

84

r

each case

was

cause to j

it
some proper

the absence
an arrest is jus
t

We have

On the
some clear and

the policeman concerned

on

his

arrest

of
not

other al

ons made

where

of
dishonourable or
looked to the person
th cogent

dence.

)

degree to which our minds are pe
by

d to the conwe have used.

iculties of
mention a difficul

which

Except in a few cases

sted

all

the Aborigines were

to the police
icers and the police officers to
Aborigines. In most cases, there
, an
r was
to give the name
any Ab
against whom he
3e

an

legations other than those whose names he subobtained at the
station. On the other
knew neither the name of the

r

any

ficer

r against whom he made

~re

the very large number
which would have
to have all the pol

it was impresent when
s
sent

were g
rs were giving
table that a
made against unidenti
~~~u.~~fied Aborigines.

nd
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pol

It was,
compl
rs and un-

Details

s
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The following

sets our particulars of the twenty

seven persons arrested and charged on the 5th January
following the Skull Creek incident.

They comprise twenty

three from the truck and four who had been passengers in
the landrover.

As

truck and one

appear, three others, two from the
the 1androver were arres

but not

charged.
On reading the table from left to right there are the
a1 number

the complaint assigned in the records of

the Laverton Courts, the name of the defendant as understood by the police, with correct name in brackets, the
name of the complainant and a brief description
charge in the complaint.

the

Thirty charges were laid

twenty seven persons.
According to the police evidence each defendant was
arrested at or near the truck for the conduct described
except in the cases of Tjapaltjarri and Jackson the complainant was the arresting officer.
50/75

CAPTAIN, Middincott
(Hitinkirri)

HOLLIDAY

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

51/75

PORTER, Charlie

HOLLIDAY

53/75

FRASER, Victor

NORTON

Disorderly by
fighting
Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

54/75

PALMER, Jack
(Tjampu)

GRANT

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

55/75

PALMER,
(Butler,

WILLIAMSON

Hinder police
the execution
duty

56/75

ROBERTSON, Errol
(Robertson,

GERACE

Hinder police
the execution
duty
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5

5

5

5

JACKSON, Laurie

GERACE

Hinder police in
the execution of
duty

ROBINSON, Reggie

GORDON

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

WARD, Gerome

GORDON

Disorderly by
fighting

ROBINSON, Gordon

HOLLIDAY

Resist police in
the execution of
duty

ROBINSON, Gordon

HOLLIDAY

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

DAVIS, Floriet Ord
(Ward, Freddie)

PUDDEY

Disorderly by
fighting

LINTON, Neville

BOS

Disorderly by
fighting

LINTON, Neville

BOS

Resit police in
execution
of duty

FRIDAY, David

PUDDEY

Disorderly by
fighting

FRIDAY, David

PUDDEY

Resist police in
execution of
duty

JENNINGS, Desmond

O'MEARA

Disorderly by
fighting

SHEPERD, David
(Shepherd, David)

O'MEARA

Disorderly by
fighting

FARMER, Toby

FULLER

Disorderly by
fighting

BUTLER, Charles
(Butler, Charlie)

FULLER

Disorderly by
fighting

MUNRO, Charles
(Munro, Charlie)

SCOTT

Disorderly by
fighting

CORNEO, Brossiv
(Kuniya)

SCOTT

Disorderly by
fighting

JAMES, Barney

KELLY

Disorderly by
fighting

BENNETT, Ernest

KELLY

Disorderly by
fighting

CAMERON, Tommy

SMITH

Disorderly by
fighting
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76/75

TUCKER, Shephe
(Shepherd, Malcolm)

WILLI:AMSON

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

77/75

FORREST, Billy
(Tom-Tom Billy)

BOS

Hinder police in
execution of
duty

78/75

JUPPLEJARRI, George
, George)
(Tjapaltj

HARRISON

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

IN THE LAVERTON CHILDRENS COURT

5/75

WARD, Mark

NORTON

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance

6/75

GREEN, Hector

SCOTT

Disorderly by
creating a
disturbance
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Charges of resisting police and hindering police were laid
under Section 20 of the Police Act, the offence being
alleged to have been committed "at Laverton".

The dis-

orderly conduct charges were laid as being contrary to the
provisions of Section 54 of the Police Act, which provides
that the offence is constituted by conduct occurring "on
any street, public place, or in any passenger boat or
vehicle, any Police Station or lock up".
"Street" is defined to include "road, thoroughfare and
public place".
In each case where disorderly conduct whether by fighting
or creating a disturbance was charged, it was alleged the
offence was commi

Cox Street
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The three charges of resisting relate to conduct following
arrest.

If they are excluded then of the twenty seven

primary charges

st the twenty seven alleged

four were
nine
fourteen

ce in execution
cre

be

a

by fighting

be

88

fenders,

their duty,

sturbance

y

sons arrested but not c
the twenty seven persons arrested and

e

y

, three Aborigines were arrested but not charged.
srs. Peter Fraser and Willie Parker
. Peter Fraser and Mr.

llie Parker were on the truck

were taken into custody at the truck and transported
the police station.

They were then released on the

iative of Sergeant Holmwood.

Their names do not

in the entry in the Laverton occurrence book
to the arrests at Skull Creek nor in any other
record produced to the Commission.
was suggested that the absence of any reference in the
ficial records to Fraser and Parker could be explained
basis that they came voluntarily to the police
and then left.

However, it is clear on the

that they were both arrested at Skull Creek and
.de
m

a security vehicle to the police station.

Even

were then released before entering the lock up,
that no explanation has been given for
arrest and no officer has claimed to have arrested

does not draw a clear distinction between
up and other parts of the pol
.nq

:he

aescribes how three police of

station but he

cers spoke to young

ines, who pointed to him and Parker and the off
sent the two of them from
after the truck

jail and told him to

Having regard to the pol

the Aborigines being taken more or less one at a time
the vehicle to the exercise yard, it is unlikely that
event Parker describes would have taken place outside
exercise yard.
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B. Wyatt who was
out and let go

custody said
r Watson had

the elders were
"Call the elders out

of there and let them go because they never harmed anyone".
He could not remember the number of elders involved, he
thought there might be four or five.
148

We are
the

s
that these two elderly Aborigines were
se yard
then released, despite Holmwood's
on that they were released when they were beTwp~n

the van and the exe

se yard.

The allegation that
had been released was
sed
in
Brown denied
1 knowledge
while two or
cers
they had vague
he
something
the matter, no of
r claimed any
knowledge
and
was only when Sergeant
Holmwood was recalled
the enquiry and asked
the
t time about it, that
irmation from a non
Aboriginal source was obtained
r no
incident was
fered in police evidence.
as Holmwood says a number of
icers must have
dent and we are le
\vi th the impress
it was withheld because as is shown 1
on
pol
version
events at Skull

Mr.
149

occurs
and

In the
It appears
occurrence
at
1 Creek.
arres
names
sequence
soners
in

the
1

appears in a
It also occurs
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was never made
anyone
name
or any simi
name. It is
doubt, indeed
not contended othe
, that
relate
brought to the pol
s
from Skull Creek
that the man was
Mr.
F
f
a passenger
the landrover. Finlay was called as a witness and asked
give his Engl
name and then to repeat it loudly.
name pronounced by him sounded as
day Benel
and
so recorded in the transcript.
II

:l

r

e

1

II

police officer gave evidence of taking into custody
Friday (Bene i) or
an offence
~V!LU",~tted by any of them.
the great maj
ty of the officers who were at Skull
each spe
cally said either that he made no
t or that he made a specified number of arrests and
was of any of those three persons. The other
gave the
evidence in such a way as
our opinion
that they could have been responsible
the
of any of these three persons. Accordingly, there
only a complete absence of evidence from the police
to how it comes about that these three men were
in police vans and
custody, but also each
ef
s himself from the
of
any of them.

a
's
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Events at
150

From Skull Creek the

ce

soners were

the th

s

to the

and

ce s

soners

aced
The

ice s

the

soners Mr

course of
N.

and IJIr

cers
e

placed

the van to the lock up or

the lock up.

al
to

station and a

they were assaulted by police

r when passing

b

attacked

R.

of the

number of

two of

s

ons

r

We will return to these

For

present we are concerned
was followed.

the

One van at a "time was backed

the

station to a

to the exercise yard of

near the

the lock up.

The

of the police

soners were then let out more or less

one at a time and moved to the entrance of "the exercise
yard where P.C. Watson was recording some particulars
before the

soners entered the lock up.
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The complete details of the scheme are not clear

Watson

says that in each case he asked the prisoner his name and
obtained it without any dif
questions and the giving

culty in the understanding
names.

prisoner gave his name a pol
to identify himself as the of

He said that as each

officer stepped forward
cer who arrested that

particular prisoner and that there was no difficulty in any
case in identifying the officer who had arrested the
Watson claimed

particular

went smoothly although he concedes a
to Tjapaltj

to wh

He claims that P C

we re

the

screpancy in respect

r later

son was present throughout ente
prisoners property book.

appropriate
Watson

whole process

r

that he recorded not only the name

soner but the name and number of the arres

92

ice

f

r.

We are satisfied

however

that the system did not

in this ideal manner.
son himself said that when he came to the station from
his quarters he found the prisoners were in the lock up and
that he then commenced paper work in the office in connection
of

:e

.d

th the arrests.
the office that n

He says he wrote the property book up in
and there is

in the book itself that it was not

I
tten up as the

isoners passed into the exercise

We are satisfied

that Harrison was not present when the prisoners were being
unloaded and that neither he nor anyone else searched the
isoners or wrote up the property book at that stage.

f

we cannot accept that there was no problem with
Various other officers indicated that there were
and the records themselves bear some testimony

lS

also clear that despite the system claimed by Watson,

japaltjarri, Finlay (Benelli)
~~H<~.~S

f

and one of the Jackie

were not recorded on the list at that stage.
Holmwood confirms that an officer whom he thinks

Watson was taking the names of prisoners as they were
and that from time to time he obtained this list
to record the particulars of the arrests in the
e book and that by reason of this the list consistfour or five pieces of paper.

He says only the names

prisoners were recorded and that he wrote all the names
ch were on the pieces of paper into the occurrence book.
record contains the names of only twenty five of the
people who were in fact arrested.

The names missing

those of Fraser, Parker, Finlay (Benelli)

I

and

and the name of Jackie Palmer appears only once.
says that in writing up the

book he worked

rom what he believed to be Watson's list and that from
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memory it contained the name of the

soner, the name of

the arresting officer and the offence

He believed the list

did not contain the names Benelli or Tjapaltjarri and that
the name Jackie Palmer occurred only once.
Harrison

sai~

that he took part

a check in the lock up

later that evening when the presence of Tjapaltjarri was
discovered.

In the process of granting bail to the prison-

ers on the following morning he discovered the existence of
Finlay (Benelli)i

he is unable to recall when he discovered

that there were two Jackie Palmers but says it must have
been after he found that Tjapaltjarri was in the lock up and
the evidence of Mr. Brian Wyatt suggests the discovery was
made on the night of 5th January.
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Harrison's evidence is of importance because he played a
central role in the administrative work, writing up not only
the property book but also the charge book which contain$
particulars of the charge and the charging officer.

He says

that the night after the police officers had completed their
briefs he wrote up the charge book insofar as that could be
done.

The entries he then made run serially from charge 50

of 1975 to 77 of 1975 and the following features emerge:i.
ii.

There is no record of a charge against Finlay (Benelli
There is no entry for Tjapaltjarri, although there is
a later entry 85/75 for him which follows charges admittedly made on the 6th and 7th JanuarYi

iii.

Charges 54 and 55 both show Jackie Palmer as the defendant and P.C. Williamson as the charging officer
but in the court documents charge 54 is by Sergeant
Grant against Jackie Palmer and charge 55 by
Williamson against Jackie Palmer.
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Our conclusion on all the evidence is that when the police
officers completed their br
Tjapaltj

fs that night, the names

and Benelli were not on Watson's list and

that the name Jackie P

occurred only once.
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ist
.t

m-

of

lS

56

doing

adminis

work he
st his list

up to
the
went to
soners
and found one
Tjapaltj
who was not on
st.
went to the
enqui
He
who had arrested
Bos claimed to have
so,
fying the
man by re
to his name and not as a re
any
i

fication.

Bos

him to make out the
appropr
a charge
conduct saying
Tjapaltjarri had been yelling and throwing his arms
around. This request resulted from the
that Bos claimed
he was
Creek.

ted as a result
ties at Skull
son prepared
necessary papers showing
as complainant and as arresting
which he
admittedly was not.

At a

He said

stage Bos gave evidence regarding this incident.
he had not arre
at Skull Creek the man

subsequently
be
50

fied as Tjapaltj
but had ass ted
to put him
the van. He had
cally
incident at the time of giving

but did remember speaking to a Laverton constable
whom he understood was Harrison when he got back to the
and that
is

t

::::e

man

him
s s

r

son made a

man at the time of
It
police s
be
the vans at
dence
ct with
seen that Bos '
as to
and the
was
nature
Parker statement
It
noted
arrest
apaltj
was

been
the vans
on said that some hour or so
to make
son went
se
d
and
a check
Watson says he
d the names
the
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from his
t and
f
from
as to how the
discrepancy was di
, but agrees that one prisoner
was found who was not on his
st. Harrison le
the
exercise yard and came back with Bos who identified the man
as a person he had arrested at the truck. This account
conf
with those given by each of
son and Bos.
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son was

on

s and

matters

He

that he and Watson had conducted some check which reve
the presence
Tjapaltj
whose name was not on Watson's
list nor in any
the records then compiled and against whom
was no complaint
son said this check took
the
who had

at the police station of Mr. Ronald Smith
arrested at the hotel and that having made the
entry
prope
book
Smith, he
then proceeded with the
of papers in respect to

the arrests made at Skull
and that
check in the exercise yard took
The entry
property book relating to Ronald Smith occurs be
relating to Tjapaltj

the
the
that

at the
1 at about 7 p.m and Bos was
the arrest Bos says he went to Mt.

Smith was
present.
without

to the

ce s
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that Bos was not at the
Tj
was

We are
s
the presence

have and on the
Tj
to
even if the
of the 5th ne
who had arrested

5th
did not
fy
son or anybody else
Tj
was discove
on the
any
a
son nor t'Jatson
r
or
what cause
Tjapaltj

son says he
that night. If he
s
on the
face

d so he

However

we are
to the

ce
the papers re
to
on the night
the 5th

the
j

and could not

not
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and were probab

not prepared until after those

arrested at Skull Creek had been admitted to bail on 6th

man

159

There is no credible evidence that Bos ever identified
Tjapaltj

as a person with whom he was in any way

concerned during the Skull Creek

ident and we think it

eed

highly probable that by some arrangement between the police

ed

off

Tjapaltj

was I'allotted" to Bos.

As previously

noted, Bos in evidence does not claim to have arrested
Tjapaltjarri and no other pol

officer claims to have

arrested him or any person who has not been accounted for.
There is no evidence of conduct on the part of Tjapaltjarri
justifying his arrest.
1e

to

briefs
police evidence is

t

tha~

the f

briefs in respect of

the charges we have listed in para 143 were prepared after
all the prisoners had been put in the exercise yard and
before the arresting of

vas

case of Tjapaltj

cers left the station

We exclude

with which we have dealt in

and consider the remaining twenty nine complaints
twenty six defendants.
majority of the compl

charged the defendant with

disorderly by fighting which is a charge appropriate
two or more persons

each other

, each being a willing

ic

a publ
It is not

appro~

to a case where one person attacks another, the
person being a victim not a
case made

On the

by the
It would,

being disorderly by fighting was

be an appropriate charge if persons were found
fighting on and around a truck in a publ

97

place
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We turn now to the facesheets.

In three cases the defend-

ants were each charged with two offences for which the
charging officer used one facesheet and in seven cases two
charging officers used the one face sheet to describe the
conduct of two different defendants.

Accordingly there

were produced in evidence nineteen facesheets prepared on
the evening of 5th January.

In seventeen of these the

summary of offence states that Aborigines were fighting
Aborigines when the police arrived at the scene or commenced
to do so very shortly thereafter or is suggestive of that
construction.

Each of the thirteen complainant constables

prepared at least one facesheet which can be so described
and there is not one facesheet which effectively says or
could be interpreted as saying that the situation was as
police ultimately described it in evidence, namely that the
first violence was Aborigines attacking the police.
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There is thus a clear contradiction between the account
given In evidence by the police and the account which they
wrote in the first facesheets.

The fact is clearly estab-

lished that the first violence was not Aborigines fighting
Aborigines and no real attempt to justify the general
picture conveyed by the first facesheets was made.

Only

eleven days after the incident the then Commissioner of
Police asked Senior Inspector Brown whether Aborigines
were fighting Aborigines or fighting police.
that Aborigines were fighting police.

Brown repl

All the Aboriginal

witnesses denied that there was any fighting amongst
Abo

ginals.

We thus have a s

es of facesheets the vast majority of

which are inconsistent
police;

the evidence given by the

also we have a preponderance of charges of being

disorderly by f

ing, a charge consistent with the

admittedly false account given in the facesheets but not
appropriate to the conduct described in
police.
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by the

E

apart from the similarity in the s

presented in

the facesheets, the similarity in wording in some of them
is remarkable.
:wo

Seven of them referred to " a large group

of natives milling around a truck" and two others to "a
large crowd of natives milling around a truck".

As to

the events which occurred, six of them (relating to ten
)n

charges) state "police observed a large group of natives
lling around a truck.

A fight developed and police inter-

veried " or contain such minor variations as in two cases "a
quickly developed II and in one case "crowd" for "group".
Olt

Les

examination of the first facesheets themselves, reinforc-

2d

by an examination of the relevant evidence, compels us
conclusion that there was some instruction to,

r

or understanding amongst the police officers as
picture to be presented in those facesheets namely
disorderly and violent disturbance between Aborigines
ch justified police intervention and further as to the
of charges which would be consistent with that
story.
abhimself agreed that the facesheets suggested there
some concert between the officers preparing the
y

story and that this fact warranted some enquiry.
of the off

s did not and others were extremely loath
was misleading or that

al

was anything to explain
rgeant Grant was one of these and we take his evidence in
detail because he was the most
to have made an arrest.

officer who

His evidence was that he

the first vehicle to the truck and when he arrived
.nq

Aborigines were quite peaceably on the truck and a few
ground by it, that he approached the truck, spoke
the people, went to the driver's s
irst observed

violence~of

any sort.
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and from there
It was between

Aborigines and police.
His facesheet started as follows:
plaint, pol

"As a result of a com-

attended at Cox Street, Laverton at about

5.15 p.m. on Sunday 5/1/75 and there saw a large crowd of
nat

s fight

near a truck.

There were women and

children In the area and on the truck near the fight. .. " .
As we understand him, Grant said that it was true that
Aborigines were not fighting each other but he did not record that

g

es were fighting police because that

might have coloured the evidence against the man he was
who was not fighting.
In spite of this the facesheet went on to say that police
intervened to

the fight and "several of the nat

s

started to fight the police" and the defendant "was
observed to be fighting" but, said Grant, this too was In
error, in that the defendant was not fighting at any time.
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Near the end of the Commission, Grant was recalled;

he

agreed that his face sheet and the general body of face
sheets were inaccurate.

He denied that he was a party

to any agreement as to the charges or presentation of the
facts and simply had no explanation as to how so many
officers came to give the same incorrect account or as to
why he himself had adopted it.
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The arresting officers were roughly equally divided as to
whether or not there had been a general discussion as to
the charge to be laid.

P.C. Holl

said that after the

prisoners had been unloaded, all or a major

of the

arresting officers, including Sergeants Grant and
Hamilton, sat down and had a talk "about what we were
going to charge them with".

Others were equal

forth-

right that there was no such general discussion although
some of the latter s

d

heard some discussion

amongst a few officers.
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Some of those who say that there was some
suggested

reach~

ous reasons for it such as that the

gines could get bail on a lesse
understand the lesser

that
and that the police

not be too hard on the Aborigines.

f

of those who gave this sort of
decision having been made, it was
exclude

ines

Two or three

anation said that, the
necessary to
from the facesheets

because such an allegation would cause questions to be
e~

sed and perhaps the Justices would ask why the charges
not of aggravated assault.
we find that that was not the true
for what happened.

e

anation

We do so on the basis that if that was

the explanation, there seems no reason why there should be
such wholesale resistance to giving the explanation.

n

instance, despite Holliday's evidence about the
being present, both Hamilton and Grant
they were a

ed

to any discussions or instruction

every other constable who says there were
these questions either denies that or is
UHa~~e

to remember whether Grant or Hamilton was present.
, as we have already mentioned, roughly half the

.0

stables deny that there was any discussion and amongst
se who suggested there was some discussion or undertanding there is a lack of agreement as to the reasons

.0

le

doing what was done .
to the evidence of those who suggest there was
discussion, no officer opposed what was being
nobody suggested that

assault should

charged or that it was in any way wrong to put in a
alse face sheet and nobody suggested that the matter was
sufficiently important to refer to one of the
ergeants or to the Senior
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Furthermore there was an assortment
the facesheets.

explanations for

A small minority tried to defend their

facesheets to the end.
One constable said that he had looked at another face sheet
which had been put on the table in the office and took his
lead from that, even though the facts stated did not agree
with his observations.
P.C. Puddey said that P.C. Smith told him that he (Smith)
was showing Aborigines as fighting Aborigines.

In

examination in chief, he said that Smith said nothing
about what other constables were doing:

in cross

tion he said he understood from Smith that there had
been talk and that "most

the other blokes are putting

down Aborigines fighting amongst each other"
P.C. Norton whose facesheets strongly suggest the false
story, claimed that at the police station he had separated
himself from the other off

s and did not consult with

anybody whilst doing his documents but was simply unable
to explain why his account should be misleading and in the
same way as the others.
Senior Police Constable Kelly, the second most senior
amongst the officers claiming to have made an arrest, said
that he was working in the stable area at the back of the
police station and he wrote out his facesheet without any
instruction or agreement with anybody else and he had a
recollection of one of the constables ask
facesheet and that it may have been
was suggested that

around.

s might expla

language and common error.

see

Indeed it

This suggest
ses a
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It

ty of
lacks essential

support from those who are supposed to have been so
influenced.

s

ern of

sown.

Kel

IS

own facesheet in respect of both James and Bennett

reads as follows:

"As a result of a complaint received

police attended at Cox Street, Laverton at 5.15 p.m. on
the 15/1/75.

On

police observed a large group of

t

nat

s milling around a truck.

s

and police intervened.

A fight quickly developed

Both above named defendants were

observed to strike several blows to the persons of others
"

But Kelly was dr

the Menz

s van and we have

found In conformity with the tenor of the police evidence
that the Menzies van

quite late on the scene when

most of the arrests had been made.

Kel

certainly did

not see, and did not claim in his evidence to have seen,
the start of the inc
ing off

He was the last of the arrest-

to reach the scene, and it follows that his

account on his facesheet is of something he did not see.
r he

from someone else or made it up.
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In short, the police evidence was a farrago of contrad

dictions between those who admitted and those who denied
that there were some discussions about charges and the
presentation of the facts and amongst the former group

e

as to what the discussion was, who
reasons for do

icipated, the

what was done and the understanding

reached.

d

We are satisfied that there was an

or direct

as to the nature of the charges to be laid and as to the
contents of the facesheets but we do not believe that we
have been

the full

either.
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Our conclusions

the

of the first

briefs are that every arrest
al

one face sheet a short t

eted at least

after the Skull Creek incident

which was directly false or

suggestive of falsity;

that none of them has given a satisf

account of why

this was done; that some of them were untruthful as to
whether there were

scussions at the police station
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before the complaints and the facesheets were prepared
and that others who gave some evidence of these discussions withheld information.

These are matters which

adversely affect the credit of the officers concerned.
Cox Street
172
All the charges of disorderly conduct alleged the offence
had occurred in Cox street.

While there was some

suggest~

ion that the truck had stopped within a few feet of a
track or gravel roadway, the vast bulk of the evidence is
that the truck stopped in the bush.

The place where we

have found that the truck stopped (para 126) is 84 metres
(95 yards) approximately from the nearest made road,
Airport Road.
There is a Cox Street in Laverton but the evidence
suggests that the nearest point on it to the place where
the truck was is about

l~

kms

(1 mile) away.

There was some discussion regarding this location when
the complaints were being prepared and it appears 1
that

Holmwood suggested

given to him, the

from the descr

ion

1 Creek incident may have occurred

near Cox Street
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We think

s is beside the point.

Anyone who had been

at the truck that afternoon would have no justification
for alleging

was on a street;

may well have been in a

ic

which the offence of di
without further
having occurred
the

complaints

It

ace, one of the areas in
conduct can occur, but

ry to have desc
a street was to

as
essly disregard

of one's own

Perhaps the main s
many off

was in the bush.

ficance lies in the fact that so
in these circumstances to lay

were
all~Y~iJ'Y

an inc

l~

a street and to de

their action

do

so before the Commiss

It is worth noting that the point indicated by Senior
Inspector Brown as the location of the incident was even
further into the bush from Airport Road than the location
as found by us.
Note

.ce
st-

On reading what follows there may appear to be variations
is

in the number of persons said to be arrested or said to
be charged.
This occurs because:
1)

the police and Aboriginal versions as to the
number of persons arrested differ;

ii)

the police say all arrests were made at the
truck while the Aborigines say some were made
at the landrover on the main road;

.y

iii)
iv)

not all those arrested were charged;
it is necessary at times for us to refer to the
total number of arrests, the number of arrests
at the truck and the number of persons wherever
arrested , who were arrested and also charged.

:t

in
as
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Landrover - Reasons for conclusions
174
We have already described briefly wha£ happened when the
landrover driven by Mr. Ivan Shepherd and containing five
passengers, was stopped on the main road by P.C.s Vick and
Miller in the FIOO and the critical conflict between the
Aborigines on the one hand and Vick and Miller on the
other as to what happened to the passengers.
We accept the evidence of the Aboriginal occupants of the
landrover that they were told to and did get into the back
of the FIOO and we reject the evidence of Miller and Vick
for reasons we now state.
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We found Shepherd to be a reliable witness.

He gave a

considerable amount of evidence on a number of topics and
in all other respects his evidence appears to be substantially in accordance with the facts as they have emerged.
He displayed a responsible attitude and his demeanour as a
witness was satisfactory.

He showed no animus against the

police in general nor the police officers with whom he had
dealings.

He described how his passengers were instructed

to get out of the vehicle and to stand by it and then to
get into the police vehicle which they did.

Shepherd was

not cross-examined by either counsel for the police officers
concerned nor counsel for the Commissioner of Police but
Miller's version of the incident was put directly to the
witness by the Commission and Shepherd reiterated that his
passengers had been told to get into the police vehicle,
that they did so and that he last saw them there.
The other Aboriginal occupants of the landrover gave their
evidence satisfactorily and there was nothing in the
demeanour or the substance of their evidence to raise any
real suspicion that their story was a concoction.
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On the other hand there are cons

rable difficulties in

the version of the two police officers when it is compared
with evidence of events at the truck.
d

The effect of Miller's evidence was that while the FIOO was
s

11 driving towards the point where it stopped the land-

rover, the truck was already some distance down Airport
Road and probably stopped and that after the landrover was
stopped car 2, car 3 and the Leonora van all passed him as
k

they moved towards the truck.
The drivers of car 2 and car 3, Sergeant Grant and P.C.
Watson, each said that an officer from the FIOO was speaking
to the occupants of the landrover as he passed those
vehicles.

None of the police officers who went to the truck

claimed to have seen any Aborigine moving from the direction
of the main road to the truck.

The shortest distance by

a

which they could have walked, that is from the junction to

e

the truck, was approximately 310 metres through the bush.

d

When car 3 passed the two vehicles near the junction, car 2

d

was ahead of it.
177
Grant's account was that after stopping his car he got out,

ers

called to the Aborigines to remain where they were and went
straight round to the driver's side, where he found the
driver had vacated his seat and the key was gone.

s

Through

the window he saw violence and ran back to the passenger's
side calling for order.

He estimated Mr. Palmer's arrest

took place within one or two minutes after his leaving the
driver's door and, of course, he observed Palmer's ber

haviour and spoke to him prior to arrest.
When the car following Grant passed the junction, the
occupants of the landrover were still at the junction.
Grant's evidence of his arrival at the truck and of what
then occurred until he saw Palmer, makes it highly unlikely
that there was time for a man to walk over three hundred
yards through the bush.
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On Miller's evidence he and Vick

some few minutes

with Shepherd at the landrover but he claimed that when the
landrover was stopped the passengers were asked to get out.
They were spoken to for ten or twenty seconds and then
asked to walk towards the truck and he pointed in the
general direct

in which the truck had gone.

Vick's

account was to the same effect except that he said the
pass

were told about the prior t

e

Laverton

and that police were looking for troublemakers.
Neither of the off
to identi

rs explained why, if

troublemakers, the dr

not told to drive his

was desired

of the landrover was

cle including the passengers to

the truck or, as happened in the case of the station wagon,
to the police station.
Vick said he instructed the driver to go to the police
station because someone might wish to talk to him about the
radio message from Warburton but inexplicably did not send
the passengers.

They were sent instead to walk through

the bush to a truck they could not see.

Anyone at risk of

being recognised as a previous offender had only to go his
own way and neither Miller nor Vick made any check whether
any of the passengers arrived at the truck.
There were a number of discrepancies between the evidence
of Vick and Miller and the information they supplied in the
course of the Parker enquiry;

in particular we note that

Vick in his Parker statement does not mention that the
passengers were told to walk to the truck.
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There is another I

of enquiry which tends to confirm

the conclusion we have reached.
It is beyond doubt that Messrs

Palmer, Butler, Shepherd,

Bennett and Finlay were in the convoy since they were taken
to the lock up from Skull Creek.

Equally clearly they were

not passengers in the station wagon.

If the

story is

never travelled
the I
the
.ut.,

the truck at all and a f t.e r I

were in the FIOO

lce station.

I

eft

On the police version

on the Aboriginal version

at the

could not be

were not released from

the FIOO at the truck and then

re~arre

If the police version is true then these f

Aborigines

must have appeared at the truck at a time when the police
would be like

to note

Aboriginal reinforcements.

concern the appearance of
Yet no si

Aboriginal or police, saw the man
as

witness!
at the truck.

Aborigines arrested at the truck were distributed

o

between three security vans.

It is at least improbable that

on,

of a particular group of five men, all would be placed in
the same security van and even more improbable that they
would be placed in the Menzies van in which only five or
six prisoners were placed and Kelly says that he arrested

the

Bennett and placed him in the Menzies van.

There is no

nd

evidence of any transfer of prisoners from the Menzies van
to another security vehicle.

of
is

On the one hand it is a necessary result of the Aboriginal

er

version that all five arrived at the lock up in the FIOO
and any evidence placing any of them ln any other vehicle
would throw doubt on the reliability of their evidence.

e

the other hand if all were in the FIOO some part of the

the

police story is almost certainly wrong

On

t

Quite a number of Aboriginal witnesses who had been
arrested were asked questions as to the police van in which
they had been placed and the identity of other prisoners
the same van.

In no case was an answer given which is

inconsistent with the account given by the former passengers in the landrover, namely that they were in the FIOO.
ken
ere
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We have little difficulty in rejecting that the Aboriginal
version is a fabrication adhered to by a large number of
witnesses and that the persons claiming to have been
passengers in the landrover were in fact passengers in the
truck, a proposition for which even counsel for the police
officers did not contend.

The Aboriginal witnesses were of

many differing ages and from many different places.

Their

degree of sophistication and knowledge of English varied
widely.

They gave their evidence in Laverton, Warburton

and Perth, over a period of some months.

If the story

regarding the passengers in the landrover had been fabricated, we would have expected material discrepancies to have
appeared.

The fact is that many of these witnesses were

asked questions which directly or indirectly required them
to identify people on the truck and in the other vehicles.
In no single instance did an Aboriginal witness give an
answer which put any of the five men concerned either on
the truck or out of the landrover.
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There is a further aspect of this controversy which influences us in reaching the conclusion we have and that is
that events at the police station and the evidence of the
police officers who claim to have arrested these five men,
reveal a number of unsatisfactory features.
Finlay (Benelli) was not identified by any policeman on the
5th January as an offender and indeed his presence in the
lock up was not discovered until bail was being granted on
the following morning.

Up to the time the hearings of the

Commission finished, no police officer claimed to have
arrested him.
The presence of two persons in the lock up known as Jackie
Palmer was certainly not discovered for some time.

For

purposes of clarity we refer, where appropriate, in the
following paragraphs to Palmer as Jackie Palmer and to
Butler as Jackie Palmer (Butler).

1

The documentation

1al

regarding the two Jackie Palmers raised quest

which

not satisfactorily answered

E
:he
Lce

= of

previously mentioned, the charge book shows charges 54
and 55 each laid by Williamson against a defendant named
Jackie Palmer, the first for disorderly conduct and the
second for hindering.

Since Williamson claimed to have

charged only one man named Jackie Palmer, the charge book
suggest that Williamson made two complaints 54 and

1

against that man.

However, the actual complaint 54

itself against a defendant named Jackie Palmer was made by

L

Grant.

These two complaints, 54 and 55 are the only

complaints against a person by the name of Jackie Palmer.
1em
3S.

son said complaints 50 to 77 were entered in the
book before Smith was brought to the station
) and the three complaints against Smith are
78 to 80.
Harrison also said the presence of Tjapaltjarri and of two

is
he
en,

Jackie Palmers was discovered also after Smith had been
brought to the station and consistently with that the
complaint against Tjapaltjarri is numbered 85.
these circumstances we would expect the complaint
against one Jackie Palmer to bear a number higher than 77

he
on
the

Grant's complaint against Jackie Palmer is numbered 54
Williamson's complaint against Jackie Palmer (Butler)
is numbered 55.
If one Jackie Palmer was not discovered until after Smith
was brought to the station, the allocation of the numbers

kie

54 and 55 to the complaints against the two Jackie Palmers
is inexplicable.

It raises the gravest suspicion that

Williamson having made two complaints, as the charge book
suggests against a Jackie Palmer, the later discovery of
another Jackie Palmer WBS accommodated by putting aside

III

the written complaint 54 by Williamson and by giving that
number to a complaint then prepared

Grant against a

Jackie Palmer whom he identified in evidence as the man of
that name.

Williamson's complaint 55 remained and was

taken as applying to the man Jackie Palmer (Butler).
Apparently then by an oversight the charge book was not
amended and it continues to show Williamson as charging
officer in both No. 's 54 and 55.
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There are two features of the records which add weight to
this suspicion.
arrests

The first entry relating to the relevant

the property book is for "Jackie Palmer".

The

fifth last is for Ronald Smith, the third last for
Tjapaltjarri, the second last for "Jackie Palmer No.2"
and the last for Finlay (Benelli).

Finlay was admittedly

not discovered until the following day.
to confirm

This record tends

son's evidence that both Tjapaltjarri and

a second Jackie Palmer were discovered in the lock up after
Smith had been brought to the station, and after the

record~

ing of complaints 50 to 77 in the charge book had been
completed.
The second feature is that in the entry in the occurrence
book relating to the events at Skull Creek the name Jackie
Palmer occurs once only.

This

was made by Holmwood

on the evening of the 5th January from the list prepared
by Watson.
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The doubts thus raised as to

reliability of the police

evidence regarding the landrover's passengers are heightened
by the accounts given of the arrests of Bennett, Shepherd
(Tucker) and Butler
Kelly who claimed to have arrested Bennett, came to the
truck in the Menzies van with Hamilton

The whole body of

the police evidence was that the Menzies van was late on
the scene and we have already found that
about the same t

arrived at

as the FIOO and that they were the last

112

pol

t

vehicles to

Hamilton said that when he

the fight was over except for one small incident
of

which he observed and which did not involve Kelly, and
Miller and vick said that when they

in the F100 the

fighting was virtually over and that all the arrests had
been made except for about two.
version is at odds with all this evidence.

He

to have seen about thirty Aborigines attacking six
o

icemen on the driver's side of the truck and that he
and James who were participating in this

t

e

the evidence, except from Kelly, is that no such inci-

Y
ds
d

occurred on the driver's side of the truck and that
Kelly arrived almost all of the arrests had been made
the police had the situation well in hand.

We are

atisfied that he did not see what he claimed to have seen
that he did not arrest Bennett at the truck.
liamson who claimed to have arrested the men known to
Shepherd Tucker and Jackie Palmer (Butler), was a
e

ie
d

unsatisfactory witness.

No clear account of the

arrests he claims to have made can be extracted from
s evidence.
said that he noticed Shepherd Tucker waving his
and inciting other natives to fight, but then agreed

ce

~ot

understand what was being said.

He then

in what appeared as an afterthought, that Shepherd
d

had attempted to push police aside.
(Butler) he said was pushing one police
and yelling.

of

The yelling sounded as though

was getting others to push police aside too, although
could not understand what was said.

A little later he

this man was pushing and pulling other police
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He was dne of the few police officers to maintain that on
the arrival of pol
themselves.

some Aborigine

were fighting amongst

He qualified this by saying it was probably

pushing but appeared to be fighting.

Later he added that

Aborigines were fighting in a small group near the front
of the truck.

He then said that when he went to arrest

Shepherd Tucker this man appeared to be fighting with other
natives who were "going for"

police.

At that stage of his

evidence he had no recollection of Shepherd Tucker having
hindered a policeman, although his mind was expressly
directed to his earlier evidence.
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In cross examination he told for the first time of a police
officer being struck to the ground by a blow from behind
by an Aborigine.

No police officer claimed to have been

so assaulted and he agreed that in his Parker statement
he described this incident as one where an Aborigine was
trying to assault a police
officer but could not explain
I
why he had so described it.
Ultimately he agreed that Palmer (Butler) had not hindered
him.

He was unable to give any credible explanation why

in those circumstances he had charged Palmer (Butler) with
hindering him.
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These instances illustrate the picture of confusion and
uncertainty which his evidence presented.

We think that

taken by itself it would be unsafe to rely on the evidence
he gave us.

Added to the other matters we have referred to,

it confirms our view that Williamson did not arrest Butler
or Malcolm Shepherd (Shepherd Tucker) at the truck.
Landrover - Conclusions
190
We are firmly convinced that the charges against Palmer,
Butler, Shepherd and Bennett are false.

The officers who

claim to have arrested them at the truck are Grant,

114

lliamson and Kelly, and we find that
rq s t,

arrest those four men at

officers did

truck at Skull Creek.

In

serting that they did we find that each of them either
iberately told untruths or that he was actually describmade by him but that at the police station
identified by error, Williamson twice, one of the four
.he r

from the landrover whom he charged as being the man whom

tis

This latter explanation suggests that
officers either have told us of arrests which in fact
not make or have wrongly identified persons they
arrested.
from our findings that of the thirty men who
In the convoy and who were taken to the police
, four of them Palmer, Butler, Shepherd and Bennett
charged with offences alleged to have been committed
they were in fact sitting in the back of a police

1

vehicle, after having been arrested without cause
landrover.

:-ed

fifth, Finlay (Benelli), committed no offence and while

1

charged with any offence was arrested without cause at

Lth

landrover, then imprisoned and, as will appear, was
to appear on a non-existing charge, answered his bail
due course appeared in court, still without any
having been made against him.

.ice

five arrests were on the evidence before the Commiss-

1

, clearly unjustified and have significance, not only

Ler

themselves but also in relation to the other arrests
Three of the thirteen officers who claim to have made
ts are involved in these five cases and the

credit is

ly affected.
conclusions we have reached regarding
:10

the landrover are crucial.

passengers

We have stated our reasons

conclusions and it is proper that we should note two
which might be urged against our conclusion.
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Our view necessarily requires that

colm Shepherd was

arrested although no-one of that name is shown in the pol
records.

e

The name Shepherd Tucker is and this name was

subsequently changed in the property book to Louie Shepherd.
Bachman gave evidence that at the bail proceedings on the
6th January, he heard an Aborigine whom he had previously
known referred to as Floriet Ord Davis and he then said
that the man was not Floriet Ord Davis but Louie Shepherd.
No other evidence of the incident was given.
evidence that a passenger

There was

the truck was named Fredd

Ward and we were informed that Davis was the name of a
1

relative of his.
There was no evidence of a passenger of the name of Louie
Shepherd.
It seems to us that whatever Bachman's view may have been
was not accepted by the man whom the police called Floriet
Ord Davis, that his correct name was Louie Shepherd because
he remained in the police records as Floriet Ord Davis.
are satisfied that Floriet Ord is a corruption of Freddie
Ward and that Floriet Ord Davis was Freddie Ward.
It appears that one of the police officers, perhaps Harri
either as a result of what Bachman said, or after some
further enquiry, came to the conclusion that Shepherd
Tucker's name was Louie Shepherd.
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Perhaps the more important point is that even if one as
that the correct name of the man known as Floriet Ord Davi
was Louie Shepherd as Bachman thought, the fact is that
there was in custody another man (apart from Mr. David
Shepherd) one of whose names as understood by the police
was Shepherd.

We find that Malcolm Shepherd and Shepherd

Tucker are one and the same person.
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or four pol

s

officers

have seen the FIOO reverse

were at the truck claimed
pos

to take the

soners from the Leonora van and to have observed it was

s

as it did so.

Jherd

This point

not arise until well

the Commission commenced to take
off

the

31y

di

and the

were speaking on a matter to which they had
their minds for some months.

The photograph

FIOO shows that if the van were backing into position

j

2rd.

th its doors closed, as it was, it would be difficult to
ee people in the back of the van.

3

Le

the police

0

We found the evidence

cers who made this claim unsatisfactory

other matters and prefer the evidence of I. Shepherd
his passengers.

lie

:;en

lie

sr d
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SKULL

- POLICE EVIDENCE - GENERAL OUTLINE

196
All the police who were at the Skull Creek incident, gave
evidence but it is not easy to find a generally consistent
account of what occurred.
197
Senior Inspector Brown said that after Sergeant Grant spoke
to the people on the truck, Mr. Neville Linton jumped from
it, confronted P.C. Bos and threatened him.

He then saw Bos

wrestling or fighting and then Bos fell to the ground.

The

rest of the Aborigines jumped from the truck, "all hell
broke loose at once, they were running round and striking
at the police".

He said that he got out of his vehicle,

hurried to the truck and "the fracas occurred almost
immediately then".
Grant said that when he returned from the driver's side of
the truck, he did not see one of the police officers from
his vehicle who was not involved in the melee with the
Aborigines.
P.C. Boehm who was very probably in Brown's car, said that
as he got to the truck he could see that a melee was going
on involving police and almost all the Aborigines who were
off the truck.

s~art.

He said he did not see the fighting

P.C. O'Meara said he followed Grant and reached a point
near the cab on the passenger side of the truck.
constables were to his right and slightly behind.

The
He

the natives were jumping off the truck, that he heard a
commotion or noise and turned to see Bos "pushing and
shoving with a native and then I moved over towards him
and likewise all the other policemen and then we became
involved in a pushing and shoving contest, more or less".
198
P.C. Fuller described the police officers from car 2
ing more or less in line facing the truck and about ten
yards from it, as Grant walked to the driver's side.

Some

of the younger men were jumping off the truck yelling and
118

their hands.

The off

to walk towards the

and the Aborigines were moving towards the police.
police were gesturing to the Abori

ive

:ent

to go back.

He

heard a scuffle and turning saw a constable whom he thought
Bos wrestling with an Aborigine.

The police and the

Aborigines all converged on the spot where Bos and the
were.

Bos and the Aborigine fell to the gound.

Aborigines, thirty or thirty f

of them were

to pull Bos away and to prevent the police from breakthe wrestling.

He took hold of various Aborigines

L

view to spreading them out in order to get to the

Lng

of the incident.
who was in the Leonora van said that as he
he saw two or three policemen in conversation
or five Aborigines, there being nine or ten

of

3

gines off the truck.

When he got out of his vehicle he

what he had taken to be a conversation was in fact

Lorn

argument and then violence began with police trying
to restrain Aborigines .

. c.

Strahan was in car 3, but stayed in it when Brown got
and saw Brown talking to some Aborigines.

After a

e of minutes he went to the other side of the truck and
art.
t

only thereafter that fighting occurred.
Ainsworth who was probably in the same vehicle, said
when he arrived there were quite a number of individual
ts going on and some skirmishing, but a large number of

a

e had been already arrested.

He was under the impress-

majority of those arrested had been arrested for
m

e

offences, that is, for offences committed before
5th January.

s".
are merely examples of the sort of evidence given by
police officers.

An examination of all their evidence

hows that there is far from universal support for Brown's
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contention that there was a full scale attack on the
police immediate

after the

arrival.

Police Evidence - Difficulties
200

The police officers describe in their evidence twenty seven
arrests and an analysis of that evidence reveals some
surprising features in the light of this contention.
201

Only two officers allege that before an arrest the
Aborigines concerned used violence towards him.

Bos who

made two arrests and O'Meara who also made two arrests each
make that allegation against both the men he arrested.

In

addition Gerace arrested one of two men he said had hindered him by forcing themselves between him and a man he had
already arrested for shouting.

All the other Aborigines

were arrested for striking at, pushing or shoving a police
officer, other than the one arresting him or for conduct
I

such as yelling and shouting.
202

Many of the officers say they arrested Aborigines who were
fighting with other police officers.
claim to have been struck.

Yet so few officers

Many claim to have seen blows

struck by Aborigines at other police officers, yet so few
saw a blow land or can identify the police officer.
203

The general effect of the evidence both police and
Aboriginal is that car 2 stopped at a distance which
is unspecified but quite a reasonable distance from
the truck and that whatever violence occurred did so
close to the passenger side of the vehicle.
example, both Bos and Holliday speak of being
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For

by an

who jumped

from

truck and

as
were at the
feet; and Brown himself said
the fighting was c
to
passenger s
the
and the

icers from car 2

to the side

the

even
the pol

rs went to the

The action of the
of cers
truck was on any version of Brown's plan

approaching
to his

o

In

derad

fact that one Aborigine against whom no allegation
is shown to have been manhandled from the truck by
police (para 271) is di
cult to
with the
ce account that the Aborigines were jumping
f the truck

s

ice
di

t

icul

s

se in

to

on.

whom he arrested, knew each other
Gordon
obtained at the truck the names of the two men he
ere
rs
ws
ew

and Holl
is not sure where
those
arrested although we are
saying that he arres
G.
say

he
All other

obtained names at the

as they occurred would
A
number of men were arres
an epi
three
a

arres
the arre

to converse

o

and all were
s
the same sort
off

u..J..J...1-.J..culties

h

st.

twenty seven

much

Altoge
vIe
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dress.
th

thi
men were
already held that

five of these had been arrested elsewhere and were during
the Skull Creek incident always In

th~

back of the F100

although only four were charged.
If the officers who claim to have arrested those four at
the truck did in fact arrest anyone, whom did they arrest?
In addition two occupants of the truck, Fraser and Parker
were arrested, but not charged (para 146).

Who arrested

them and for what offence?
To these may be added Tjapaltjarri and Jackson (paras 156
& 225).

No officer claims to have arrested either of these

two men.

Then we add Porter because whoever Holliday

arrested he did not, for reasons explained, arrest Porter.
(para 215).
208
The result is then that of the total of thirty men arrested,
there are ten of whom we are satisfied that either they did
not do what is alleged against them, or that there is no
allegation made against them.
On the police story each man arrested was identified as the
man committing a particular offence
of the thi

When

is shown that

arrested, ten of them each has attributed to

him either no offence or an offence he did not commit,
then even assuming the truthfulness of the police allegations the general reliability of the identifications made
must be regarded as greatly suspect.
209
In these circumstances it is extremely doubtful whether a
detailed account of each arrest with a comparison of the
evidence of the

ng officer and the defendant would be

of much value.
There are, however, some features of the evidence of the
arresting off

ers in re

to particular arrests which

have caused us concern and with which we now deal.
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'ing

ar Arrests

Introduction

)0

So far we have dealt with the general scene and only
incidentally with particular arrests at the truck.
at

these we now turn.

'est?

difficulties we have

It is to

We have set aside for the moment the
scussed regarding identi

cation of

alleged wrongdoers and have considered in respect of each
'ker

st all that material which closely relates to it.

.ed

result there are a number of cases, described in
1 which follows, in which we are unable to accept the
156

version of events.

vfuile not stating our reasons

full we have pointed to some unsatisfactory features of
evidence.
'ter.
the remainder of the cases (Part II), while a considerof the material relating to the particular arrest
justify the rejection of the police version, there
s no case in which in our view the arrest has been shown
no

have been justified.
further consideration of all of the cases in the light
the whole of the evidence appears at para 240.

d to

Arrests - Part I
re Jennings and D. Shepherd
Farmer and C. Butler

r a

of these three

cers claims to have arrested the two

he

names are shown with his

ld

caSQS contains some remarkable features.
Each officer

The documentation of

used the same facesheet for his two defendants

he

and each summary of offence attributed the same conduct to

ich

both defendants.

Each of the three
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sheets speaks of

ice

"A

truck"

group

each uses the

natives milling around a
"a fight developed" implying

s were f

amongst t.hems e Lve s .

This account as we have already noted was false and the form
their facesheets

the conclusion that there was a

common adoption of that s
the s

It is interesting to note

were numbered in sequence

67 to 72

These three officers each signed a second brief statement.
Each statement, a more de
al
de

led document than the summary,

precisely the same conduct against
and

arres

matters alleged, including the conduct of
icer, were essentially the same.

213
These are s
compl

s two

rent incidents, covered by six different
The position is that three police officers each

observed a dif

rent person behaving

a disorderly manner

by fighting, who was warned to stop, who ignored the warning
and continued to do what he was doing and who was then
arrested and placed in a security vehicle.

Each of the

officers returned to the vicinity of the truck, each again

H<

observed a different person being disorderly by doing the

d:

same acts as the

rst person arrested by him had been

In each case this second

on was warned to stop, ignored

the warning, continued to

what he was doing and was then

arrested.
Five of the s
attention

men arrested initially attracted the
the arresting

Ie because each was

attacking another police
officers being
three arres
214
In his second

ficer, but not one of the
d be identif
by any of the

f
f

Parker statements, Fuller said

each of the two men he arrested "I said to the defendant
'Stop fighting or you
disorde

11 be arrested and charged with
The de
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ignored my warning and

.nd a

continued to

puncnes

II

confidence one may have that
v~lH'l~~cte

truth is

r les

se
by

he did not give any

reflect the
ler s admission that

but recorded he had done

so because he thought a senior officer would expect him to
te

have given a warning.

72
re Mitink
nt.
ry,

Holliday claims to have arrested G. Robinson, Porter and

o

Mi

ct

Robinson and refer to that episode later.

We are satisfied he correctly identified G.

s description of the man he said was Porter was so wide of
mark that we unhesitatingly say his identification is
wrong

Nor has he confused Porter and Mitinkirri because his

description of Mitink
Porter.

also bears no resemblance to

Porter denied doing anything which would have

justified his arrest.
On Holliday's evidence alone we have already concluded that
did not arrest Porter (para 207) .
ore

he

said he saw Mitinki
Norton.

struggling on the ground with

Norton claimed to have been forced to the ground

by Aborigines, but also he said that this occurred very
early in the melee and that thereafter he made his two
arrests.
Holliday placed the arrest of Mitinkirri towards the end of
the disturbance and said that when he had placed Mitinkirri
in the security van the fighting had subsided.

of

Holliday's description of Mitinkirri is not satisfactory and

t

his account of when he saw Norton on the ground cannot be
reconciled with Norton's.

In addition his evidence must be

nd
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assessed .in the light of his allegation in his first
that Porter and Mitinki

face~I1PP.~

were fighting each other.

Smith re Cameron
217
The variations in Smith's story are almost bewildering.

His

first face sheet implies that the Aborigines were fighting
amongst themselves and that police intervened and that
Cameron was arrested

striking "other persons".

In his second brief statement, he said a fight broke out
amongst Aborigines and when police approached the Aborigines
turned on the police and that he arrested Cameron
striking a police officer.

h
t

In his Parker statement Smith said police approached
Aborigines who were arguing and pushing and who then turned
on the police.

He said Cameron was punching a police off

but that he arrested him for fighting with other Aborigines
In evidence Smith first asserted and then denied that
Aborigines were fighting amongst themselves when police
arrived.

He said he arrested Cameron for striking blows at

an unidentified police officer.
vfuen his attention was drawn to the statement in his f

t

facesheet that Cameron was seen to strike "other persons",
he said Cameron was striking not only the police officer
also the Aborigine the police officer was holding.
To us, this last variation is incredible.

The changes

story represent an attempt to accommodate the account g
in the first
the account

sheet, which we have said is false, with
the second

fs.

his evidence against Cameron.
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We can give

no weight to

re James
have already held that Kelly did not arrest Bennett, a
passenger in the landrover (para 186)

Kelly said that

Bennett and James were both in the melee which he saw on
His

the driver's side of the truck and that he grabbed one in
one hand and one in the other and took them to the Menzies

g

van.
Since we have held that Kelly did not arrest Bennett and
also that Kelly when he arrived was not confronted by any
ine

situation such as that which he describes and certainly not
on the driver's side of the truck, we can have no confidence
in his claim to have arrested James, nor in his description
the circumstances in which he claims he did so.
re Ward and

ned

nes

Puddey claims to have arrested Ward and Friday.

He charged

each with being disorderly by fighting and Friday with
resisting arrest.
at

Puddey's first facesheet expressly stated that the
Aborigines were fighting each other and that the two defendants were involved in this fighting.

There are significant

st

differences between each of his accounts contained in his

,

second brief statement, his Parker statement and his evi-

II

1

t

dence.

In short, he produced four different accounts.

His

second brief statement relating to Ward consists of eleven
paragraphs, five of which might be described as noncontentious and six of which related to disputed matters.
In evidence, Puddey conceded that each of these six paragraphs was in some material respect incorrect.

We are not

to rely on his evidence
foregoing are eleven cases where we have found ourselves
unable to accept the police evidence.

We should add that

evidence was contested.by each of the defendants who were
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called as witnesses.
Particular Arrests - Part II
221
We now deal with the remaining arrests described in the
police evidence, our general conclusion regarding which
we have stated at para 211.
Gordon re R. Robinson and G. Ward
222
In his first facesheets Gordon said that Robinson was fighting with other natives in a large crowd milling around a
truck and that Ward was seen to strike several times other
persons in a large crowd of natives milling around the truck.
In his evidence he said he arrested Robinson for pulling the
arm of a policeman who was trying to make an arrest and Ward
for pushing his way through a crowd and attempting to strike
a police officer.
Robinson and Ward each denied Gordon's account In so far
as it related to him.
223

Gordon said that there was a discussion between a number of
police officers which resulted in an understanding that less
er charges than those justified on the facts would be laid
and that any reference to fighting with police or the use of
violence against police would be omitted from the facesheets
but that irrespective of the agreement he had already
decided to deal with his two cases in that way.
was given for treating the cases so.

No reason

Gordon's accounts in

his second brief statement and his Parker statement accords
substantially with his evidence.

s claim to have

obtu~_H'~~

at the truck the names of the two men he arrested avoids for
him the difficulties described earlier which other officers
face regarding the ident

of the persons they arrested.

224

Two further points

a

ing his evidence are worthy of note

128

f

that his notebook

the name "Peter

Fraser". He could not re
how it
not suggest he had seen Fraser commi
arrested him. The circumstances
wh

there but he did
an
fence, or had
he recorded

Fraser's name are not established.
described Ward's

in attempting to s

a

iceman, Gordon said he now thought
possibly
natives were trying to restrain Ward from hitting the police.
If they were, it is difficult to understand why they were
l.ght-

arrested as they appear to have been

i

re r

Gerace re Robertson
who was in car 2, says he followed Grant to the
side of the vehicle, he then became aware
fighting on the passenger side and went back.
He saw Aborigines fighting police but he arrested a man who
calling out and gesticulating. He could not understand

r

the man was
ing out.
security vehicle, two

As he was conveying
man
Aborigines forced themselves

him and his prisoner and
one
s
:lid

he

soner es

the men who had
him
man to Watson as

he had arrested. He also saw the other man who
him emerge from a van and claimed him also.
man arrested at the scene was

son
in

He

s

whom he did not arrest at the scene
station, was Jackson. No other off
Jackson at
scene or

he
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at
r claimed to

statement that PeC Smith
he sa
he
d not see

said in his second bri
arrested Jackson. In his
who arrested Jackson

Robertson and

been

at the

police station by Smith that Smith had arrested Jackson.
Smith denied this and that he had arrested Jackson.
His first facesheet describes the police as coming upon the

f

Aborigines fighting at the truck.
Neither Robertson nor Jackson gave evidence.
Bos re Linton
227
Bos and Linton each claim to have known each other prior to
the 5th January and Linton agrees that he was arrested by
Bos.

Each says there was violence between them and a number

c

of police officers place this as the first violence
observed at the truck.
We have already noted Brown's description of Linton jumping
from the truck to attack Bos and thus initiating the violence, but we must weigh this against Senior Inspector
Hilton's evidence that Brown told him that he did not see
the start of the incident.
There is evidence from both police officers and Aborigines
which suggests that the encounter between Bos and Linton
was the beginning of the Skull Creek incident, but there is
also evidence to suggest that it was not.

Similarly there

is support for the claim that Linton attacked Bos and also
for the claim that Bos attacked Linton.
228
Much of the evidence and especially that of the two
protagonists was unreliable or unhe

Bos said that as

far as he knew the violence between Linton and himself was
the start of the Skull Creek incident but in both his seCOD,O
brief and Parker statements he says he observed a struggle
between an Aborigine with a

fIe and Holliday who fell to

the ground before he himself became involved with

o

ot

he was the last man
completely
the

We find

f the truck, a proposition

ect.

unnecessary in view

our findings or the lack

of them on this issue, to sUTImlarise all this evidence.
between these two may have been the

co~nencement

The
of

olence at Skull Creek but we are not prepared to find
it was

And whenever it occurred we are unable to say

the aggressor.
re Tom-Tom
gave evidence that while he was trying to put Linton into
security van, Tom-Tom attempted to prevent his doing so
closing the door of the van when it was opened and that
let Linton go in order to arrest Tom-Tom and place him in
Jing

van.

)-

not find Bos a reliable witness having rejected his
of his identification of Tjapaltjarri and we have
prepared to accept most of what he said about his
encounter with Linton.
1es
1

account in his first facesheet of Tom-Tom's behaviour
that

II

wh i l s t police were attempting to settle an argument

accused continually interrupted and attempted to help
lso

other person ll

•

account bears little relation to that given by him in
the
t

fference is not accounted for as in so

cases by the unders

between police officers that

sheets were to show
dntOllQst themselves.
did not give evidence.
n.
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Aborigines were fighting

Holl

re G. Robinson

230

Holliday charged Robinson with disorderly conduct by creating
a disturbance and also with resisting arrest.

As earlier

mentioned we are satisfied that Holliday arrested Robinson.
Holliday said that Robinson jumped to a position in front of
him.

He assumed he had jumped from the truck.

Robinson

incited other natives to attack the police including Holliday
Holliday arrested Robinson but as he was being taken to the
security van, Robinson obtained a rifle from someone else
and attempted to strike Holliday who warded off the blow.
The

fIe broke on the roo bar of the security vehicle.

Robinson then threatened Holliday with a part of the broken
rifle.

Holliday kicked this from Robinson's hands.

Robin

attacked him, they fell to the ground and ultimately he and
another police officer put Robinson into the van.
According to Robinson, a policeman approached him and told
him to get into the van to which he was manhandled by two or
more policemen and that he was struck on the back with a
rifle butt.
231

In view of the discrepancies we have c

ticised In the

various accounts given by other police officers it is worth
recording that Holliday's first facesheet, his second brief
statement and his Parker statement all substantially accord
with his evidence regarding this incident.

It should also

be noted that a broken rifle was found at the scene.
A defect In Holliday's version is his suggestion that
Robinson jumped down from the back of the truck.

Robinson

was the driver of the vehicle and there is nothing to
indicate that he was at any time on the back of the truck,
nor that he had any reason for being there.
232

After an examinat

of all the relevant evidence, we are

132

to find that Robinson
Holl

immediately pr

in the manner alleged
to the arrest.

r

As to the events which occurred while

on.

taken to the van, the accounts of Rob

son was being
son and Holliday are

irreconcilable and that of Ainsworth while it contradicts
.t

0

Robinson does not lie easi

with Holliday's account .

While we are satisfied there was

between Holliday

and Robinson at this time we are not able to make any
the

further finding.

:e

re Green
said that while he was near one of the security vans

.k en

approached yelling: "They're

ing my mates in" and

exciting others to release those in the van.
Green to stop.

He told

Green protested, saying he had done nothing

when he continued to yell and scream, Scott arrested him.
not remember what it was that Green said to give

lld
TO

impression that he was exciting other Aborigines to
release those in the van.
~~~~H,

a small youth, said that he was grabbed by the back
shirt, hit with a rifle and pushed into a security

le.
first facesheet whilst it refers to a fight between
gives the same account of Green's conduct as appears
in Scott's evidence.

His second brief statement tells the

same story and his Parker statement is merely a duplicate
f his second brief statement.
son

have already commented unfavourably on Scott's association
O'Meara and Fuller in relation to the preparation of his
against Munro and Kun

This complaint

Green, however, is a separate matter and the de scrip:e

Green's conduct is different from the common description
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given to the conduct of Munro and Kuniya.

There is evidence

from Green, which suggests that the po;Lice officer who
arrested him had some association in the disturbance with
Munro.
Norton re V. Fraser and M. Ward
234
Norton is another officer who made precisely the same
allegations of fact against two men he arrested, the summary
of offence on the two facesheets being in fact the original
and duplicate of the text typed by him.

The account given

in his second brief statement relating to Fraser is consistent with his evidence.

s Parker statement is a

duplicate of his second brief statement.

He did not prepare

a second brief statement in relation to Ward.
Norton says he arrested each of these men for waving his arms
around and yelling abuse.

Both deny any misconduct and each

claims to have been manhandled to the security vehicle for
no cause.
The identification of the two men charged as the men whom
Norton says he arrested is by no means certain.

Ward's

description of the police officer who arrested him does not
fit Norton well.
Abori

evidence

235
We have found it unnecessary to give a detailed account of
our consideration of the Aborig
said we

1 evidence.

As we have

the police officers as carrying some onus to

justify the arrests and in many cases we have reached our
conclusions on the infirmities of the police evidence.
no case did the Abor

inal

In

provide material

corroborration for the police account.
Some of the Aboriginal

relat
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to the arrests at

-----------------

ence
h

nal
en

--------_~

Skull Creek, has already
re
to
There was some
evidence, particularly that
to assaults by police
using
s and batons, which we think was
exaggerated
We think
that as a whole the Aborigines
attempted to play down any show
by an Aborigine
whether before or
r he had been arre
By and large,
however, we were impres
by
in the
accounts
the basic elements of the
s
, namely that
the Aborigines were told to get down from the truck and
stay by
and that thereafter many
the occupants of the
truck were placed
security vehicles
no cause.

n
10t

to
[n
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is of Arrests
236
We have found that thirty men were arrested, twenty five of
whom had been passengers on the truck and five passengers
in the landrover.

No two officers claimed to have arrested

the same man.
i)

Of these men there are three whom no police
officer claims to have arrested and no officer
claims that any of them committed any offence.
These men are Fraser, Parker and Finlay.

ii)

There are four each of whom it is claimed was
arrested at the truck for an offence committed
at the truck and subsequently charged.
We have found that they are four of five men
(Finlay being the fifth) who had been passengers
in the landrover and who were arrested without
cause at the landrover and, being imprisoned in
a security van, did not commit any offence at
the truck nor were they arrested there.

These

men are Palmer, J. Butler, M. Shepherd and
Bennett
iii)

There are two men whom no police off

claims

to have arrested although each was charged by a
police of

cer with an offence allegedly comm-

itted at the truck
who was

These men are Tj

by

j

son and Jackson who was

charged by Gerace.
iv)

There is one man Porter, the
whom by Holl

v)

we have pos

There are eleven men

ification of
ively rejected.

the circumstances of

whose arrests we have discussed in Particular
Arrests Part 1.

In each case we have been
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unable to accept the police version of events
said to justify the arrests.
~

of
These men are Jennings, D. Shepherd, Farmer,

~s

C. Butler, Munro, Kuniya, Mitinkirri, Cameron,

rt.ed

James, Ward and Friday.
earlier the police version was that each man
sted was arrested for a particular offence committed
the truck at Skull Creek but there is no evidence to
of the men were arrested (i and iii above) and
the police officers have failed to justify the
sts of at least a further sixteen men (ii, iv and v
~h.~HQ)

a minimum of twenty one out of thirty.

effect of our findings may be expressed in another way
reference to the claimed identification by police of
leged offenders.
it is accepted that the charges against the four landrover
are fabricated, that in itself with the arrests
another five men whose arrests are unexplained is
to discredit the police account.
on the other hand it is assumed that those four were
charged because they were wrongly identified the following
situation emerges.
With Porter who was also wrongly identified there are five
men wrongly identified and five men for whose arrest no
anation is given.

To the extent to which these two

groups do not coincide, the number of persons wrongly
identified or whose arrests are unexplained is anything
between ten and fifteen out of a total of twenty eight, the
identification by the arresting officers of G. Robinson and
Linton having been accepted (paras 215 and 227).
When we add our finding that there are a further eleven
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cases where we are unable to accept the police version of
events, we find

impossible to accept that the police

witnesses have given a credible account of the arrests of
the Aborigines at Skull Creek.
arrests
240
In the previous paragraph we have summarised certain views
we have formed concerning twenty one of the arrests made
by the police during the Skull Creek incident and we now
relate those views to other matters which have influenced
us in reaching the conclusions we will state shortly.
241
Notwithstanding Senior Inspector Brown's late attempt to
maintain that only he and his driver were intended to
approach the truck, we are satisfied that the plan at the
time was, at the least, to confront the occupants of the
truck with a show of force.
The closing in on the truck of a number of police vehicles
and the immediate approach to the truck of the occupants
of the first police vehicle were in accordance with the
plan.
1

At that stage the Aborigines were doing nothing to justify
police intervention but within a few minutes, twenty five
of them had been arrested.

No officer claims to have

arrested four of the passengers who were arrested.

Further,

five other Aborigines were arrested on the main road.

No

charge was laid by either of the arresting officers vick
and Miller but complaints against four of these five alleging misconduct at the truck were made by three other
officers, who if they saw any of the five near the truck,
saw them imprisoned in the back of a security vehicle.
242
The police officers then prepared a common version of the
Aborigines' behaviour which if true would have justified
police intervention at the truck, but which was admittedly
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i'

se

Why, if the conduct of the Aborigines in fact justi-

fied police intervention, the true s

was not given has

not been credibly explained.
243
These police officers then prepared in the second briefs
(para 296) another common story as to what had occurred.
Efforts by the Commission to discover how these briefs came
vS

into existence have been intentionally frustrated.
244
The Aborigines say the police came to the truck and arrested
them without cause.

Their evidence generally on this aspect

appears in itself to be reliable.

The failure of the police

officers to justify any of the thirty arrests strongly
supports the Aboriginal version of events and the additional
matters to which we have referred in this section operate
strongly to discredit the police denial of that version.
Generally, on the whole of the evidence, we accept the
substance of the Aboriginal version and reject the sub2S

stance of the police version.
Our findings are that:
i)

The police officers who attended at Skull

Ey

Creek have failed to justify any of the

2

thirty arrests then made.

her
J

ii)

On the contrary we are convinced that at
least twenty one of those arrests were not
justified.
We think that of the remaining nlne there are
some where the arrests were probably not justified.

For instance three of the cases relate to

two juveniles and a young Aborigine who were
e

said to be yelling and waving their arms about.
When the

ly

polic~

were engaged in arresting with-

out cause a large number of the
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friends and

atives

might be questioned, even if they

were behaving as the police allege, whether
the conduct of these three con

ituted any

offence.
What

at Skull Creek?
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We are now in a position to state our answer to this
question
Senior Inspector Brown had some reason to believe that
passengers

the convoy arriving in Laverton on 5th

might intend to cause trouble for the police.
reinforcements and made his plan which was for the police
assemble

force and to confront the occupants of the

convoy before it entered Laverton.
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On discovering that the convoy had arrived on the outskirts
of Laverton the police party immediately went to it.

Two

of the three vehicles in the convoy were intercepted on the
main road but the third, a

truc~

stopped at Skull Creek.

The nlne occupants of the first police vehicle to arrive
at the truck dismounted and moved towards the truck.

A

few of the truck's passengers had already dismounted.
248
One or more incidents of violence then occurred but we are
unable to say who was responsible for the commencement of
this violence.
249
A few people perhaps only two were involved in this f

st

violence, but immediately thereafter, the police officers
set about arresting all able-bodied men on the truck and
the old men, women and children were told to go away.

This

was done pursuant to a direction or understanding made
either before the police arrived at the truck or immed
after the first violence occurred and the result was that
possibly all and c

the great majority of those

140

arrested were arrested without cause.
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Five passengers in a landrover which was part of the convoy
were arrested without cause, placed
driven to the

a security van and

cinity of the truck.

Apart from the initial incident or inc

s of violence at

the truck to which we have referred there were others.

In

the situation which existed where a large number of men were
being arrested without justification, it was natural that
some of them angered or incredulous would resist actively
or passively and that some of them would be roughly handled
and we think both of those things happened.
::::e

accept also that there was a good deal of shouting by the
Aborigines.

We are not satisfied they were encouraging

attacks on the police.

On the contrary, it is likely that

were protesting at the behaviour of the police.
police with their prisoners returned to the police
station, where the prisoners were placed in the lock up.
Two of the prisoners who were elders were released without
e

charged.
took place between the police officers in

of

steps were taken to ensure that for each prisoner
whose arrest had been recorded there was a police
officer who claimed to have arrested that prisoner

.s t;

and who would lay a complaint against him.

As a

result in some cases a police officer claims to
have arrested a person he did not arrest and in the
great majority of cases, if not in all cases, the
complaint alleged an offence which the person charged had not committed;
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b)

a common story was worked out as to the circumstances in wh

h the police

were committed.

say the offences

wou~~

As a result summaries of fact

were prepared, the great majority of which alleged
or implied that when the police arrived Aborigines
were fighting amongst themselves or commenced to do
so shortly thereafter, which was admittedly false
but which if true would have justified police
intervention;
c)

some general agreement was reached as to the charges
to be made in order that they would be consistent
with the false story.
for Skull Creek incident
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Senior

InQn~~r

Brown

Whilst the calling for reinforcements on 4th January 1975
was, as we have found,
poor.

justified, Brown's use of them was

Again, as with his report to Senior Inspector Hil

he appears to have drawn no distinction between the reI
bility of the various pieces of information available to
him and those under his command were left in a state of
apprehension which the facts did not justify.
The plan to confront in force those on the truck was
and in a sense, provocative.

It was certainly likely to

cause tension unnecessarily.

Even if the plan were, as

Brown ultimately said it was, namely that only a driver
himself were to approach the convoy, then he displayed a
singular lack of control over the officers in the other
vehicles whom he saw going to the truck.
Brown was at Skull Creek for almost the whole of the
incident there and he was in command.

The decision to

arrest all able-bodied men on the truck, whenever made,
probably his.

At the

least it was acquiesced

him.
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by

r

the police station he permitted men whom almost certainly
he knew to have been arrested without cause, to be charged
with offences he almost certainly knew they had not
committed.
3

He remained at the police station throughout the unloading

10

of the prisoners, the discussions which took place and the
preparation of complaints and facesheets by the police
cers.

je

s

Sergeant Holmwood who dissociated himself from the whole
fair but was in the police station was aware that night
the story adopted by police officers was that they came
s the Aborigines fighting amongst themselves.

We can-

believe that Brown could have been unaware that this
he knew to be false was written into the face-
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ras

have described the plan to intercept the convoy, the
of thirty Aborigines from it, none of which arrests
been justified and the procedure whereby twenty seven
were charged, none of which charges has been

.0

ustified.

Whether Brown initiated these things or merely

the ideas of others he, as the officer in charge
throughout, must bear ultimate responsibility.

Grant was present at the truck and claimed to have
Mr. Jackie Palmer, whom we have found was arrested
a

P.C.s Vick and Miller.
was present at the discussions at the police station and
a party to the procedure there adopted by preparing a
falsely asserting that Aborigines were fighting
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Iton
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Sergeant Hamilton was present at the truck and the discussions at the police station.
who had custody of the f

He was the prosecuting sergeant

st briefs.

While he arrived late at the truck and would not have seen
the circumstances of many of the arrests, the discussions
and events at the police station that evening and the
contents of the facesheets must have placed him with substantially the same knowledge as Brown and Grant had.

He

did nothing to remedy the injustices which had occurred.
P.C.s Vick and Miller
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These police officers arrested and imprisoned without cause
the five passengers in the landrover.

Whether they did

this initially to take them to the truck for identification
or with a view to their being falsely charged we cannot
say, but once these five had been taken to the police
station, Vick and Miller permitted them to be falsely
charged and imprisoned without cause.
other officers
261
All the police officers who claimed to have made an arrest
at Skull Creek and who subsequently laid a charge must be
taken to have participated in one or more of the
or understandings put into effect at the truck and at the
police station.

Plan
262

~

De

sion to arrest

Earlier (para 109) we re

rred to the question whether the

decision to arrest all able-bodied Aborigines at Skull
was taken be

was
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are a numbe r
the
t

that

been
were
cause
To
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stance, the
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dence
Brown and his
to what
plan was and
ss
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t h e ' s events
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2ant

s
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use

ion

st
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however, that

rect

of

is a most
allegation, there are
against it and each
the indi
might
it, including those we have re
can be explained on some other basis
d that most, if not
those arre
were
thout cause. Whether be
the interception of
a
sion was taken to arrest all ab
event or
ce
events which then happened
cision was made at an early s
events
not decide.
to truck and contents
r the truck had stopped at Skull Creek and its
dispersed it appears to have remained unattended
Ultimately
was driven to Mt Margaret and
there until it
on 8th January
Wiluna.

2

he

is not

inves

truck
loped engine trouble and subons revealed that
cause was tea and
been
the

no
the engine

to

how soon

s would

was some suggestion that the tea and sugar were placed
petrol by a pol
but
is no evidence
support this. The
been inte
with
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at any time in the three days after

was left unattended

at Skull Creek.
It is clear that tea and sugar were put in the petrol tank
but no further finding is jus

fied.

It was alleged that police officers damaged or spilt some
food on the truck.

The police conceded that a bag of

flour had been inadvertently broken open and spilt.
evidence does not justify any further finding.
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The

lded

ASSAULTS - 5 JANUARY 1975
Comment

.ank

A great number of allegations of assault were made by
Aborigines against police officers and there were counter
nne

allegations by police officers.

Many of these allegations

were made after witnesses who might have given relevant
evidence had been called and the Commission had moved to
another centre.
are In any event considerable

d~fficulties

in investi-

the same time a great number of allegations of
conduct.

It was not practicable to hear all the

relating to a particular incident as a whole nor
might be thought to be a proper sequence and because
the scope of the Commission's enquiry and the multitude
issues there is no doubt that witnesses who might have
able to give some evidence on a particular issue did
so.

Furthermore evidence which was given could not

be tested, explained or answered in the way which
court procedures permit.
the major complaints arising from the event of 5
1975 were made by Aborigines against police the
procedure adopted was for the Commission to hear
Aboriginal witnesses before the police witnesses but
considerations resulted in departures from this scheme.
some cases by the time the full extent of an allegation
been discovered it would have been necessary in order
obtain and test all available evidence to recall ten
twenty or even more witnesses, then scattered throughout
stern Australia, South Australia and the Northern Terri, to obtain all relevant information.
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Further r there are the considerable 4ifficulties referred
to elsewhere involved in making positive identifications
of the persons concerned.
267
For these reasons, there are many allegations of ass

t

made before the Commission by both police officers and
Aborigines
finding

re

to which we have made no positive
r

Whether any different result wOuld have been

obtained if all relevant evidence had been available we
naturally do not know, but when

is not we think

both

unsafe and undesirable to speculate.
We do not mean to suggest that we have not dealt with
matters re

to us.

We merely explain why in many

of alleged assault we have reached the conclusions we have.
The arrests at Skull Creek were placed in the

front of

the enquiry and the evidence focussed on them from the
beginning with the result that the same difficulties and
disadvantages did not occur when considering them.
Al

d ill-treatment at truck

268
Most of the Aborigines arrested at the truck allege
that they were assaulted or otherwise ill-treated in addition to being arrested unlawfully.

The complaints vary

widely and may be roughly divided into:
a)

manhandling from the truck to the ground;

b)

rough handling in being taken to and placed
the van;

c)

other ass
or

f

such as being hit with a baton

, kicked or punched.

As explained earl

r our approach in evaluating these

allegations has

that the onus lies on the person

making the compl

to establish it.
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cases, as
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It
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sthat Mr. C. Butler sustained a cut on his forehead
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van.
that some

..

.~,~._~,~~ ~s

taken

van

any untoward
or
they were mis
or dragged
We took most
handling rather than
a

say that they

However s many
hit, pushed,
se
~~~~~~rately

to be
struck

st or a weapon.

are not prepared to make a
case, although we
of

no doubt
to the pol

istance.
9

handling in
that a
when Aborig
s
or pas

As to the remaining allegations of specific assaults and of
manhandling from the truck to the ground, we find that these
allegations have not been made out except In the case of
Mr. Peter Fraser and in a few cases we think it unlikely
that the conduct complained of occurred.
Mr. Peter Fraser
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Fraser is an elderly Aborigine and appeared to be a
respected and responsible person amongst his people.

This

is confirmed by Sergeant Holmwood's action in obtaining
his release.

pc

Fraser said he was pulled from the back of the truck and
fell to the ground, that he was struck on the buttocks
a waddy and placed in a security vehicle.

Nine Aboriginal

witnesses gave evidence of having seen him manhandled from
truck to ground and two others of seeing him on the ground
near the truck.

One Aborigine said that he got down from

the truck himself and there was some disagreement amongst
the witnesses as to the manner in which he was manhandled.
We were impressed with Fraser himself as a witness and
also with a number of those who supported him and whom we
regarded as among the more reliable of the witnesses.
is no other case except perhaps that of N. Linton
such a body of evidence supports an allegation of mi
ment at the truck.

No police officer denied Fraser's

complaint and as already noted, no police officer said
Fraser committed any offence or that he arrested him.
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The great majority of Aboriginal witnesses who saw Fraser
brought to the ground, did not speak of his being struck
with a waddy or similar instrument, nor did they speak of
seeing any officer carrying any such instrument although
there were allegations of them being used.

The two wit-

nesses who say they saw Fraser struck with a baton we
found unreliable

some other parts of their evidence.

o

md

evidence we are

s

that Fraser was manhandled

We are not
that
was hit on
with a waddy.
It may well be that after he

of
.Ly

some application of

to his back in

process of bringing him to his

t, but it is unlikely

he would have seen exactly what

oc~u~~c~

was some evidence of what weapons were in the hands
were at Skull Creek but in the end we think
tion
.nd

quite clear on both sides .

find that all or most of the police off

had the

but none of them took to Skull Creek any

rearm or

other offensive weapon.
the Aborigines, the pol

evidence is that everything

could be regarded as a weapon was removed from the
and taken to the police station and Sergeant Holmwood
he received three or four knives and seven or
ight spears, four rifles and two nulla nullas.
spears were of ceremonial type and we are satisfied
the rilles were being carried
in transit for food.

the purpose of
The Aborigines were not

any object for the purpose of it being used
against police.
find that, subject to what is said later about
incident between Mr. G. Robinson and P.C. Holliday
230, no Aborigine attempted to use any spear,
or nulla nulla during the whole incident. As to
and Holliday, it is clear from the evidence of both
there was a rifle present in the incident but
was no suggestion in any part
these persons or anybody else
r than to strike with.

I

the evidence that
this

2 5

Various Aborig

sses

Aborigines were

some
struck by baton or
pol
ficer but we
not
allegations estab1i

a

wielded by a

f

we

dE

d any of these

the

to our satisfaction.

treatment at
oce
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Many

moved from the back of the

s

vans to the exe

s

somes

d between two 1

doing so,

were

door

a

f

or

ice officers and
from the van,
ous1y pulled
s

cked, punched or

exercise yard door

thout

We do not think that

was a 1

or
to mark a path to

officers drawn up e
yard or
p soners
of

the vans to the

said that

Some

pol

s

exercise

the purpose of offering violence to the
However, we are

sfied that a number

stand in position to prevent any escape and

that this could have given the impress
roughly approximating a line.
unloading point and the

Taking

ition

of something
account the

buildings and

think t.h at; a number of police officers placed in
pos

the impress

g

that they were

the

a rough arc on

soners as they moved
We think this

from the van to the
is more one

1ict

substance
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In the s Lt.ua t.i

~~~H~~f

we can well understand
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rather
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Bachman

A number of

ficers described how two men jumped from one

of the security vehicles and attacked police nearby.

p

Some

accounts suggested that they left t.he vehicle together and
others that they

one after the other.

One version

suggested that escape rather than attack was the motive
the violence and a number
men as N. Linton

R

substantial body

officers identified the two

Robinson.

In the end there was a

dence that these two men each Ie

a security vehicle and attacked police standing nearby,
but were subdued and placed in the lock up.
Robinson each denied

Linton and

allegations.
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All the

rs who were at the station at that time

evidence, yet the extraordinary
these

cers says that he was attacked or threatened

attack, or that he was
re

is that not one
the situation of having

Linton, Robinson or any other prisoner from att

ing a police officer

For this reason alone we have no

hesitation in saying that these allegations are not
established.
ill-treatment in lock
281

A number of Aborigines comp
as

that they had been

on the niaht of 5th January.

have

d (para 265) to the difficulties we

reaching any positive findings

We are not satis

the allegations made to us are established
three

cases which we think

spec

o

u

Mr

David
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Friday's main al

was that a police off

on his upper abdomen and
and at the time he gave
a disco
was the scar

on

back with a lighted
dence there was

roughening of the skin which he s
the f

t burn
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It was also alleged

punched.

Communication with him was very

fficult.

Ive Aboriginal witnesses gave evidence apparently intend-

.on

to support some part of his story but the accounts were

.ve

conflicting that we are unable to reach any firm concluas to what did happen

day himself said he was

by a lighted match! but other accounts are that he
burnt with a cigarette butt, a cigarette lighter, that
,y,

.nd

cigarette butt was dropped into his trousers and differing
of his body are said to have been affected .
were also allegations of police misconduct in respect
the handling of Friday's hairbelt, a religious object
w~ich

he was naturally reticent.

The wide discrep-

ncies in the accounts of the witnesses of what occurred
elude any finding of moment.
no

clear enough from the evidence that there was some
involving Friday, a policeman and some burning
perhaps a match or cigarette and it appears likely
the burning object came in contact at least with the
of Friday's body.

However, whether this was intention-

, negligent or accidental we are unable to say.

It may

in the course of some horseplay while police
rs were, as Kuniya said, making fun of Friday

of these men alleged that after being placed in the
was taken outside by police officers, assaulted
to the lock up.
he was taken from the
and AlIeni whom we

up by two policemen
as P C.

son

Groves and taken to a place outside the back of
lock up where he was kicked and punched in the stomach
face

H

son said to him: "Now who's the tough guy
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Laverton?"
be reI

If these words wete said they could we

to Linton's part in the

2nd January (para 33)
s

f

in

ident of the night

ch Harrison was involved.

he was returned to the lock up after washing

h

under a tap.

He was sore in the ribs and face

crook" and went to sleep

"a
Aborig

a corner.

witnesses said they saw Linton taken

the lock up and two

saw him return.

him lying on the f

A number

the lock up with his

swol
When Messrs

Bachman and Gordon visited the lock up ~hortly

r 9.30 p.m. Bachman thought Linton's lips were swollen,
his eyes puffed and that he was unconscious.

He tried to

wake him, but could not.
84

R. Robinson claimed that on the same night he was taken
side to the back of the lock up by a constable he does
know and assaulted by two constables. He was kicked
the

s and face and hit with a baton on the shoulder.

had an old sore on his forehead which was opened and began
to bleed.

There was Aboriginal evidence, that his face

"bunq e d up and his forehead bleeding".

s vis

Bachman r during

, saw that Robinson had a swollen mouth and

received a complaint from him of having been hit in the
mouth.

Bachman and Gordon sought medical attention

Linton, Robinson and others

night without success.
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ured be
both these men were
being placed in the lock up
Linton was involved with
Gordon
aimed to have
in a struggle at Skull
arrested Rob
at Skull Creek. There was nothing
It is poss

story which would account for any substanti
Robinson
then"
violence there and
by a

injury to

as we have found, there
Robinson claimed to
ice

0
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cer immediately be

th

was

aced in the

up, an al

been unable to make any pos

on which we have
f~ .. ~~ .. ~

It may be more than a coincidence

these are the two

ng

men who the police allege attacked po

o

cers when

e

smounting from the van in which they were brought to the
police station, an allegation which we have found not to
established.
men were seen on the 6th January by Dr. Kearns at the
hospital.

UnfortunatelYl Dr. Kearns had very little

ction of the occasion and the hospital records are
not completely satisfactory
Linton's record states:
to

"Patient struck with nulla nulla

yesterday which led to bruising of the periorbital area";
it does not record a cut to the forehead
The record

Robinson says" " ... struck by a nulla nulla

four days ago around the left eyebrow area ... ".

Neither

refers to a swelling of the mouth.
Linton said that the two prisoners with two police escorts
all attended on the doctor together and that when the
asked how Robinson's injury occurred a police

g

cer said that it had been caused by a blow from a nulla
e

a.

He went on to say that when the doctor asked how

r

injury was caused, again a police officer said by a
nulla nulla and that nei

Robinson nor he was given

an opportunity to reply
On the other hand Robinson

d that he told the doctor that

s injury had been caused by a nulla nulla
n
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Dr. Kearns said that he made the above mentioned entries
and that he recalled seeing a patient under police escort
but otherwise he appears to have no independent recollection
of the event.

No policeman was identified as a member of

the police escort and we have no police evidence of the
incident.
Mr. D. Bourke a legal practitioner saw both Linton and
Robinson at about 9 a.m. on the 7th January

He observed

the same injuries on both men, namely a swelling of one eye
and a cut at least

l~

inches long over one eye.
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Much depends on the evidence of Bachman.

If anyone were

taken from the lock up in the circumstances suggested by
Robinson and Linton, it was almost certainly before
Bachman's visit and an accurate comparison between the
appearance of these two men when they first entered the
lock up and their appearance when Bachman saw them, would
be of considerable importance.

But such a comparison is

difficult to obtain.
Bos said that when he went into the lock up to obtain
Linton's particulars, Linton: "seemed in pretty good
health to me".

He thought he had a scratch on his arm with

dried blood on it.

We have, however, found Bos unreliable

ln other parts of his evidence and think it unsafe to rely
on this observation by him.
Harrison says that when he entered the lock up with Watson
at a later time, he saw that Linton had a cut on his forehead and Linton told him he got it in a fight at Murray
Bore that day.

Whilst this account t

s in with the

hospital record, that Linton was involved in some violence
prior to Skull Creek, Bachman did not observe any cut
none is referred to in the hospital record
We have throughout

ac~o~rOrl

but in relation to these

Bachman as a witness of
idents we make the re

158

f

ob

ons of Linton and Robinson were made at

the exe
of

se yard in

poor light.

all the circumstances we think it unsa
spec~lfic

to make a

finding that either Linton or Robinson was assault-

by a police officer on the 5th January, after being put
the lock up.

At the same time, the

juries to Robinson

Bachman on the night of the 5th and confirmed by
ed

Aboriginal evidence, do not seem to us to be satisly explained by the police version of events at
Creek and we have rejected the police allegation that
nV~~Hson

attacked police after dismounting from the van

para 279).

We think it probable that on 5th January,

suffered violence in excess of that reasonably

1

to take him into and to hold him in custody, but
what manner and when we are unable to say.
, on the other hand, was involved in a violent
at Skull Creek which could explain his injuries
accordingly we do not make the same finding.
of
number of Aborigines claim that pressure of one
Ie
ly

or another was put on them to plead guilty to the
s made and

is undisputed that about thirteen

cers went into the exercise yard for various
reasons, not long
on

r the prisoners had been placed in

the lock up.

eThe facesheet contains a provision which reads: "Intended
. Guilty/Not Guilty".
~e

:l

In the facesheets relating to

of the charges, the words: "Not Guilty" were crossed
out, although in no case did the charging officer suggest
he had any intimation from the defendant that that was
the intended plea.

The exception to this is perhaps Sergeant

1

Grant, who was prepared to conclude from the demeanour of

)n

Mr. Jackie Palmer that he intended to plead gui
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The other officers

ained their entries by reference to

a practice, the essence of which was to show the intended
plea as guilty unless
contrary.

If this

was a direct indication to the
an accepted pract

obviously could cause cons

, i t is one which

rable embarrassment to prose-

cuting officers
It was, however,
defendant

only some of these nine cases that the

clu~!ll~u

that any pressure to

ead guilty was

on him.
We think it probable on the evidence that some Aborigines
were urged to plead guilty and we regard such conduct as
improper.

At the same time, the real possibil

understanding because of the language barr
abil

to identify the off

of misand the

s concerned, make any

specific findings unsafe.
Police records 5th
292

We have already referred to some aspects of the police
administrative and recording procedures following the Skul
Creek incident and we now note other matters.
The record made by Watson of prisoners as they entered the
lock up was an important document but it was not produced
to t.he Commission.

Brown originally said he gave the list

to Mr. Syddall but after the latter had appeared to deny
Sf

putt

Brown said he

ffered the list In the sense of

it on the table at his

collection of its be
where the

f

but had no re-

taken and a search of the place

ew

not reveal the document.
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The
th

book is a

ice record showing amongst other

s whether any and if so what

prisoner and it
sthe

is taken from a

s for an acknowledgement to be
ri

both after search and upon release.

o

ea

On the
ied

of the 5th January

the normal procedure of

s i n g each prisoner was not carried out but a sheet in
the

book was completed for each prisoner and no
soner other than Palmer and

Tom~Tom

is

as

having property.
In many cases, the record indicates that the
fused to sign the record, but

1S

saner re-

clear that

were not asked to sign and did not refuse.

soners

The entry that

refused is incorrect and was intended to provide a
short cut in administrat

work.

les
l.S

In many cases the off

claiming to be the arresting

constable did not sign in the place

and in some

cases, Berry is shown as arresting

although he does

not claim to have been at Skull Creek nor to have made any
arrest.
It is true the police off
ies

were working under

difficult~

quite inadequate facilities and that there is no

suggestion whatsoever that any
soner but not returned.
manner

which

was taken from a

Nevertheless the sl

shod

was done suggests that the completion

of the record was

as

of a

some

formal
~ed

i

If the standard

y

search,

ice

s

and plac

accurately recorded,

relation to arrest,

the lock up are followed and
serve not

for the person arrested but also for the

as a
themselve .

29

t.

The

book and the

1 book

no comment

those already made.
m
se

Prisoners'welfare
295
Complaints were made

the lock up was

a filthy

amount of food was suppl

condition, that an

161

to the prisoners and that some prisoners should have been
given medical treatment e

r than they received it.

It

should be noted that the lock up as it then existed was an
old and dilapidated structure, inadequate at any time and
completely inadequate on the night of the 5th January.
We can understand in all the

rcumstances there were times

when the lock up wou l d be untidy and even filthy and that
the feeding of an additional twenty five or more prisoners
on Sunday night at Laverton would create problems.

We

accept that Holmwood made a number of visits to the lock up
during the night, as did Kelly at midnight, to see whether
there was any particular complaint
which Holmwood thought

cient and

Some food was supplied
the

prevailing

mood the prisoners were unlikely to have been appreciative
of his efforts.
\ihilst we do not think that any strenuous efforts were made
to secure the welfare of the p

soners, we are not

pre~

pared to say in view of the number of prisoners and the
inadequacy of the accommodation, that the police efforts
were unreasonable.
The provision
discus

medical care for Linton and Robinson is

e Laewhe re (para 339 )
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Second Briefs - Introducti

n

It
an

We have already referred to the second

efs and to

particular documents in them.
We deal with the second brie

under a separate heading and

ne s

out of the main stream of our discussions of the Skull

t

Creek incident for several reasons:

rs

1.
up

Chronologically all the events relating to the second

briefs occurred well after the Skull Creek incident.

Led

2.

This section of the report is of some length and its

r

incorporation in the material more directly relating to

1e

the Skull Creek incident would have broken the continuity
of the latter and

ide

3.

The second briefs while relevant to that incident also

raise some independent questions.
We make it clear! however, that our consideration of the
second briefs was part of our whole consideration of the
Skull Creek incident
97
The Commission was informed of the existence of the second
briefs by counsel for the Commissioner of Police, on the
15th August, 1975.

He said that they had been discovered

that morning in the office of the Commissioner during
preparations for the proofing of Assistant Commiss
Parker.
It is common ground that these

fs came from the Dis

Off

end

at Kalgoorl

at about

although certain documents were added

January 1975,
Perth as for

tance a copy of the charging officer's Parker statement
An examination of the second

features:

163

fs showed the

lowing

ct

Face
298

There were twenty seven

fs, one in respect of each of

the twenty seven Aborigines actually charged, and each brief
included a facesheet, although in three cases, the facesheet
was only a photocopy of the original face sheet prepared at
Laverton.

o
Tr
U

ur

14

In the other twenty four cases, the facesheet was a new

19

document, typed, signed by the officer making the compl
and dated the 5th January 1975, although prepared and s
after that date.

Br

Of the twenty four new facesheets,

OJ

them had summaries of offence which were either
with or not significantly different from the f

Ei

t

The remaining twenty each contained a summary of offence
representing a complete change of story when compared with
the story told in the first facesheet.

Whereas the first

facesheets specifically stated or implied that the f

t

violence observed by police was between Aborigines and
Aborigines, in the second facesheets, the f

t violence

said to be that of Aborigines attacking police.
299

It was a further feature
the precise wording

these twenty face sheets that

the first facesheets had been

generally maintained, even to punctuation, and the s
nificant change in meaning had been achieved by short
literal alterations which were ve

similar in all face

For example: "These natives were seen to be fighting,
shouting and generally caus

a

natives were seen to be f

turbance"

came "The

th the pol

shouting

and generally causing a disturbance.
observed to be yelling
became "The

f

If

liThe accused was

with other

s"

was observed to be yelling

with police.

1f

several other
fighting

81

"Accused was observed to be fighting
s" became "Accused was observed

th several other

two fighting each other.

ce.

1t

"became"

164

"Police observed
observed

sh
wi
t.h.

of:

ce.

other

two

u

Statements:
300
The statements of evidence

the general sense of

the second face sheets in almost all cases
undated but the great maj
th to 18th

ty bear

1975

1975, a date which the

s ranging from the

one is
f

A few were
20th February,

could not explain.

ackets:
301
Eighteen

the twenty

brief jackets

briefs in which there were
an entry under the heading "Witnesses"

showing that an officer or officers would be available as
tnesses in addition to the arresting

ficer.

We now

mention that as the evidence unfolded it appeared that in
the vast majority of these cases neither the arresting
icer nor an of

cer shown as an additional witness was

aware that the witness! name had been so added; the
addi

onal

ss was unable to say anything concerning

the arrest, and had not been spoken to by the arresting
of

cer or by anybody else concerning his being a witness
the case.

Evidence be - - - the
- -Commission
-----302
At the time when the second briefs were reproduced a number
ce
the

cers who must have

something to do with

the second

already given

were
Sergeant Hami
None

Brown,
P.C.s Bos, HoI

them had been dire

day and

Grant,
son.

asked or had s

concerning the
fs. Brown, however,
speci
stioned concerning his diary
of 13th January 1975:
"Interviewed s
had answered

f re briefs of the Laverton
he could not

r any suggestion as to

what the entry referred to.
In the light
dence we do not believe that was an honest answer.
5

" and

303
Because

the features mentioned above, the Commission

decided it should
counsel

stigate the documents and so informed

The Commission wished to know who ordered the

preparation of the second briefs and why, who was responsible for the preparation of the actual documents and the

fa
ha
by
th
f o:

procedure followed in their preparation.
The first constables associated with the second briefs to
be called after their discovery shed so little light on
the

subj~ct

that the Commission suggested that more senior

officers who could give evidence on this matter should then
be called to avoid the possibility of junior officers having
to be recalled.

This course had the strong support

counsel for the police officers.

The Commission then heard

evidence from Senior Inspector Hilton, Sergeant Holmwood,
Sergeant Hamilton and Senior Inspector Brown.
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Holmwood said that he had, on the instruc·tion

made photocopies of the complaints and

H'i.Lt.on 1

t face sheets as

held in the Court of Petty Sessions at Laverton.

These were

sent on and later he had had a request for the same
documents in respect of the two juveniles and that Harrison
had forwarded through him a report re Tjapaltj

We

accept that this was his only involvement.
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Hilton's account was that on the 9th or lOth January he

received a telephone instruction from the Commissioner's
office to obtain copies of the complaints and facesheets
in the Laverton charges and to forward them to
he so

Holmwood and unders

were

f

the area at

and taken to Pe

to Perth on

ss in the

there had a

scuss

that the copies
Carr (who was in
Brown went
llowing week and while

the Commissioner, that at

end of that week he rece

a telephone

truction from

Assistant Commissioner Leitch as he then was, that the
Commiss

r was not

on the

first facesheets, that

d not corre

166

with the

bee

as

Commiss

knew them and

have a statement of
by

Hilton should

dence and a fresh face sheet prepared

officer concerned in respect of

arrest; that

the facts were to be given "as they were"

and the documents

forwarded to Perth.
lton s

d that about that time the photocopies which had

been sent to Perth came back! that he then gave the

)

photocopies

the complaints and facesheets to Brown to

give them to the officers concerned with instructions to
prepare statemen·ts of evidence and have the face sheets redone.
He said that his understanding was that Brown had delegated
the task to Hamilton.
H

said that he himself passed the instruction by
ephone to Ke

at Menzies and Gordon at Kambalda and

that he was responsible for sending the documents to Perth.
cally asked whether he personally had "anything to do

lS

'e

th the preparation of the second facesheets", he replied
"None whatsoever .
s account was

uuw~~ton

ct Off

at some

he received from

phlOi:olcopi.es of the

and

an

cers to

to get the

s

statement of
which he
of

dence

was on

rst

r with a
tood

additon to the statement

a

sheet.

ternoon

He said he

this instruction and

was in

the week commencing
1

He
his

that he gave to Williamson and Scott, who were on
ft , the documents relating to the

instruction.

He contacted

shift sergeants.
tray the documents
the contents but

other

arrests and the
icers through their

He said that he rece
var
them

167

back into his

officers; he
order of

d not check
number

adding

number to

number.

f jackets

In one case he added t.h e name

circumstances
307
Brown

ch did not show

no

d that on a

Hilton

ss

remember
was

that

ly 13th January,
ss

Pol

statements

wanted

arres

brief jackets
c

a

s

Hi

structed him to

He went to the

s

the constables
t.hern to "

r

the word

saw about

gave them the
"to hop to i

"

He did not speak to any
He s

the

not hand out any

that

to

that

were a

1 set;

Watson list and finding that
to the j

reI

them
s

CH~~CS

were not there

p

handed the

wrote to
back to

Iton.

that about a week later,

Hamilton to

to ask

the comp

that

ton
t ace sboe t.s were

up
to Brown,

Iton
he say

not say that he
what re ",ne,,"'r
he saw

He
to
o

Norton

that he

was on leave
Scoott to come to the

a statement
to s

Brown

that

shee-ts

ect of fresh
whatever

Iton had ever
and
shee-ts

i:he

know
October 1975 when

became aware

the

t.he

no

He

'-UHUll'~SS

i

them

other
the documents

8

on to

308
It will be seen that Brown and
se

were

ous conflict and

two most

rect and
bet.ween the

1

cers

was

further

1

309
The next

all

ss was P.C

he

s

Scott who s

after

to
i
he rece
a
a statement or statements rel

to
arrests,

to

f jackets, and new

+".11 r'+ i

on

that his f

s

The written

sheet which read
developed and the accused persons were observed
t

each other" should be
were
Scott was

so as to read that

fighting

ceo

vague about from whom he

trl1C~t:Lons,

his

to whom he gave his documents, whether he

typed or wrote out his facesheet and many other matters
but he was adamant that he prepared a statement or statements,
and new facesheets which he
in ?ccordance with the
-!-",,"r'-!-' on
to change the first facesheet.
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conflict between Hilton and Brown sparked further
s which resulted in two further witnesses from the
Kalgoorl

station being called solely on the

the second
fs.
Sergeant
was a shift sergeant at Kalgoorl

lkinson
and at

evidence and for

to

Charge Kalgoorl
He said

in
of up to

weeks
Police S

1975 he was g
files rel

them to the off
to them to prepare a statement
charges.

January 1975
of giving
Off
was

by Hilton a
to Laverton, asked to
with instructions
relating to the

He had no recall of any reference to

or brief jackets.

Wilkinson said that he distributed the

files and gave the instruction to such constables as were
on day
or who
at the off
and handed the
remainder, the maj

, to Sergeant Hamilton who was

9

sergeant of the next shift and relayed the instruction to
him.

wa

He said that he received back some of the files with
corresponding statements; he checked the statements
correct form and placed the f
Hamilton's basket.

es and statements in

Wilkinson was not at Skull Creek.

He also said that he had not known the Commission was
interested in the preparation of the second briefs until
a few days before he gave evidence when he read about it in
the newspaper.

He spoke to Hilton and Brown almost

immediately thereafter.

This evidence, which was not

challenged, made it quite clear that there had been no real
effort made

the Kalgoorlie District to trace how these

briefs came to be prepared.
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Mrs. Swan was an employee of the Police Department at
Kalgoorlie but not a member of the Police Force.
typiste in the CIB office.

She was a

She did some work on the second

briefs for Sergeant Hamilton and gave cogent reasons for
remembering the occasion very well.

She started the work

at about quarter past four, stayed late until half past
six and started an hour early on the following morning
because Hamilton told her the work had to be at District
Office in the morning.

The work she did was copying work

and some of the material to be copied was handwritten and
some typed.
She examined the second briefs and identified, on the basis
of typewriter and personal typing characte
of brief jackets and
typed.

s

cs, a number

sheets which she said she had

She said that she typed statements but that none

them was in the briefs

She said that a number of the

facesheets, perhaps up to eight, and a number of the
statements which she typed were from originals which had
altered by the same hand, which she could not identify,

170

it

o

alterations were of the same k

She said:

"There

was a particular phrasing that had to be altered, it was
phrasing that went from Aboriginals fighting Aboriginals to
Aboriginals fighting police"

She was quite certain that

it was Hamilton who asked her to do the work and again she
had very cogent reasons for remembering this.

She said that

Hamilton worked closely with her, showing what had to be
done, bringing documents back for correction and going over
work.
was recalled.

He confirmed the instruction from

Perth on the 9th or 10th January to obtain copies of the
Laverton documents but said that it was at this time that
the Commissioner also instructed him to have the constables
prepare statements.
effect.

He thereupon instructed Brown to this

Carr collected the documents from Holmwood and

brought them to Kalgoorlie and he borrowed the photostats
from Carr and make his own photostats of them.

Thereafter

Carr took the copies he had obtained from Holmwood to Perth.
On the 16th or 17th he had a telephone call from Leitch in
Perth in which Leitch said that the Commissioner was not
very happy about "the facesheets and the facts on the
face sheets do not correspond with the facts as we know
them.

You had better get them altered."

He said that

Leitch instanced that "They've got natives fighting natives
instead of fighting with police; put down fighting with
the police and if the police were fighting with the natives,
put it that way.
i

You must put the facts down as they are

known. "

e
Iton said that following this conversation he looked at
the photocopy facesheets which he then held, compared them
with statements of evidence which had already corne in from
some of the officers and found the contradiction that the
statements spoke of violence between Aborigines and police
and the facesheets of violence between Aborigines and
Aborigines.

He says that he went through the face sheets and

made literal alterations to most
171

them but only so as to

conform with statements which he had and in order to correct
this discrepancy.
He said that he took the amended face sheets to the Kalgoorl
office to Sergeant Wilkinson, gave them to the sergeant with
instructions

them to be re-typed and signed and

instructed that

f j

be prepared.

he subsequently received the
The photocopy

He s

done with the

He said that

s and sent them to Perth.

sheets

he destoryed.

so

his amendments

tten thereon

d that he had not discussed what he had

sheets with Brown.

313

His evi
e

repre

r

almost a

ct reversal

dence in the essential points.

when he f

t gave

He claimed that

dence he had forgotten what he had

done with the facesheets but that his memory had been
helped by speaking with Sergeant Wilkinson and Mrs. Swan
According to his

testimony he

not examine

rst or second face sheets and had nothing to do with the
preparation of the second facesheets.
second testimony he examined the f

According to his
t

to see

if they corresponded with statements and then deliberately
altered twenty of them.

He claimed to have done this with

care to see that the alterations in
with the of

cers

l

statements.

difficulty to accept that
he gave

were con

If he did th

had forgotten

stent

it is very
at the time

t evidence.

Brown was also recal

d but his evidence

to

clarify the position.
Hamilton recal
what he had

, was unable to remember anything beyond
s

As to Mrs. Swan1s evidence,

d

examined by counsel his pos
could not

to be that he

giving

to her or receiving work

her, but did not
Commiss

Questioned by the

he

be

172

pos

he

d

any

al to Mrs. Swan and not be

that

did not, but with more

None

the pol

cers

Hilton, raised any

able to swear

is on the
luding Hamilton, Brown or

sm of Mrs

she had any animus against them

Swan or suggested that

To the

they

appeared to think well of her
314
We

the substance

and bel

Hamilton was not telling the truth when he

d he had no

recollection of giving to and receiving work from Mrs. Swan.
315
Finally, Mr. Wedd, who in January 19

was Commissioner, Mr.

Leitch, who was then an Assistant Commiss

and Chief

rintendent Carr were called.
Wedd's evidence was that on about the 8th or 9th January,
he telephoned Hilton, spoke to Brown and then again to
Hilton and instructed Hilton to obtain copies of the complaints and facesheets from Laverton and send them to Perth;
also instructed Hilton to get statements of evidence prepared.
He said that he was most concerned about the way in which the
matters had been dealt with in the court at Laverton and
that he was anxious to proceed with the matters if it was
11 possible. His instruction was that copies of the
complaints and the facesheets should be sent down as quickly
as possible to be

lowed by the statements.

On the following Monday 13th January he gave a direction to
Carr in Kalgoorlie to proceed to Laverton to pick up the
~v~~.~s

Perth.

the complaints and

and bring them to

He received them from Carr on the

lowing

Thursday morning and scanned through but did not read them
and instructed Carr to hand them to

because he was

already determined to have an enquiry made by Parker.
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316
He said that he was also concerned whether the charges laid
(which he understood to be "Disorderly by Fighting) were
appropriate.

He saw Brown on the Thursday afternoon and

immediately tackled him on this point asking him "Did the
Aborigines fight amongst themselves?

Did they fight the

police?

Brown told him that

Did the police fight back?"

the Aborigines were fighting police, and Wedd then told
Brown that the charges should have been of aggravated
assault; that it takes two to make a fight and that if
Aborigines were disorderly by fighting police, then the
police must have been fighting the Aborigines.
He said that he had not read the first facesheets and
that his queries to Brown arose not out of any knowledge
that the police officers had alleged that Aborigines were
fighting Aborigines but out of his concern over the charges.
Wedd said that later he instructed Leitch to ring Hilton to
hurry the completion of the statements and brief jackets.
He denied that he had ever caused an instruction to be
to Hilton to change the facesheets.
317
Carr confirmed his collecting of the documents from
and the subsequent handing of them to Hilton for copying
then to Wedd and later to Parker.
318
Parker had previously given evidence that he had received
the Laverton photocopies on the 16th January but had not
read the facesheets.

He subsequently received the second

briefs in typed form and assumed that the facesheets in
second briefs were typed copies of the original facesheets.
On this basis, it

lows that when Parker made his

he was not aware t.h at; on t.he 5th January, each of the
thirteen arresting

had prepared at least one

facesheet inconsistent with his Parker statement.

174

E
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Le

s

that he had never seen the second briefs nor

original photostats; he had received an instruction from
the then Commissioner to telephone
spatch of the statements

lton to hurry the

and had done so; he denied that

he had instructed Hilton to change the

sheets but said

that he might have conveyed to Hilton the fact that the
Commissioner was displeased with the charges.
Arres

Officers

320
It is not necessary to refer specifically to the evidence of
each of the arresting officers who gave evidence after the
production of the second briefs.

We mention certain aspects

of their evidence as a whole.
All agreed that they had received certain instructions in
relation to second briefs and all denied that they had
received copies of their complaints or first facesheets at
or about the time of this instruction.
Five said that they were instructed to prepare, although not
necessarily together, both statements of evidence and new
facesheets.

Six said that they were instructed to prepare

only statements.
Scott said that he received written instruction as to the
content of the document he was to prepare (para 309);
Williamson said he received his instruction from Hamilton
and that he is almost certain that at the time there was
talk (he thinks by Hamilton)

that the incident should be

presented as Aborigines attacking police.

Kelly received

what he understood to be a suggestion that his new face sheet
should show Aborigines fighting police and not fighting each
other and Grant said that he was told to prepare a new
facesheet because his
Otherwise the

arresti~g

rst one was incorrect.
officers denied that they had

175

any

re
ments

as to the content of the

f

face sheets were just placed before

s

S

state-

them to s
All maintained
were the

the statements appearing in the

own

i

fs

is they had not

a statement and then rece

d it back

321
There were some curious aspects

their evidence.

said he prepared, typed and

his own statement but

SIUII~11

but re-typed

that it came back to him
typing was

no means

evidence

Puddey can

Puddey
The

There is

Gordon and Fuller said

submi

statements and

then received a message to go to
found a

le

documents near or

and without further ins
went through the

there

f

the se

I

room

or seeing any sergeant,

s and found and signed new facesheets.

Sergeant Grant

c<

he could not remember typing up his

second face sheet (which he acknowledged to be wrong) but
thinks he did because he could not

remember having a

facesheet put in front of him for signature.

fc

vmoever did the typing, whether Grant or another, typed
the date 5th January (the date on the original facesheet)
as did everybody else who prepared the other twenty three
facesheets.
Nobody acknowledged any agreement or

struction to put

that date on the new facesheets although several
that it was not

to date a document fourteen

so be

s

the date

or

it.
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Smith s

that at

was a discuss
to the

time

the instruction there

between Brown and five or six constables
b

they were told to get

176

But Smith denies there was any reference
sheet and the false story there
the isolated admission by H

:s

told.

Iton nobody

to any part in putting on the brief jackets the
the supporting witnesses.
evidence as to

on of se

fs

Wedd and Leitch, Hilton went beyond his
That instruction was to get the photocopies
Laverton and then to send to Perth statements of
:h
l
'e

and brief jackets.

The photocopies went to Perth

Hilton followed these up with a full typed brief

~

complaint, new facesheet, statement of evidence and

result is interesting.

Had he carried out the

struction Wedd said was given, there would have been in
Commissioner's office in Perth in most cases a statement
evidence and a facesheet clearly inconsistent

As it

as, there appeared a full brief in which the account in
facesheet conformed with that in the statement.
n

n effect, there was brought into existence a body of
ocuments mutually consistent.

Brown, in his last evidence,

said he thought that second facesheets were brought into
stence "in the hope that in some way the first face sheets
be disregarded or lost or destroyed"
to the evidence, they were in fact disregarded
photostats which Carr obtained are now lost and
made by Hilton destroyed.

Furthermore, the briefs

lent an air of solidity by representing in almost
case that there was a witness or witnesses to support
statement made by the arresting officer.
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The

ev~dence

stIes with inconsistencies, direct con-

tradictions and unexplained blanks.
was instructed to

Hilton said that he

new and altered facesheets by

Leitch and the latter denied it.
Hilton's first and second versions are directly in
At least as

as the constables then in Kalgoorl

concerned, it

ict.
are

clear they had their instructions through

the regular channels of the

sergeants, but every con-

stable denied that he was supplied with copies of his
complaint and first facesheet while the two sergeants,
Wilkinson and Hamilton, who admittedly gave instructions,
said that they handed out copies and we know that copies
were in

stence.

Each officer said that his statement of evidence was as
composed by him and Hilton said that he did not alter any
statements; but Mrs. Swan said she re-typed statements
had been altered in the same way as the facesheets had
altered.
Hamilton and Mrs. Swan were directly in conflict.
Wilkinson's evidence as to the documents and the ins""""
he received from Hilton was compatible with Hilton's
evidence but absolutely in conflict with his second.
Hilton said that he handed over for circulation the
facesheets which he had altered but no police officer
acknowledged receiving them or seeing them or doing
with them or returning them to Hilton, although the
said he got them back and

stroyed them.

Except in one isolated instance, no police officer
acknowledged any responsibility
supporting witnesses
and no police

causing the names

ly to appear on the brief j

icer

1
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acknowledged

t

f
:e

j

or

them

Mrs. Swan

eight of them
O'Meara and Fuller say they signed the
~vu~~~r

statements at

and sent them through channels to Kalgoorlie,

Brown says they signed the statements in front

him.

Norton said that Brown told him by telephone that a new
facesheet would be sent to Perth

him to sign and

return but Brown said he did not and nobody acknowledges
sending the altered facesheet to Norton.

s,

Brown

s

the second briefs and ended up saying that he had some
part

t said that he had virtually nothing to do with
the present state of seven or eight of them.

result is that the basic questions cannot be answered:
were the arresting officers given copies of the Laverton
documents, altered or otherwise? Were they given instructions
as to the story they were to give in their statements?
Were they instructed to and did they prepare statements
or, additionally, new facesheets and brief jackets?
submitted statements altered and re-typed?

Were

Who prepared

the brief jackets and added the names of witnesses?
Iton's later evidence will explain the fact and the form
of the alterations from the first to the second facesheets
but why this was done, when, and how the amendments came to
s

appear in the second brie

are questions which remain

unanswered because of contradictions between his evidence
that

others under his command

have no doubt that this result arose from an intentional
tration of the ef

the Commiss

to investigate

circumstances in which the second briefs came into
f

existence.
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Approximately one hundred and twenty brief folios were
assembled in Kalgoorl

; at the dis

ct level no more than

two commissioned officers and three sergeants gave any
instructions; only twelve constables were involved and the
evidence is that there are only two civilian typists
employed in the Kalgoorlie station.

And yet we could get

no sensible picture of what occurred.
327

t

We find that Hilton, Brown, Hamilton, Grant and all or
almost all of the arresting constables obstructed the
of the Commission to investigate the circumstances
the second briefs came into existence.
Instruction or
328

There was a wide resistance by the officers to giving the
precise detail of the source of their instruction for the
second briefs.

The reasons we think are clear.

On

5th the officers who claim to have made arrests, prepared
facesheets which admittedly presented a false story that
the police intervened in a situation where Aborigines were
fighting Aborigines.

We have found that that story was

the result of an instruction or agreement.

Within a few

days each one of these officers was required by the
instruction of the Commissioner to prepare a statement of
evidence.
Immediately the question must have arisen: " vlhat is to be
done?

Shall I present the same false story as appears in

the first facesheet or tell some other story?"
Consider what happened

Of twenty four statements

involving all but one officer, twenty of them departed
significantly from the false first facesheet and each in
same respect

And each officer says that each of his

statements is his own composition.
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329
It

lows in our

that

must

truction given to or

reached among the

to abandon the
another story.
get

rst false s

and to present

But every

Scott and

Williamson denied such an
On the

been some

hand

on.

Mrs

Swan

and some of the

statements had to be altered to conform

th the

of

Aborigines fighting police, then an undisclosed number of
are incorrect when they say that their statements
in the briefs are in accordance with the statements oriqinally
prepared by them.
In our view we were not told the whole truth about how
the

these twenty statements came to be as they are.

It may

very well be that Scott (and to a lesser extent Williamson)
have given us a glimpse of that truth.

If that be right

then the switch in the story was as a result of a deliberate
instruction.
s

ficance of the second briefs

evl

We consider that there were three areas of significance.
In some instances, by no means a

which we have earlier

to, there were material

rences between the

second brief statement as prepared by the arresting
and his evidence of what occurred at Skull Creek.
di

rences were not explained.

of the contradiction, they

These

Depending on the nature
the

t

the officer

concerned.
in

are convinced that the arresting

cers with the

exception of Scott and to a lesser extent Williamson, were
unwilling to say what they knew about the central question
whether there was an agreement, understanding or
as to how the Skull Creek situation was to be

1

truction
We

think that this also af

the

credit.

In relation to

the first face sheets we raised the question why a false
picture should be given

there was in fact a genuine

account which would have justified police intervention.

We

raise essentially the same question in relation to the
second briefs.

Why the concert

silence if the

or understanding is only to present a true and genuine
account?
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Apart from this central question we are convinced that

various officers were not being frank about other aspects
of the second briefs and where this happened we have
it as being a matter to be taken into account in assess
the

credit.

Neither Brown nor Hamilton were arresting officers but e
of them gave significant evidence in relation to the Skull
Creek incident and related matters.

In our view their

credit suffers in this matter because each of them played
a far more prominent role in relation to the second briefs
than he was prepared to admit.
Hilton and his senior officers

Senior
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Hilton said that Leitch on behalf of the Commissioner

passed
altered.

to him an instruction to have the facesheets
Wedd denied that he gave such an instruction

Leitch that he received or passed such an instruction.
Apart from all other considerations, Hilton's credit is
affected by the contradictions in his own evidence that
cannot find that he was instructed as he claimed.

We

accept completely Wedd's evidence tha"t he was concerned
about the court proceedings and the charges that had been
laid and that he was anxious to bring matters to trial if
practicable or possibly to hold an enquiry.
he gave the

We accept

on for the obtaining of the copies

the documents from Laverton and that he instructed that
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thE

evidence

be

by the arresting

we cannot

that de

trouble and expense involved

Carris going to

Laverton to pick up the documents and
the photocopies admittedly pas

spite the fact that

through

hands of

and Parker, nobody appears to have

cts

te

them

the very least there was some lapse in efficiency and
exceedingly unfortunate one.

It would have been enough

our judgment for experienced police officers like Wedd
and Parker, having spoken to Brown, to have read only two
those first facesheets for them to have
the gravest suspicion concerning the truththe account which they were being given as to
happened at Skull Creek.
V~~var

said that when he made his enquiry he was under the
the second brief facesheets were merely
the first facesheets and Hilton and Brown
they did not inform him of the true
that extent they stultified his enquiry.
one matter which despite the confusion we have

scribed emerges quite clearly from our consideration of
second briefs.
s

lton on his own admission received statements of evidence
his junior officers which in many cases told a story
te different from that

the

is first

He discovered this by comparing each statement
its corresponding facesheet.

H

reaction was to

the facesheets to conform with the statements but
the date of 5th January which suggested it had
then.

3

Whatever he thought his
attitude to be, the

structions or the Corrnnissioner's

s

in the documents before

him called for an explanation.

According to Hilton he

neither sought nor received one.
In our view his
alteration

to demand an explanation and his

the facesheets without explanat

were

inexcusable.

1975

6th
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dealing with the events

5th January at Laverton

we dealt with the second briefs the beginnings of which
did not occur untiJ about 9th January.
We now return to the events at Laverton on 6th January.

"A

a

as
- bail and other

6th
337

It was intended by Senior Inspector Brown that those arre
at Skull Creek on the 5th January should be brought
the Court of Petty Sessions at Laverton on the morning
6th January.

However, early on that day Brown received a

telephone call from Mr. J. R. Huelin of the Aboriginal
Legal Service who said he would be appearing for the
defendants.

Apparently Huelin hoped to travel by air to

Laverton that

,but this proved impracticable and

further telephone calls it was agreed between Brown and
Huelin that those arres

at Skull Creek except any on

if
Ju
in
to
of
ln

in
to
in

se:

hi:

su:

Ju:
re<
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serious charges or having bad records, would be released on
bail to appear on Tuesday 7th January.
Pursuant to the agreement, all except three were admitted
to bail at the police station and these three appeared in

:;

court later in the day and two were remanded in custody and
one was apparently granted bail.
criticisms were made of the police arising from these
events.
It was said that bail should not have been granted at the
police station but that the defendants should have been
taken to the court in order that bail might have been
granted there.

n

Section 64 of the Justices Act provides:
"A person taken into custody for an offence without
a warrant shall be brought before a Justice as soon
as practicable after he is taken into custody; and
if it is not practicable to bring him before a
Justice within twenty four hours after he is so taken
into custody, a clerk of petty sessions or an inspector or sub-inspector of police, or other police
officer who is of equal or super
a

rank, or who is

charge of a police station, may and shall inquire
into the case, and, except where the offence appears
to such clerk of petty sessions, inspector, subinspector, or other police off

o

1

nature, shall discharge the

to be of a
upon

s entering into a recognisance, with or without
sureties for a reasonable amount l to appear before
Justices at the day, time, and place named in the
recognisance."
any breach of this section occurred it is difficult to
it as anything more than trivial.
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Earlier in the morning there was some expectation that
Huelin might arrive that day and Sergeant Hamilton saw the
Justices who were to constitute the court and requested them
not to sit until 2.30 p.m. to which they agreed.

If, as

seems probable, this arrangement was made before Huelin and
Brown concluded the arrangement regarding bail, then unless
another approach were made to the Justices, the release of
the defendants on bail would have been delayed until well
into the afternoon.

As it was they appear to have been

released between 10.30 a.m. and 12 noon.
We do not intend in any way to suggest that a person's r
under section 64 of the Justices Act should not be str
observed, but in this particular case it seems likely that
the granting of what is called police bail enabled the
release of the defendants earlier than if there had been a
strict compliance with this section.
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The other criticism was a delay in the medical examination
of Messrs. Neville Linton and Gordon Robinson.

The

Community Welfare Officer, Mr. Gordon, first asked for
an examination on the night of the 5th and was assured
any person needing treatment would receive it.
was again raised in court on the afternoon of the 6th by
Mr. Dymer, a field officer of the Aboriginal Legal Service
who appeared for the Aborigines.
from the evidence

It does not appear c

exactly what occurred but on Dymer's

application the members of the bench said something which
resulted in Linton and Robinson being taken to the hosp
where they saw Dr. Kearns.
It is difficult in the circumstances to make any posit
finding.

No reason was offered why the request made by

Gordon on behalf of Linton and Robinson on the

of

5th was not granted on the morning of the 6th,
same time the medical examination made in the afternoon
showed that neither of them had suffered any serious
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and at that time nei
e

the

was in any way disabled or suffering

We are content "to leave the matter
1975 - Mt.

t

Mi s s i.on

the night of the 6th January, a call for police assistance was received from the Mt. Margaret Mission.

A number

policemen attended and some criticism has been made of

.i i

the

conduct on this occasion.

At about 7 p.m. Mr. Howell the Superintendent of the Mission,
saw Mr. Alfred Linton approach his mother, Mrs. Sadie Linton
and "beat her up quite badly".

Howell intervened and

stopped Linton, but as his mother was returning to her
home, Linton followed her, kicked her, hit her and threw
~n

rocks at her.

Howell was also concerned that at this time

there was a large drunken fight on the reserve, accompanied
by a lot of noise and shouting.
Howell rang the Laverton police station and requested
assistance.

The note in the occurrence book regarding this

message refers only to Linton, but Howell says that he did
mention also that there was a large drunken fight, although
he cannot recall what else he said.
Sergeant Holmwood, who was about to depart Laverton on
leave, passed on this message to Senior Inspector Brown.
Arrangements were made for approximately nine police officers,
travelling in three vehicles, to go to Mt. Margaret.

The

Communi ty Welfare officer Mr. Gordon, was invited "to attend,
which he did with Messrs. Bachman and Tom Murray.
In the course of enquiries at the reserve, the police
found a woman who appeared to be

ously ill.

In fact,

she was Mrs. Dulcie McArthur whom the police wrongly assumed
to be Linton's mother.

Enquiries were made for Linton and

either he was brought to the police by other Aborigines
or the place where he was sitting was pointed out.
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In any

event he/was arrested.

Naturally enough the subsequent

proceedings against Linton for assaulting Mrs. Dulcie
McArthur were dismissed.
342
The complaints made against the police were that their

travelling in such strength to Mt. Hargaret was a continuation of the harrassment that had taken place on the previous
day and that they

ed firearms.

It was also said that

at least one police constable was without a shirt, a
trifling complaint upon which we make no finding.
In our view the police were justified in taking the contingent they did to Mt. Margaret.

It was known that there

were many Aborigines at Mt. Margaret.

If a large drunken

fight was in progress there a body such as that which
went might be necessary to quell the disturbance.

Brown

estimates that there were several hundred people on the
reserve and this estimate
appears to be confirmed by
I
Howell's evidence.
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Three witnesses, Bachman, Gordon and Murray, all claim to

have seen at least one policeman carrying a firearm on this
night at Mt. Margaret.

We have not rejected this evidence

lightly, 1n view of the credit we have accorded these
witnesses.

Whether some object carried by a policeman was

mistaken for a firearm, or whether a firearm in the camp
was temporarily taken possession of by a policeman we
cannot say, but it appears from our enquiries that no firearm was taken by the police to Mt. Margaret that night.
344
The assumption made by the police that Mrs. Dulcie McArthur

was the person whom Howell had seen Linton assaulting was
perhaps an understandable error, and we do not think that
any criticism can fairly be made of police conduct on the
night of the 6th January at Mt. Margaret Mission.
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45

On the following day it was discovered that Howell1s
complaint in fact referred to Mrs. Sadie Linton and on
9th January Linton was charged with aggravated assault
of her but the first charge was not withdrawn.
It was never explained why in these circumstances both
charges were pursued to hearing.
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7th

1975 - Court

346

Mr. Huelin arrived

Laverton

the early morning of the

7th and immediately commenced taking instructions from
Aborigines who had been arrested at Skull Creek.

He was

anxious that the proceedings should be dealt with in such a
way as to permit the Aborigines to continue their journey
to Wiluna for the ceremonies.

On the other hand, many of

the police witnesses had returned to the

stations and

Inspector Brown was anxious to ensure if charges were to be
defended that hearing dates should be set which enabled him
to have the witnesses available.

It should also be

that prior to Huelin's arrival, Brown thought it 1

ly

many if not all of those arrested would not answer their
bail and the proceedings could be disposed of by having
their cash bail estreated.
347

It appears that the first
formal sitting was of the Chi
I
Court at about 10 a.m.

Messrs. MacPherson

and D

Leahy

Js.R were on the bench and the first charge dealt with
one against a juvenile who had been arrested at Skull
Sergeant Hamilton prosecuted and Huelin appeared for the
defendant.
The defendant pleaded not guilty and the police applied f
a remand for eight days:

Huelin objected and asked either

that the matter be dealt with immediately or that it be
remanded to the Leonora Court for the following day.
took the view that a remand for eight days would result in
a hearing on some date uncertain thereafter and that this
was unjust to people who were travelling to Wiluna

the

ceremonies
The bench granted an eight day remand to the Leonora Court
and cornrni tted the

to "the care of the Commun

Welfare Department.
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A

juvenile also arrested at Skull Creek was then
i

a plea of not

ty was

and the

prosecuting sergeant again appl

an eight day remand

for the same reasons as in the

case.

obje

Huelin again

and at one stage Brown was granted permission to

ak to give his version of his telephone conversation with
Huelin.

Again an eight day remand to the Leonora Court was

granted and the defendant placed in the custody of the
Community Welfare Department.
348

Later in the morning the same Justices sat in the Court of
Petty Sessions and much the same sequence of events followed.
Apparently the
Mitinkirri.

t charge dealt with was that against

The record shows merely that a plea of not

guilty was entered and that the court was adjourned until
2 p.m., but the evidence shows that there was considerable
argument following an application by the police for a remand
for eight days and eventually the application was granted.
The charge against Porter was then called.
app

The same

cation made and the same objection raised.

There was some misunderstanding regarding the assistance which
might be obtained from Mr
Kalgoorl

Howe S.M

the magistrate at

One of the Justices understood Huelin to main-

tain that the magistrate had agreed to hear all the cases
on the following day at Leonora and the Justice queried whe
ther he would have so agreed.

The luncheon adjournment was

approaching and the court adjourned in order that the
Justice might ring the magistrate and to enable prosecution
and defence representatives to meet in the hope that some
more expeditious way

dealing with the proceedings might

be found.
349

After lunch a conference took place between the parties at
which for a time the Justices were present

The evidence of

what was said and of the decisions reached is con

191

cting,

but we fi.nd it unnecessary to oon s i.der in detail the
proceedings of the conference because the parties ultimately

but

produced a doc ument; which except on one important disputed
issue is said to represent the basis on which the proceedi
against all persons arrested at Skull Creek were to be dealt
with.

7th

1975 -

s
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The agreement which was reached is recorded in the following
terms:
"Because of the difficulties of dialogue and the
difficulty of understanding the proceedings with the people
and the need of the people to attend their tribal ceremon
and because of the appreciation of the Police of these
problems involved, the Prosecution and Defence Counsel are
in agreement that it is desirable that the matters be not
proceeded with.
It is hoped that the situation will not develop in future
the Community can find a better method of producing di
and understanding."
It will be seen that the operative portion is that:

"the

Prosecution and Defence Counsel are in agreement that i t is
desirable that the matters be not proceeded with."

The

hotly contested issue was whether that statement should
been qualified by the addition of the words: "at this time"
- or: "this day"
It is dif

cult to know whether the parties were ever in

complete agreement or whether each was able to read
version of the

own

the somewhat imprecise terms of

the text.
The statement

the matters be "not proceeded with" is

192

f

more apt to describe a wi

than an adjournment,

assistance can

but

the document.

In parti

any other part of
ar the f

sentence with its

reference to a hope that: "the

will not develop

in future II is clumsy and of doub-tful import
Brown says whilst returning to court

the conference he

became aware of the omission from the text of the
qualifying words: "this day"
no

~

but i-t appears that he made

to raise this important discrepancy with Huelin

immediately or with Huelin or the Justices when the document
was read in court.
351
-

the so called agreement was provided to the

A copy
Jus

s and the court resumed at about 4.30 p.m.

there is substantial
occurred.

Again

ation in the accounts of what

We accept the substance of the account by Miss

H. M

!

a reporter! who attended at this hearing and

made some notes.
It appears

the persons who had been arre

at Skull

Creek and Robert Jackson were brought into court and
individually identified.
with them.

lay although not charged was

The prosecuting se

ormed the bench that

all the charges arose out of the same

on the 5th

January and related to di
read

Huelin then

agreement the text of which is set out above.
as the matters were not be

He then asked

was then some mention

with all charges be struck out
of costs.
i

One of the
on of the

fence,

and

charges listed
One

with but
case would have

the Justices then spoke to

defendants saying in effect that
leniently.

the
not be

that it was a condition that costs
to be paid.

on the

s then

To this Hue

were being dealt with

objected saying that

reasons which had been. detailed
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the

the document, the matters

were not ,being proceeded with.

The JUptice then continued

de:

mii

his remarks and those proceedings then terminated.

or<

The court then went on to deal with other matters.

Ace

Miss Trinca herself did not know whether the charges had

Jar

been struck out or withdrawn or whether something else had

be

happened to them, although when the hearing finished she
was quite sure that to use her expression:

"the charges

were finished with".

aft
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Hamilton, the prosecuting sergeant, supported by Brown
to

claims that after Huelin made his application that the
charges be struck out he objected and said that the charges
were not being proceeded with at that time and that there
upon one of the Justices said that the charges listed would
not be proceeded with at that time and that it was a condition that costs in each case should be paid.
Miss Trinca had no note of any such protest by Hamilton,
nor of the qualification said to have been added by the
Justices.

Huelin denies that the protest was made and the

entry signed by the two Justices in the record, omits the
quali

cation which Brown and Hamilton say was made.

The

entry reads: "On the application of the prosecution and
agreement of the defence the charge is not to be proceeded
with."

The amount $1.20 was entered against the item

"Costs".

There is no entry against the item "Finding" on

the form.
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A nwuber of points relating to these proceedings on the
afternoon of the 7th

, should be noted.

The

defendants brought into court included the two juveniles
whose cases had been be
morning.

This matter

the Childrens Court in the
11 be

rred to later.

The only

defendants in the Court of Petty Sessions asked on the
to plead were Mi
proceedings in the

i

and Porter and that was
when both
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d not

the

r

was

d

sentence.
costs.
cash

was

1 was ne

The

deposited on

According to the

this was

January, but obviously these
.d

be no reason

5th or 6th
s are wrong

the repayment

the court

d.

was

bail

d

s

on the 7th.
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The confusion which shrouded the court proceedings on the
afternoon of 7th January is best illustrated by the beliefs
of the principal actors as to what was happening.

According

to one of them the Justices who were quite satisfied earlier
es

in the day that those arrested at Skull Creek intended to
plead not guilty had by the late afternoon concluded that
the defendants were prepared to plead guilty.

Huelin inter-

preted the expression that the matters be not proceeded with,
as describing a situation in which "the cases were to be
dismissed because there was no evidence available from the
police".

According to Brown and Hamilton, they believed

the

were to be adjourned .

.e

What was done that afternoon does not support any of these
views completely.

The terms of agreement submitted to the

court cannot be read as a plea of guilty.
d

No defendant

was asked to plead and Huelin did not say that any of his
clients pleaded guilty.
of not

In

, on the record was a plea

from each of the two who earlier in the day

had been remanded.
If it was

that

then the order

charges were being dismissed

payment of costs by the defendant, if

not irregular, was highly unusual.

If the proceedings were

being adjourned, then one would expect some order to be

Y

made covering remand and bail.

.h

The probabilities are that each
own

to the agreement had
d

as on how the
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in fact.

It is unl

ly that Brown would have agreed to a proposal in

express terms that the charges be withdrawn or dismissed and
it is highly likely that both Brown and Huelin accepted the
more neutral description that matters be not proceeded with,
without giving much thought to the consequences of its use.
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We are not prepared to find that the qual
Brown contends was agreed to.

ication for which

Whether subsequently Brown

hoped to wring that meaning from the agreement is another
matter.

We are satisfied that by the end of the court

proceedings on the 7th January, all parties accepted that the
proceedings had been brought to final conclusion and that
in fact they had been.

Whether finality was achieved by

agreement of the parties or by action of the court or in
some undefined way, partly by one and partly by the other
is not altogether clear.
It is of some significance that when Huelin prior to the
proceedings in the afternoon first told the defendants of
the agreement they objected because they wanted to give the
account of events to the court.

It was only after Huelin

gave an undertaking to press immediately for an enquiry that
the agreement was accepted.
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On a review of all the evidence and looking at what was done

by the parties through their representatives and by the
court, our view is that the proceedings were by consent
withdrawn on the defendants' undertaking to the police by
the

counsel to pay the police costs.

On this view any

order as to costs was unnecessary and in fact should not
have been made.
We do not know if any official record of these proceedings
is made other than at Laverton.

If there is we think it

should record these proceedings as withdrawn.
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Juveniles

357
It has already been noted that on the morning

the 7th

January, two juveniles who had been arrested at Skull Creek
appeared in the Childrens Court and having pleaded not guilty
were remanded for eight days.

i ch

When the Court of Petty Sessions sat late on the afternoon
the 7th, all the accused who had been arrested at Skull
Creek, were brought into court and these included the two
juveniles.

Hamilton objected to this procedure.

Huelin

submitted that provided there was no contentious matter
raised, the procedure was quite proper and the Justices
ruled that they be permitted to remain.

Presumably they

were amongst those individually identified by the bench.
It appears, however, that at that stage no endorsements were
made on the court papers relating to them.

Miss Trinca

described how after the charges arising from the Skull
le

Creek incident had been disposed of, a number of other
matters were dealt with, for instance the remands of Messrs.

i

a t;

Gordon Williams, Ronald Smith and Brian Hyatt.

She then

said: "The Childrens Court was convened and the charges which
had been remanded in the morning were dealt with in the same
me

way as the Skull Creek charges for the twenty s

The

charges were not proceeded with."
Clearly the parties expected that the decision made in the
Court of Petty Sessions, relating to the adults, would be
applied to the juveniles.

The j

les were present when

this decision was taken and indeed were no doubt told with
the others what was to happen, but the Childrens Court was
apparently reconvened to deal with these two matters.
358
The entry made on the record is significant.
it is:

In each case,

"Charge not proceeded with" and the entry is signed

by the two Justices

This imports a degree of f i.n a Lit.y ,
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not appearing in the

s made in the Court of Petty

Sessions and confirms the view that the charges were withdrawn and not adjourned.

of the two juveniles being present at the proceedings of the
the circumstances described,

a technicality was involved and there was no disadvantage
or injustice to the two juveniles

In these circumstances

we do not think that in relation to this incident, any

1975 - Court

At the time there

were as described some misunderstandings and some confusion
on the part of the Justices who constituted the courts,
prosecuting sergeant and defence counsel.

It was, however

a day of considerable tension and the persons concerned
worked in extreme heat in poor working conditions.

ThE
By

FO]:

se sub

sequently to doubts as to whether those proceedings could
hearing or not.

362

cor

360
The way in which the charges against those arrested at

again be brought on

Pe:

pe i

- Conclusion

Skull Creek were dealt with on the 7th, gave

pr

t.he

criticism could properly be made of those involved.
7th

as
no

359
If any breach of the Child Welfare Act occurred by reason
Court of Petty Sessions

wa

The

prosecuting sergeant was admittedly inexperienced and was
opposed to defence counsel of considerable experience with
two juniors, who in turn had very little time to obtain

bei

thE
con

6th
are
No
Sku

instructions before being required to attend a number of
courts and a conference which between them occupied the
whole day.

The courts were constituted by two Justices, who

having their own business af

rs to attend to, must find

time to sit as Justices and who have no formal
that capacity.

There was no t

361
The proceedings

the Court

was done to any person
were conducted.

No

Pe

Sessions
d.

the late
But in the

not appear that any real injus
the manner
on was

We

refle

afternoon of the 7th left much to be des
final analysis, it

Sku

which the procee
convicted nor

ce

But
po s:

thai

t.o I
beyc
betv
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was any person's release
aside

irregul

de

s to which we

re

not think that any person involved
proceedings on

Setting
, we do

conduct

the

7th January acted improperly therein.

:l

the
::mly

- 31st

Period

1975

362
The

by our enquiry

By 8th January the police re

to 31st January.

forcements had

spersed and

the Aborigines travelling to Wi luna had departed.

For the

period 8th - 31st January there were eighty complaints made
of which the vast majority alleged drunkenness or disorderly
conduct on the part
For

s period there is no allegation

being

ion
the

group hostility

splayed towards the police nor of police harrassment

of Aborigines.
r:e

Aborigines.

No improper conduct by police in relation to

these arrests or charges was alleged.

The complaints of

conduct of that nature refer to the period 19th December to
6th January when the number

Aborigines in the Laverton

area had temporarily increased.
No

finding for this

necessary

s

th

a

Creek

ral comment

363
We have now come to the end of our examination
s

A great

Skull Creek

of

s

is concerned with the

as was most of the evidence we heard.

We have been obliged to say

in

the
when

te

the police evidence

is uns

s

This is to be

are, as here

a s

invented.

But there was another factor which appears to have made the
position

ce

the

the police witnesses even more difficult and

that was a determination on the
t.o protect

llow officers

ch

beyond any obligation aris

of the police officers
our view went far

from a solidarity

between men doing a difficult job
199

mateship

c

This showed particularly in relation to the second briefs
where, it appeared to us, there was great resistance to
naming any person as the source of instruction or the
source of documents to be signed.

It is fundamental to the

interests of citizens generally that police officers place
above every consideration the obligation to disclose the
whole of the facts known to them when required by law
so to do.
While nothing can excuse what was done at Skull Creek or
what was done to defend the untenable pos

ion in which the

way
gat

Man
sta
sta
at

police officers then found themselves, it is proper that
we should record that in the area to which this Commission
has related, pol
enviable task.

e officers have a very difficult and unIt is obvious that many of the problems

arise out of the historical development of the relationships

i

between Europeans and the Aboriginal people whose way of
life and culture have been affected.

The problems lie at

the door of the whole of society and not just at the door
of the police force or any other section.

1

]
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Recommendations 364
Our Commission
ways
he

res us to

which

simi

as to
to those we

may be avoided.

e

Many

made

to us

se

d

ch

he
Amongst
In

Department

submiss

rece

were

Community We

Aus

Aboriginal Aff
United Nations As soca ar.a on of

(W.A.

Mr. R. W. Schenk.
In addition a number of witnesses made

recommendations to

us and we have had the advantage of considering the report
of the Laverton Joint Study Group and
referred to earl

r in this report.

recommendations
We have also made

reference to the Report of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Affairs, Western Australia July 1974.
365
Generally! the incidents that we investigated involved
improper conduct on the part of some Aborigines or on the
part of some police

icers

In some, hostility was evident, in others not.

In many

there was unruly and violent
We recognise that these incidents are largely manifestations
of long standing prejudices and

tudes and of the

depressed economic and social conditions of Aborigines.
But we have not interpreted our terms of reference as
requiring us or indeed authorising us to enquire into the
historical reasons for the present situation nor into the
far reaching and long ranging policies required to change
201

the si t.uatd.on ,

However, a reduction

of the incidents

the number or scope

the sort we have dealt with should

improve the social climate

anc

r-e s

which long range policies have

to operate.

SyE

wh e

366
Naturally we hope that

our report is published there will

be a number of people who will be able to devise their own
plans to prevent the repetition of events such as we have
described in our report.

reE:
We
we
vol

In addition we ourselves now suggest some measures which

in

even in the immediate future may lessen the chances of such
incidents recurring.

Also we support a number of

recommend~

ations which we will identify made by others and aimed at
longer term changes.
We

firstly with the short term measures.

be
1)

2)

Communications
367
We have said that the increase in the number of Aborigines
near Laverton in December 1974 was due to the movement of
people from the Western Desert to Wiluna to attend ceremonies
This resulted in increased lawlessness by people who drank
excessively and the final episode of violence on the 5th of
January 1975 resulted at least in part from a

misunders~aJllU~l!~

of the intentions of the Aborigines who arrived in a convoy
on that day.
The striking features are the lack of appreciation by
of the importance to the Aborigines of what the latter were
doing, a lack
and of the pe

knowledge as to the extent of the movement
during which

was to take place

There are no doubt a number of reasons
affairs; in the whole
been over a long pe
achievements and

Australian community there has
a lack

ture

this state

the

2

t in the Ii
people

s

Wi

e

and probably Laverton is

this

respect but in addition there was no
ve

communication

system, especially between Warburton and Laverton, and also
what information was held by various persons in positions of
responsibility was not disseminated to others.

11
We are not experts in the field of communications, nor have
we received expert evidence upon the technical problems involved in the establishment of satisfactory communications
in outback areas.
368
h

.d-

Accordingly we make no recommendations as to how it should
be done but we do recommend:
1)

that communication systems available to the public at
least between Warburton and Laverton be added to or
improved;

2)

that procedures be devised so that information regarding
important activities of Aboriginal people in the Western
Desert, including those which involve the movement of
large numbers of people, be made known to the representatives

the Departments concerned (Community

Welfare and Aboriginal Affairs), the media and other
such bodies as the police, Wong ada Wonganara and the
Laverton Shire and other organisations which express
interest.
Perhaps this information could be disseminated through
some existing organisation at Laverton and the
information would, of course, come primarily from the
Aboriginal communities of Warburton and Laverton.
::-e

lt

369

We think that the number of people moving to ceremonies at
Wiluna and perhaps to other places is likely to increase.
This movement takes place over long distances and in hot and
inhospitable conditions.

Reasonably reliable transport is

highly desirable.

203

In

We reconunend:

of
3)

that the Aboriginal conununities at Warburton and Laverton

in

in conjunction with similar conununitities in South

re

Aus

en

ia and the Northern Territory undertake an

inunediate appraisal of the transport requirements for
the Wiluna ceremon

s and the extent to which these

requirements can be s

s

from their own resources

th
ac
COl

ere

or by hire or charter from other organisations or
contractors.

Tel

4)

that Wongada Wonganara investigate the practicability of
increasing

vehicle holding to enable it amongst
Abc

other things to provide additional transport to the
ceremonies, not neces

ly by purchase but by

or

ten

charter.

tOV1

It is our opinion that every assistance should be given

We

to Wongada Wonganara to increase the scope of
activities.

It may be new areas of work can be found

for it in the transport field, which will

6)

ase its

need for vehicles and skilled personnel and thus enable
it to more effectively contribute to the solution of
transport in connection not only with Wi luna ceremonies
but other situations which may require the movement of
considerable numbers of Aborigines in the area.
Lav
tro

Acconunodation

sug

370

Permanent Hous
Thi
The Laverton
as

Study

a matter of great importance.

of the importance
5)

this ques

b ee:

We agree with its e

At .

has di

that effect be given to the reconunendations
Laverton

nor

the question and we reconunend:

nt

the

relating to housing as

and as promptly as is
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The

In our opinion an established and numerically strong group
Aborigines comprising permanent res

nts properly housed

in the town of Laverton will contribute greatly to a
reduction in the sort of incidents into which we have
enquired.

Such people are able to make known and explain

the purpose of the Aborigines moving through the area; they

r

act as a link between the white community and the Aboriginal
community and they can exert a stabilising influence on itin-

es

erants.
Accommodation
y

of

371
The existing reserve is some distance from the town and
Aborigines travelling through Laverton prefer to camp
temporarily in Skull Creek and other areas adjacent to the
town site where there are few if any facilities.

ven

We recommend:

:i

6)

that a suitable area closer to town be selected after

ts

consultation with the Aboriginal community and developed

:::>le

for the accommodation of temporary visitors.

s

Alcohol
372
It was said repeatedly in evidence that the Aborigines in
Laverton are ordinarily quiet and courteous and cause no
trouble for themselves or others until they drink.

The

suggestion was that therefore they should not drink.
This is an attitude which in all
)n

of the world has

been adopted by one section of a community against another.
At this stage of our development

is neither an acceptable

nor effective solution.
The Aborigines in Laverton do their drinking either at the
hotel, in the streets or other public places adjacent to the
hotel or in the bush ahd creekbeds around the town

205

The conditions

which they drink, whether at the hotel or

away from it are not conduc

7)

to quiet social intercourse

and many who drink either at the hotel or away from it become,
according to the evidence, affected by liquor.
It seems that amongst the Aborigines the two most popular
beverages are muscat,

which there is a

trade in

flagons, and beer.
373

It seems to us that one difficulty is that in a small
community even if the liquor laws are properly administered
the administration appears at times not to be even handed.
The police arrest people for being drunk or
the street.

drinking in

8)

They are called upon to assist a licensee

upon demand to eject persons from the licensed premises.
At the same time experience shows that there is rarely a
prosecution against a licensee for serving a person already
drunk.

It appears that there has not been one in Laverton

for at least many years.
An obvious explanation for this may be that the licensee

does not do so.

But the onlooker repeatedly sees police

arresting persons who are drunk and assisting the licensee

sUP]

with troublesome customers but seldom if ever sees the
police take action against the licensee.
The evidence before us from Laverton in January 1975 is
interesting in this respect.

During the month almost forty

Aboriginal persons were arrested for being drunk in Laver
Place which is adjacent to the hotel premises.
was arrested and charged
of the hotel.

being drunk

hotel or was served 1

r

ide the bar
r,

bar and unable to support himself

This, of course, is not to

that he became drunk in the
in the

the comment we have just made
374

We recommend:

20

but

ham

One man

He was, according to the arresting

badly drunk leaning on

in

adds point to

or

7)

the police ensure a s

ct

iance with the

Act at and near the

se
ecome,

To some extent this recommendation goes with that
relating to the provision of more adequate accommodation
closer to town

r

itinerants.

Such accommodation would

remove to some extent the

to drink in public

s near the hotel.
Above all,

however,

must

laws are being administe

seen that

liquor

in an even handed way.

d.
in

8)

That a copy of this report be

to

Licensing Court with a request that
Court give consideration to whether

is

consistent with the general principles

the Court,

that there should be some improvement in the drinking

ady

ities at the Palace Hotel, Laverton.

on

ice aides
375

We were told that there were already in the Police Force
ee

three Aborigines.

This is a move which should be strongly

supported and it requires no specific recommendation from us.
We were also told of the recent appointment of police aides.
We think the proposed system has a great potential for good
lessening discriminatory practices and fostering racial
harmony and should be encouraged.
We recommend:
.r ,
is e L

.he

.t to

9)

that the practicability of appointing police aides at
Laverton should be investigated and if possible put into
effect as a matter of some urgency
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Police
376

Our recommendations here might be considered both short term
and long term.
di

cuI

courses.

s in

that

addi

are considerable

onal training within existing

Such additions involve not only time but money and

expert:1se.
di

We apprec

At

the complete lack of knowledge

by some

ce

customs
contact was disturbing.

concerning the mode
s with whom they came in

In

defence it should be said

probably

a cross section of the

at
We recommend:

10)

that a unit be es
capable

shed within the Police Department

giving expert and intensive instruction in

Aboriginal society and culture and the economic and
problems Aborigines commonly face.
This unit
the course
in the field.

we think be used not only

instruction

training cadets but also in instructing office
Indeed we tend to think that seminars in the

districts amongst officers who are actually working with and
amongst Aboriginal people are likely to be more stimulating
and instructive.
This unit could for instance be staffed by police officers
experienced in Aboriginal affairs and in police work amongst
Aboriginal communities.

Experience may indicate that these

officers, concentrating in this field and no doubt

accum~

ulating further expertise as a result, could with much
advantage be used by the Commissioner to make investigations
in areas where from time to time relations between police
and Aborigines appear to be strained.
We further recommend:

208

that a small committee or
sisting of say two pol
:erm

1 be established

icers nominated by the

Commissioner and a like number each
outside experts to advise the Commiss

Lng

aspects

con~

Aborigines and
on all

the training programme

and
~e

It is natural that qualified persons from such organisations

oo~

as the Department for Community Welfare, the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs, the Education Department and educational

d

institutions would be asked to participate in the programme.
But i t is in our view crucial that Aborigines having the
respect of recognised Aboriginal organisations should in
addition playa role in any programme and indeed we put it
as a specific recommendation:

~nt

.n

12)

that suitably qualified Aborigines should playa part
in any training programmes that may be introduced in
the Police Department.

In our view this is important from two points of view.
>n

Firstly, because we think there are many Aboriginal people
who can make a worthwhile contribution to the training

he
and

programme and secondly, because understanding is a two way
air.

ng
We think that joint discussions between police officers and
Aborigines is likely to produce amongst police officers not

s

only a better understanding

gst

people and their problems but also to produce amongst

se

Aboriginal organisations and people an understanding of the

the Ii

of the Aboriginal

function and problems of police officers.
We think the problems involved in establishing, financing
and operating such a unit should be investigated as a
matter of urgency.

209

the Peace
378

We think it is important that as soon as practicable
Aborigines should play a part in the administration of
justice in Laverton.

On the basis of our experience in

this Commission it appears probable that there are Aborigines
in Laverton who would be suitable persons to be appointed as

i:

Justices

tl

the Peace and to s

as such in court.

We have

no knowledge as to whether there are suitable persons
residing in Laverton who would be prepared to so act.
We recommend:
13)

that the appointment of an Aboriginal Justice or
Justices of the Peace in Laverton be investigated.

General
379

There are a number of other matters arising from the
evidence which deserve mention.
We have referred in our report to occasions when we
thought Aborigines should have had the advantage of legal
advice.
~ve

14)

recommend:
that the Aboriginal Legal Service and if appropriate
other Legal Aid agencies operating in \vestern Australi
be asked to consider how legal aid can be best
extended to Laverton and that the funding of the
Aboriginal Legal Service should take into account
need to provide legal assistance at Laverton at least
in some cases.

We have remarked in

report on a lack of co-operation

between Government

and a misunderstanding by

department of the role

r.

We are aware that the
e

2

for Community Wel
~U'~_L~~~se

its role and policy.

already made efforts to
The changes

Government

sation in respect to Aborigines in the last few years
have, however, been substantial and have

fected long

standing and well understood practices
It is a matter

those with more knowledge than we have

the agencies concerned to say how best to achieve

lave

f

but

we recommend:
that further steps be taken a)

to make known the role of each Government department
or agency concerned with Aborigines;

b)

to improve co-operation between those bodies;
for Ceremonies
uneasiness felt in Laverton in December 1974 could have
greatly allayed if the reason for the increased number

of Aborigines in the town had been generally known.
II

A few

items in newspapers or on radio explaining in general terms
and without offence to the Aborigines what the significance
the ceremonies is to them and what movements of people
would occur would have been helpful.

:e

Such publicity would not only create an interest in
Aboriginal culture but would encourage the Aborigines to
think that other sections of the community were interested.

.he

Religious and cultural activities of other minority groups
often receive publicity which creates a general community
interest and there seems no reason why Aboriginal activities
of the same nature should not be treated in like manner.
Again it is a matter for investigation by those, including

le

the Aboriginal community, who have the appropriate knowledge
and expertise.
2

liVe recommend:
16)

that steps be taken

ensure appropriate publicity

is given to events of importance to the Aboriginal

we I

community such as ceremonies which are manifestations
of a unique culture.

All

s

at t

382
As we have indicated we have not regarded the question of
long term proposals to change the present social and
economic position of the Aboriginal people as within the
ambit of our Commission.

However, the fact that such long

t

term proposals were seen as being seriously pursued would
have immediate consequences and to some extent in the short

APE

term and to a large extent in the long term they bear upon
the problem of avoiding the type of incident which we

APE

have investigated.
We have, therefore, studied the recommendations of the
Laverton Joint Study Group which have been adopted with
little variation by the Aboriginal Affairs Co-ordinating
Committee.

We adopt the recommendations a copy of which

for convenience appears in Appendix C.

APP
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APPENDICES
Apart from the map referred to directly in this report
we have attached other papers which we think are relevant.
All the documents in Appendix B were prepared by
Mr. M. V. Robinson M.A. and Mrs. S. T. Woenne B.A. (Hons),
at the request of and for the use of the Commission and
Counsel.
They are valuable documents which will be of use to anyone
dealing with people from the Western Desert and should,
we think, be preserved.
_d
APPENDIX A

Sketch plan of Laverton area.
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Notes on rain-making ceremonies.

2

Concerning ceremonies.

3

Notes on personal names.

4

Notes on pronunciation of Aboriginal terms.

5

Notes on kin terminology in the Western

J

Desert.

1
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Notes concerning giving of evidence by
Aborigines.
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Notes concerning assessment of number.
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APPENDIX Bl
RAIN-MAKING
There has been evidence that Aboriginal people from
Warburton, Docker River and other points east of Laverton
were travelling to Wiluna
The speci

rain-making ceremonies.

c ritual is called NGA:WAYIL (sometimes also

referred to as TJAJ1U, or TJARAMARRA) and has been described
in detail by anthropologist R. Tonkinson (1972, NGA:WAYIL:
A Western Desert

inal

Ritual, unpublished

Ph.D.Thesis, University of British Columbia).

Tonkinson

provides a review of the literature concerning rain-making
ceremonies in Aboriginal Australia as well as a full description of NGA:WAYIL.

Professor R. M. Berndt, Department

of Anthropology, University of W.A., has a copy of this
thesis.
A brief account of NGA:WAYIL also occurs in Tonkinson;s
Desert Crusade
(1975, Cummings, California) at pp 89-91.

This publication

also contains some useful background material on desert
culture.
Although Tonkinson writes specifically about the ritual at
Jigalong, it is

most purposes relevant to the cere-

monies at Wiluna as well.

His comments about Jigalong

culture may also be extended broadly to include other parts
of the so-called Western desert bloc.
NGA:WAYIL is a relatively recent introduction to desert
regions, and should not be confused with other comparatively
small-scale rain-making ceremonies which were always held
in desert communities.

As far as we know, these older,

smaller ceremonies were generally socially and geographically confined; that is; they were localized affairs and

2

did not involve large-scale movements of people.

As

Tonkinson explains, NGA:WAYIL differs from these rituals
in terms of number of people involved, complexity or

COW

organisation and duration of performance.

ConJGA:WAYIL probably began to assume its present importance
in the Jigalong-Wiluna area in the 1960's.

It is said to

The

have been introduced from the north, possibly from the

Jan-

southern fringe-desert groups of the Kimberley region.

to

People from Warburton visited Jigalong in 1970 to begin the

1

process of learning the ritual.

reI

dev.

In the past five years, NGA:WAYIL has become an important

mab

ritual throughout the Eastern Goldfields and Central Desert.
It is performed by, or includes people from Wiluna,

In

Cundeelee, Mount Margaret, Cosmo Newbery, Warburton, Docker

Ber

River, Papunya and other desert centres in Western Australia

the

and the western portions of the Northern Territory and
South Australia.

reg

It should be noted, however, that NGA:WAYIL has only

Jig

recently enjoyed a widespread importance in this region.

Nga

Although Aboriginal people have made regular journeys
through the Laverton area en route to ceremonies, journeys

tra

for NGA:WAYIL involving large groups of people have only
occurred within the past five years or so.

It is not

The

suggested that such large groupings or movements are extraordinary, as they have occurred and still occur from time

imp

to time in relation to the transfer of rituals of this

kno

kind, as well as to the periodic movement of people for
more established ceremonies.

b

are
male

Ton
tra

lea

2

B2

The ceremonies held at Wiluna during December 1974 and
January 1975 were part of
·to by Tonkinson
little

Rain-mak

70, 1972, 1974) as

il

Relatively

known (by non-Aborigines) of the details

religious aspects of the Rain-mak
developing
mate

complex reIerrea

:

II

complex as

ing with

in
only brief

Berndt (1974: Fascicle 4, pp, 9-10)
the small-s

, locali

tionally

region.

is

the Western Desert (cf. previously distributed
Rain-making ") .

In a recent work

were

the

s

to
wh

spread throughout the Western Desert

He notes only in

sing the

stence

more

and elaborate I Rain-making complex
area.
If
--='-----=--

This

zed and elaborate
Id than

rably further af

had

and was

by 1974 and 19

concern of

December and

travelling to

last

has

The

years or so

the past

Its

or source and

has been
of the

to

has been

more and more
B, p 111, "Laverton
bloc (cL

\r'Jestern Desert

of
area is s

11 cons

all

to be

ty.
72
travelled to

P 126) notes
in

69-70 to

of

people

Warburton
the process
19
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sacred paraphernalia

Rain-making were brought to Docker

River from Wiluna-Jigalong and
the first time.

tually deposited there for

This event, marked by a series of ceremonies,

formally included Docker River in the complex of locations
associated with Rain-making and also included Docker in the
network of social and

tual obligations which are always

incurred by participation

important ceremonies.

Objects

of a ritual nature are not deposited in a distant place in
this way unless the

"It
rai
hie
tan
whi
as
it
as

safekeeping is ensured.
He

Consequently, during the ceremonies which were held at that
time, some of the Docker men would have obtained tui t.Lon
the ritual cycle thereby attaining some degree
status.

adept

It would be necessary for some people there to be

familiar with at least some parts of the
the objects could not be left in the

1 otherwise

care.

"No
the
hie
all
rit
sta

Nga:wayil is unique in its scale and organizational
complexity (Tonkinson, 1972: p.ii 1974: p.89).

It is also

unique in the context of Hestern Desert r i.t.ua.I because of
the extent of its spread in a relatively short period of
time.

As it seems to have reached the eastern portions of

the Western Desert no more than six years ago it is worth
noting that Aborigines would not have been travelling to
Wiluna for these ceremonies before 1969.

It is unlikely

nec
ord
dif
Abo

ord
the
rep
the

that people would have travelled to Wiluna in numbers for
Nga:wayil much before 19

thus somewhat modifying any

assertion of long-standing annual movements of large numbers
of people for ceremonies at Wiluna (cf. previously distributed material:

"Rain-making", p.2).

The
wan
pre
of
bri

Tonkinson (1972: p 83) describes the uniqueness
in terms of features which make it, " .. by far the longest
and most complex of any
Aboriginal Aus

1a and

scale collective
He continues (

rituals reported
1S very probably the only

-making
d) .
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tual s

11 being performed."

of
sca

er

"It would appear . • that the

il is the only Aboriginal

rain-making ritual to have a clearly defined status
hierarchy, a duration of seve

days, a nillJber of simul-

rlS

taneous ceremonial activities enacted each day and events

the

which involve at certain times the

re community, as well

as visitors from other and distant Law centres.

Moreover,

:::ts

it appears to be the only one which has ceremonial feasting

Ln

as part of the complex.

"

He elaborates (1974: p.90):

rat;

in

"No other Jiga10ng ritual approaches the complexity of
the Nga:wayi1, which is atypical in its elaborate status

le

hierarchy, consisting of five male and four female grades,

r.i,

all named and differentiated according to insignia, all
tua1 responsibility and functions.

This elaboration of

statuses probably stems from the ritual's complexity, which
necessitates an efficient division of labour for the coo

ordination and enactment of several different activities in
different locations at the same time.

According to the

Aborigines, they must perform the Nga:wayil every year in
f

order to 'bring up' rain and also to initiate novices into
the ritual.

Following their initiation, men must participate

repeatedly in subsequent performances of the ritual so that
they can be elevated in the status hierarchy."
The feasting

e

referred to is

tual feasting called

wanapurrka and involves, amongst other things, the ritual
preparation, presentation and consumption of large quantities
of damper.

It would be expected that the visitors would

bring with them some contribution towards the preparation
of this food during the ceremonies at Wi1una and for small-

t

scale wanapurrka held en route.

"
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Knowledge of the details of the
with ceremonies such as

tual and songs associated
1 has to be formally taught.

One cannot simply pick up a bit of it here and there and
deal

ly with such knowledge thereafter.

is part of the

"

Formal teaching

tual setting itself and it proceeds in

stages, to each of which attaches a particular ritual status

cr

as well as ritual obligations.
The process of learning a ritual is circumscribed by protocol
which is rigorously asserted by those who have the primary
responsibility for and authority over the ceremonies-- in
this case the people from Jigalong and Niluna.
respect to Nga:wayil
teachers.

With

the people from these areas are the

They have primary rights to teach and, in effect,

to grant others teaching rights to successive stages of the
ceremonies.
The number of teaching-learning stages depends, to some
extent, on the importance and the complexity of the ceremony.
It should be noted that 'ceremony' and 'ritual' are inadequate glosses in many respects.
The vernacular term inma is used in both a specific and a
generic sense to refer to a single performance or to a
larger ceremonial complex such as Nga:wayil which for its

s

completion at anyone time would require very many single
performances.
succ
Tonkinson for example, uses both singular and plural when
referring to

1.

In the passages quoted above, he

speaks of "the ritual", when describing the same ritual,
Le.

r

Nga:wayil (1970: p.285) he states: "Jigalong is a

"In
pict
se

centre for the performance of a body of interesting and
elaborate rain-making

Lour

tuals, called Nga:wayil ...

emphasi§}".
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on m

All the more important ceremonial complexes (inma

are

composed of a number of smaller sections (also inma) which

:ed

are usually performed at different times and which usually

rh t ,

bear names which are secret.

ling

.tus

y

ct ,

Reference here to

or "Rain-making" is in the generic sense.

I"

The specific

section of Rain-making at Wiluna to which people were
travelling for instruction in December-January bears a
secret name.
Those who come to learn a ceremony come as postulants of
various degrees with respect to that particular ceremonial
complex.

One's progess through an entire ceremony may take

years, depending upon a number of factors such as one's
territorial affiliations, social and kin relationships and
associations with other ritual complexes, both major and
minor, in other areas.

1e

my

A man who is considered a 'senior' man with respect to a
ceremonial complex centred, for example, on Warburton need
not necessarily be considered senior with respect to
Rain-making.

He would still be obliged to come as a

postulant for Rain-making, thereby tacitly acknowledging
the superior status and authority of the senior Rain-making
men.
(statements about the power, authority and social standing
so-called 'elders' need to be viewed in this context.)
Berndt (1974: Fascicle 1, p.16) summarizes the point
succinctly:
"In adult rituals automatic acceptance is only part of the
picture: what is important is the gradual movement through
a series of revelations, combined with learning and
including active participation which
on man's position
involved.

always conditional

s the particular ritual sequence

In other words, it depends very much on specific
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grOl

paraphernalia are personally owned and would have to be

.i.nd i

carried to the ceremony by the individual participants.

mot!
Berr
but

Other Events

n ot;e

There is no indication that any stages of initiation of young
Rib:

men (outside the context of Rain-making) were to occur
either at Wi1una or en route to Wi1una during the period
with which we are concerned.

~ve

It is highly likely that

negotiations for future events such as age-grade ceremon
betrothals and gatherings for other ritual events were
entered into or were intended.

Sf

C

anal
vis-

If such negotiations did

take place, however, it would been because certain people
happened to be together, rather than as a concomitant of
Rain-making,

out

see
t

Context of Travel
Movement towards Wi1una seems to have begun in NovemberDecember 1974 when a group of people from Jiga10ng travel
to Wi1una and the musterers set out from Wi1una formally
to invite people from Leonora, Mount Margaret, Laverton,
Warburton, Blackstone, Winge11ina, Docker River and
to travel to Wi1una to participate in ceremonies and to
continue to be instructed in certain aspects of the ritual
and song lines associated with
People as well as

1.

tua1 objects from Cundee1ee were

expected to be part of the ceremonies at Wi1una, and it
appears that Cundee1ee objects were, in fact, brought to
Mount Margaret for

-making purposes.

Ritual activity begins before
(Tonkinson, 1972: p 131)
with the

musterers actually
continues until they return

( T o n k , 1972
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p 148ff).

i

membership and on kin

reLO.~~CVJl1~H~.~

or through
, a mother,

membership (as through,
's b

~

)

or some other

Berndt is speaking of rituals, i.e

."

ceremonies, in general;
to the patterns

but it is clear that Rain-making
noted above.

We do not have the information necessary to be able to
ies,

e

3.1

analyse the position of each person who went to Wiluna
s~a-vis both the ceremonies and other participants.

Such a task would have required an intensive study throughout the performance of the ceremonies.
It is possible, however, to isolate three general
categories of people who were involved:

beginners, those

with some intermediate ritual status and the 'possessors'.
(Tonkinson L1972: p.133-l327 isolates five hierarchical
degrees of men's ritual status of which one is the complete
beginner. )

Those whom Berndt terms the 'possessors' were the men who
initially travelled from Wiluna to the other locations as
musterers.

It is likely that the men in the middle stages

learning and the musterers

with them what

Tonkinson (1972: pp. l45~146) calls 'individual paraphernalia' for
1. These would include hairbelts,
pearlshell ornaments and boomerangs which, although not
sacred in the same sense as important ritual objects, are
important

tual accoutrement and are symbols of particular

status and rank within the Nga:wayil complex.
previously distributed material:
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(cf.

"Hair-Belts.")

These

The must;.erers then, would have been -t,ravelling east en route

ob-

from place to place whilst ceremonies were already in

t.he

progress at Wiluna

ch i

th both Wiluna and Jigalong people

participating.

These would have been ceremonies held in

pee

preparation

the

if

of the

of the 'guests' and are part

I complex itself.

or

The musterers would have travelled from place to place,

Gen

tually extending an invitation which is, in effect, a

ass

summons at each location.

Small ceremonies associated with

the occasion would have occurred.

Such ceremonies were held

at Docker River which was apparently the
reached by the musterers.
at Docker River

obligatory

the
chi

People from Papunya were already

ting

Having reached the

st

worn

r

al summons

S

farthest point east it was then

It

the musterers to return along the same route

Lavi

they had previously travelled, as people at each location

arr:

would be waiting to join them

c am:

the journey to

luna.

adu.

The gathering together or groups would have

led holding

of a wanapurka and the laying to rest of old disputes and

wen
the~

grievances between the groups involved
ce rc

The movement
is, in

musterers,

, a

tual objects and

out the Western Desert.
I

--"'---""--

pre~~m"Lil'~~

sion and is a common

feature of the more important ceremon
It

complexes through-

an integral

as it would be of other

require the movement

ipants

pos

part of

tual comp

ants and

Ever

who
"Lav

s which
objects to a

ceremonial centre.

"Lav

prec

ects and

caretakers

rear of such a process

travel in the

No-one is supposed to

West
or g
term
publ

In any convoy

k

the

cle

the

Law

ects would be cons

and would be

the only vehicle which could
children or unini

abso~u~c~

ated men

not

women,

If the cerem01nl.es to which

people were travelling were

men alone, or

if there were only a single vehicle, no women or children
or

itiated men

Gene

ly speaking process

as
.Lh

be

the
this kind whi

with large

include some

women and children; and
the

are

has, as one

scribed

its features,

on of men, women and

children.
idy

ficance
It
rt.e

p

r ooe s s Lon

likely that people

Laverton

aces like Mount Margaret,

Warburton and other points anticipated the

j

the musterers for some time before they
came through

However,

adult popul

certain that, most of the

along the route knew that the musterers

were travelling through, knew

ly

they were travelling

the imminent return

antic

a contingent of

travel

what purpose

to

ceremonial purposes
s

Even those who had no

to

h-

who
not be going to
"Law" was on the road and that

a

"Law" is another term

to

c

and
Like

Western Desert
reference

t.e rm

when being more spe

pub

c

Law

f

ch

range of

a

1

know that

The term is

sian

or

s and

the ce

One may,
the landrover

It
f
f

il

•

can be either spe
used as a

is soc
state, "The men

It

be unders
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s:

.L

in
the
f

in

s

context, that the reference was to sacred ritual paraphernalia.

tim

It could also be stated, "They went to Wiluna

for the Law" or "for Law business" and it would be understood
that an important ceremony of some sort was the reference.

Con
of
wit

A commonly used vernacular term which roughly conforms to
the range of meaning of "Law" is
ritual objects, the

It refers to

associated ceremonies, and also to

Rit
rev

those events and activities which are associated with the

tre

preparation for and performance of the ceremonies themselves.
It has an additional connotation of the power/danger aspects

chi
the]

inherent in sacred objects and their associated ceremonies.

deg

with respect to the transit of people to Wiluna in December
and January last, the

tual objects being carried were

referred to as

, the ceremony with which they were

concerned was pika ngurlu.

Their purpose and thus the

Sud

the
exp.

procession itself was also pika ngurlu.
RefE
ibilities incurred

(19'

That the "Law" is on the road at any time is a matter of

"AI:

considerable interest and concern to people throughout this

the

area.

man]

Ritual paraphernalia are, with few exceptions, sacred,

and it is incumbent upon the caretakers of such material to
see that their passage from one place to another is as
trouble~free

as possible.

Such obligations range from

o t.he

the]
the]

attempting to ensure that no untoward delays occur en route

Lnt.s

to ensuring that no arguments or hostilities mar the progress

by c

of the objects and

procession.

r'e ce

birt
This is not to

that arguments do not occur or that

obligations to

then

them can always be met
Tran

Throughout Aboriginal Aus
to avoid disputes and

a it is considered necessary
onal animosities. through the

well
se

duration of any proceedings associated with the Law

and

"Conventionally there should be no fights at ceremonial

of t
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s."

(Berndt, 1964: p.290).

Concern would be understandably heightened
of one group acting as host

the case

another which had primacy

with respect to the ritual objects and their ceremonies.
Ritual objects are treated by adult men with awe,
reverence and a good deal of circumspection

They are

treated by other members of society with fear.

Women and

children should never see them; and men have revealed to
them the sight, names and signifances of the objects in
degrees as they advance in knowledge through the ceremonies.
Such objects are, by definition, full of power; they are
the essence of the ceremonies, i.e., of the "Law" which
explains and celebrates them.
Referring to sacred paraphernalia in general.
(1974):

Berndt

Fascicle 1, p.19) asserts that:

"All ritual objects are visible evidence of the reality of
the Dreaming and of the mythic characters in their varying
manifestations, either in part or in whole, in human or
other form, or in their associative aspects (with things
they themselves created, used or produced, or with which
they came in contact).

They are the mate

al vehicles or

intermediaries through which power is sought and directed
by contemporary Aborigines.

More correctly, they are the

receptacles for mediation of life-giving elements-- in
birth or in death and in their ritual equivalents: through
them,

fe is sustained and maintained "

Transporting such objects over many hundreds of miles as
well as travelling in company with them is considered a
serious business because of the significance of the objects
and because of the signi

cance of the procession as part

of the Rain-making itself
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There are commonly understood behavioural requirements of

Tja

those who are in company

may

such paraphernalia! i.e.,

in association with the Law.

per

Tonkinson (1974: p 79) asserts that" ... at the time of the

Ton]

'big meetings' each year, participating groups must attempt

for

to settle all outstanding

neg,

sputes so that subsequent ritual

activities are not interrupted or marred by conflict.

The

Law demands peace at such times, and men must participate
with 'good
lings' in the
meetings will be a success II

stomachs to ensure that the

He (
be hz
dud

the ritual

Spec

sphere and actions in the mundane sphere of everyday life.

thrc

This is a universal characteristic of Aboriginal participation

(if

in t.he Law and is indirectly expressed by the contention that

effe

actions (positive and negative) in the mundane sphere

the

directly affect actions in the sphere of the Law.

rain

There is a direct connection between actions

ritual complex such as

In a

1 where a specific result is

expected, i.e., rain, the relationship is often made
explicit

For example, Tonkinson (1972:

hear
(Ton

p.108-l09)

provides a synopsis, as it were, of "How Rain is made".
He says that, "The rationale behind the bringing up of rain

or a

is quite simple and is based on the same expectations of
reciprocity that obtain between Aborigines in the
everyday
li

At certain speci

ly constructed grounds, and using a

variety of sacred objects that are specifically related to
the Tjaramarra {another term for Winp~7 beings, they perform
many different
tual activities, .. All this is done for
the benefit of their kinsmen, the Tjaramarra who
is
presumed will be both f

red by all this attention and

indebted to the
s
all their kind actions and
will thus be expected to reciprocate, as any good kinsmen
would, by

them with rain.

hear all that transpires

Winpa can see and

the performance of the

Nga:wayil and reacts favourably or adversely depending on
-the events he

sses at Jigalong
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Like humans, the

1_

Tjaramarra beings are sensitive to sl
may also fall prey to the

and insults and

shness

men who may

personal reasons want to do them harm

II

Tonkinson (1972: p.llS-116) mentions a number of 'rationales'
for the non

o f , all

which involve purported

negative actions of human or of Law beings
He describes (ibid: p

116-

7) a number of 'proper

behaviours' appropriate to the human sphere of activity
during the time of Nga:wayil.
Specif

exhortations include not making loud noises, not

throwing boomerangs, not arguing and fighting, and not
(if you are a young man)

'fooling' around with girls.

The

effect of any of these actions is to lessen the efficacy of
the Nga:wayil which in tangible terms results in lack of
rain.

"To make rain come, everyone must be happy in the

hearts, with a good feeling inside their stomachs."
(Tonkinson, 1972: p.llS).
There should be in other words, no bitterness or hostility
or anger on anyone's

the entire duration of

proceedings associated with Nga:wayil.
harmonious conditions prevail

To ensure that
1 includes

tual

sequences which symbolize the laying to rest of any ill
ling between people and groups
unique to
1 as a number

(This

ature is not
tual complexes

include the formalized banishment of previous ill feeling
and outstanding
sputes which are cons
red deleterious
to the proper workings

the Law )

Women and children participate

1 and have

~'------=-_.

specific parts to play in a number
out, their
as Tonkinson (1972: p.132)
participation is consid~red relatively minor with respect to

~lthoughf
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other ceremonial complexes in the Western Desert.

AP:

The particular individuals, both men and women, who would

Nor

actively participate in any of the ceremonies at Wiluna
would be chosen finally at Wiluna.

The criteria for

choosing particular people would depend upon the particular
ceremonies being performed as well as on a number of other
situational

f~ctors.

The main point here, however, is that

would be impossible to identify all and only the people
who would actually take part in the ceremonies until the
procession arrived at Wiluna.
It is worth noting that passive participation is also an

(2 )

important aspect of any ceremony, that is to say that ritual
learning always involves watching and listening as well as
actively taking part.

(3 )
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APPENDIX B 3
NOTES ON PERSONAL NAMES
(1)

Problems with pronunciation of Aboriginal names may be

ar

anticipated.

Certain problems of hear

r

it is spoken by particular Aborigines may also be

.at

anticipated.

.e

ciation of Aboriginal terms for relevant sounds

Refer earl

English as

memo, Notes on Pronun-

as well as irrelevant sounds, i.e. those which are in
English but not in any Western Desert language dialect.
(2)

It is suggested that the standard orthography be used
for spelling of Aboriginal names and any vernacular
terms.

tS

graphy.)

(Refer to above-mentioned memo for orthoSTW and MVR can go through transcript

material and statements to advise on correct spellings
for Aboriginal names and terms.

In addition, it is

suggested that STW and/or MVR be consulted re names
of Aboriginal witnesses beforehand so as to ensure
paying all witnesses the courtesy of pronouncing their
names correctly.
Note also the possibility of certain confusion re the
pronunciation of English names, e.g. Palmer/Farmer,
Parker/Barker, Davis/Davies.

The difference ln sound

between each name in any pair is significant ln
lish.

In fact, each item in each pair is a

distinct name.

The differences in sound between such

pairs are often not articulated when Aborigines are
using these
(3)

~

or similar

ish names.

There are a number of conventions for the use of
personal names, a few of which are of relevance here:
(a)

In terms of witnesses:

It is already a breach

of normal etiquette to be referring to a relative
(let alone total) stranger, by a personal name.
Personal names are used far less frequently
231

amongst Aborigines than in 'Australian (white)
society.

This is so

the use is direct

i.e. to the person, or indirect, i.e. about the
person.

The use of European names together with

"Mr." and "Mrs." has somewhat circumvented
reluctance to use personal names;
together

as the names,

the contexts in which they are

used, have been adopted.
which is

One of the contexts

icularly appropriate is that

which "Mr." "Mrs." etc. is seen to signal a
degree of formal

Hence it would seem appro-

priate and consistent to refer to, say, "Mr.
Tj apal t j

" or

II

Mr. Green" or "Mrs. Robinson

II •

(There could be a few instances where problems
could
cons

se, particularly if the person is
tently known by a single name only

Refer-

ence in such cases to STW, MVR would be useful.)
(b)

There is a general reluctance of some people to
refer to others specifically by name, especially
when an outs

person is

information.
diff
(i)
(ii)

ing to el

This re

it

could present

ies when

to ascertain e

Who else was present.
What the

s actual

in

saw

relation to another or other
This last is
that

a sense

is

lite

someone else s

to the

even at t
when

so himself.

This

if the

s were relat

whom he was
older than he.
does not place a

s

I
to tell

is in a pos

be even more

the case

young and those about

called on to
(General

to do

ak were cons

speaking, Aboriginal law

reliance on formal corrobora-
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tion.

The veracity of a witness

to any occurrence -

is judged by his/her age, status, proven reliability,
etc.)
(c)

There are various restrictions on the use of
personal names which can apply to:
(i)

certain categories of kin (either
actual or classificatory)

(ii)

deceased person's name (either specific
name or one resembling it).

After some

time has elapsed after the death, the
restrictions ease somewhat; but those
people and places with whom the deceased
was most closely connected remain subject
to restrictions for long periods of time.
So far it is definite that the name Louis
is not to be used.

It is quite possible

that others will be called to our
attention.
(d)

There are numerous situations in which a witness
will simply not know the personal name of another.
Such situations commonly occur with the following
components:
(i)

a young person being asked re much older
people, especially of other sex;

(ii)
(iii)

the reverse of (i);
a person from one area or settlement
being asked about someone who normally
resides in another place;

(iv)

a middle-aged woman/man being asked the
name of the spouse of another

per~on

is the other sex to the witness.
233

who

In nearly all cases, except perhaps (i) and (ii),

AP

an indirect reference would be or could be
elicited, e.g., t.hat, person is my "uncle", that

NO'

person is steven's "father", that person is old
As

Mantuwa's "daughter-in-law", etc.

in
In Aboriginal society, a person is identified
prim~rily

as:

by how he is related to the speaker

and/or other people.

Such identification is far

1.

more the accepted noun than the use of a personal
name.
All the above is by way of indicating with a few

2.

examples that when a witness does not name a
person it does not necessarily mean that he does
not know the person, did not witness anything, or
is being deliberately evasive.

Rather, the

context and form in which he is being asked to
speak may be either alien or embarrassing or
offensive to him.
In
(e)

There is the problem of multiple names which, in
part, relates to the above point.

It is often

the case that one person will be known by several
names, each of which is known by some people, but
all of which are known only to a few.

A witness

could well answer that he definitely did not know
"old Mr. Ward", whereas he would know that same
man by his other name, Tjiltjlrrkurnu (if asked).
It seems reasonable to suggest that problems of
this nature be referred to STW, MVR for triangulation, as it were.
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enE

(Point number 2 this memo.)

3.

i),
It

APPENDIX B 4
NOTES ON PRONUNCIATION OF ABORIGINAL TERMS

.d

As it is probable that Aboriginal terms will be introduced
ln evidence, the following brief notes are for the
assistance of all Counsel.

:ar

1.

Stress: It is the rule that the main emphasis is
placed on the initial syllable of each word

mal

e.g. papa (DOG)

:ew

2.

Vowel sounds:

is pronounced PApa not paPA.

The accepted alphabet for the language

throughout the Western Desert area uses only
xe s

three vowels:

, or

A as in papa (DOG) as in English: papa.
I as in kapi

A,

I, and U.

(WATER) as in final vowel sound

of English: happy.

)

U as in kuku (MEAT) as in English: put.
In addition these three vowels sometimes occur in lengthin

ened form which changes the pronunciation only slightly.

1

~ral

but

3.

Consonant sounds:

There is no significant distinction

made between the pairs of sounds: p and b, t

~ss

and d, or k and g.

(Note that the point

znow

concerns the sounds of the letters, NOT the

ne

letters themselves.

sd ) .

includes p, t

Jf

g.

jU-

between p and b, etc.

J. )

P as in papa (DOG) as in English: spin.

The accepted alphabet

and k and does not use b, t, or

The actual sound in each case is half-way

T as in kata (HEAD) as in English: stop.
K as in kapi

(WATER) as in English: skip.

(Note in the above three English examples
that the initial "s" retards the puff of air
"pin", "top", or "kip" would start.
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Consonant sounds of L, M, N, R, W, and Yare as in English.

NG

There are some consonant sounds in the Western Desert language which have no English equivalents.

The accepted
PI

alphabet includes LY, NY, and TJ as single sounds, even
though each is written with two letters.

The two letters

are never pronounced separately and when in doubt it is
better to err on the side of simplicity.

e.g.

pitja (COME)

is better pronounced pita than PIT-YAj Tjamu (GRANDFATHER)

NG.

is better pronounced tamu than T-YAMU.
There are the consonant sounds known technically as "retroflex" consonants.

These are written, RL, RT, RN and are

pronounced as in English except that the tip of the tongue
is curled back and almost touching the roof of the mouth.
Note that the "R" is not pronounced at all.
Finally there is a sound "rr" which is called "flapped".
This is much like what is known as a Scottish "R" but is
5.

not trilled.
In English the combination "NG" is used frequently but
always at the end or in the middle of a word, e.g.
singer.

In the

v~estern

si~g,

Desert language the "NG" is fre-

quently at the beginning of the word and, therefore, it
seems strange to English speakers.
sound as in sing, or thing.

e.g.

The "NG" is always one
ngamu (CLOSE, NEAR).

We

suggest that facility with initial "NG" sounds increases
with private practice in the shower.
4.

A few commonly used terms:

WANGKAYI

Both terms generally mean "the people", i.e.,

WANGKATJA

Aboriginal people in distinction to Europeans
and, in some cases in distinction to Aborig
from an ent

different area.

Both terms

derive from WANGKA: talk, speech, language.
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h.

NGAANYATJARRA:

The name of the dialect of the Western
Desert language normally associated with
the Warburton Ranges.

g-

PITJANTJATJARRA:

Name of the dialect usually associated

with more easterly areas, e.g., AMARTA
(Musgrave Park) and ERNABELLA.
ME)
)

NGAATJATJARRA:

Name of the dialect usually associated with
Rawlinson Ranges.
NOTE that there are numerous dialects of the

0-

widely spread Western Desert language.

They

differ from one another somewhat in vocabulary

e

and grammatical structure but do not differ
greatly.

They are all dialect variants of a

single language.

The dialect of most regions

are mutually intelligible to most adults.
5•

The accepted alphabet for dialects of the Western
Desert language is as follows:
A, AA, I, II, K, L, LY, RL, M, N, NY, RN,
NG, P, R, RR, T, TJ, RT, U, UU, W, Y.
NOTE: In the above that "J" is never used by itself;

We

and when it is used with "T" as in "TJ", it functions
in the same way as "Y" in "LY" or "NY".
NOTE:

Also that AA, II, and UU are lengthened

variants of A,
, ,
..

I, and U.

The lengthened vowels occur

far less frequently than the "normal" vowels, but the
two are NOT interchangeable.

1S
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APPENDIX B 5

Th
se

NOTES ON KIN TERMINOLOGY IN THE WESTERN DESERT

Ka
af

Problems could arise with the use of Kinship terms e.g.,

a.n-

"father", "brother", etc. especially with witnesses whose

rna.

English comprehension is minimal.

ch:

Western Desert Society is organised by a particular system

Sil

of social relationships which is institutionalised.

mel

It is

cross-cut by a classificatory Kinship system which has no

ln

counterpart in European - Australian society.

f i.c
per

Throughout most of the Western Desert there are four named

the

sections which are sometimes called "skins"

am

(MIRI).

The

four sections are: Purungu, Karimarra, Panaka and Tjarurru.

Pm

(There are slight variations in the West and South of the

eaJ

general Western Desert area which need not concern us here).

one
our

Every person is born into one of these named sections and

s i.s

remains affiliated with the same section throughout his

of

life.

if

The system is not, however, arbitrary.

The section

affiliations of one's parents determines one's own

brc

section which, in turn, determines the section of one's

ana

spouse as well as one's children.

rel

The following diagram

may be of assistance:

We:.:
imr:

->

A

B

PURUNGU

KARIMARRA

D

c

Eur
not
The
par

--c>

PANAKA

TJARURRU -c-

sys
sub

That is to say, a Purungu woman has to marry a man who is
Karimarra.

Their children are necessarily Panaka and

all of them, regardless of their sex, have to marry people
who are Tjarurru.
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sub

The children of Tjarurru males necess

ly have the Purungu

section affiliation, while the children of Panaka males have
Karimarra section.

The circuit through which section

affiliation is assigned is, in a sense, reversed if )referring to the diagram) the Purungu person is male.

A purungu

male still is required to marry a Karimarra but their
children become Tjarurru who in turn must marry Panaka.
II

Since all people are born into one of the four above-

3

mentioned sections it stands to reason that not all people
in each section are related consanguineally.

In a classi-

ficatory Kinship system, however, it is the case that all
people who are either A or B or C or D call everyone within
that same section by a Kinship term.

For example, if I

am a female Purungu from Warburton and you are a female

u.

Purungu from Papunya, EVEN IF we have no actual consanguineal or affinal relationship to one another, we will call

e) •

one another

Il

si st er

ll

and will act towards one another as

our society prescribes the appropriate behaviour of actual
sisters.

This situation is the case with any permutation

of A and Band C and D, thus it is entirely possible that
n

if a witness is asked if another person is, say, his
brother, he will answer

Il

y e sll and the response will be true

and correct in terms of his 'actual' and/or classificatory
relationship.

Classificatory relationships are part of

Western Desert Society and are equally, if not more,
important as 'actual' consanguineal and affinal links in
European - Australian Society.

The distinctions should be

noted and anticipated during the taking of evidence.
The sub-section system which obtains in more northern
parts of the Western Desert is identical to the section
system except that for each section there are two
sub-sections.
3

There are, thus, eight named intermarrying

sub-sections in this system which related people in the

1e
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same pattern as the four section

syste~

The

thus:

subs

Both
A

Cc
-C

2

l

2

:::::

::~
D2~

and
Perh

of w

sang'

The names of the sub-sections are as follows:TJAKAMARRA
TJAMPITJIN
TJAPALTJARRI
TJAPANGARTI
TJANGALA
TJUPURULA
TJUNGURAYI
TJAPANYANGKA
Section and sub-section names are quite frequently used
to refer to particular individuals both directly and
indirectly.

That is to say that people are identified

by reference to their section affiliation.

For example, "I

don't know that person's name; he's a Purungu bloke from
Papunya."

This sort of response would be quite common

and natural.
In addition, in those areas where the sub-section system is
the most widespread system, sub-section names are often
the form of "surnames".

used as personal names
example, George Tjapaltj

For

Tjapaltjarri is one of the

eight subsection names and the name itself is designated
as male (the female equivalent of the same subsection name
being Nyapaltjarri).

The practice of using a subsection

name as a surname is not an indigenous form of naming but
has become widely

parts of the Centre over the

past decade or so.
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The practice of identifying people by the
subsection affiliations is, however,

section or
sal.

Both section and subsection systems are, admittedly, complex
and only the most general outline has been presented.
Perhaps the major point to keep in mind is that the question
of who is related to whom - and how

~

is reckoned by con-

sanguinity, affinity and classification.

"I

is
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APPENDIX B 6

4.

NOTES CONCERNING GIVING OF EVIDENCE BY ABORIGINES
1.

The Matter of

In:

Not by tradition Christian

(with a capital "C") Aborigines should have the choice
of an oath or affirmation.

Avowing to tell the truth

is binding in Aboriginal society with or without a
bible.

Some people who are Christians would comprehend

the significance of holding the bible; a number of
people will hold it if told to do so, but the holding
of it would not add in any way to their guarantee of
truthfulness.

(This point could be made in relation

to many Europeans too.)
2.

Dates:

For example "The first Saturday in the new

year", "January 4th" - terms or reference of this sort
are likely not to be really known or remembered by
Aboriginal witnesses unless they have made a record of
the date (unlikely) or unless they detect a certain
importance in the mention of the date by any counsel
and so are agreed to
3.

Time of Day:

(most likely).

The question of what time of day was a

certain event can be ambiguous.

Unless the witness is

familiar with clock reckoning, it will be most useful
to ask as to periods of the day e.g. morning, evening,
after dinner, after dark, etc.

A most useful compara-

tive point is to ask the time of day compared with the
time of day at the point of giving evidence.

The

position of the sun is always accurately remembered by
Aborigines and would require little effort on the part
of counsel to interpolate.

(Also note that daylight

saving would have applied during the period in question
which could add a further difficulty in reckoning
times for Aborigines as well as Europeans.)
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5.

4.

Fami

Members:

The term "family" is ambiguous even in

English. e.g. would one automatically include one's
grandmother's brother in the answer to, "Do you live
with your family?"

ian

The general common range within

which "family" is included in one's frame of reference

ice

in the Western Desert is much wider than in general

th

European - Australian usage.
ascertain

hend

be put.

XiS

If counsel wishes to

relatives, then specific questions should

In the case of witnesses with adequate compre-

hension of English, "family" will be reasonably often

ng

interpreted to connote spouse, children, parents.

f

"Family" in Aboriginal culture is far wider but equally

n

important.

People whose English is less accomplished

will tend to include members of their "family" who are
more distant than is usually considered relevant in
European - Australian usage.

ort
of

5.

How Many:

In a context where "how many" is isolated

the term is virtually meaningless when translated.
Actual number equivalents to English terms are: Kutja,

I

one;

Kutjarra, two;

Marnkurrpa, three or several;

pirni or Tjurta, many, lots, a number of.

not, needless to say, that there is no concept of

a

is
ul
ng,
.rathe
. by
.ar t.
It

This is

number.

In order to elicit approximations of numbers

it would be well to use clear comparisons - as has
been done already with distance i.e. from X point to
Y point here in the room.

The most natural form/

context of elicitation is via asking about individuals
who have together with the witness.

The question,

"Did you see . . . . " does not necessarily imply to the
witness "was X with you".

Care should be taken in

this regard if accuracy is desired.
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6•

More than:
three"

r

The use

etc. is

ly fluent.

8.

"more than one", "more than
th people, whose English is

When the English facility

the witness

is less, it would be well to adopt a different form of
elicitation
number. For example, having
ascertained if there were two women, ask "and was
there another one?".

This can be continued until the

witness states that there was not an additional woman,
to those already noted.
approximate numbers

One could also ask about
comparison, say, to the number

of people present in the court room at the moment.
It is important to note that even

English the words

"a number of", "many", 'lots", etc. have referents
which depend on the particular context.

The same is

the case with vernacular terms meaning "many",
"several", etc.

Thirty people on a truck may not be

"a lot", whereas the same number in a landrover is
"a lot".
In addition there are number and quantity terms in
English which are used by many Aborigines in a
different way. For example, "too many" and "too much"
are commonly used in English as direct translations
of the vernacular terms meaning "a lot" or "many" or
"several".

The context was to be determined before

the referent to the term is clear; but it wi

seldom

be the case that "too many" or "too much" involves
the element
terms
7.

in

If a se
put

comparison with some noun that the
English usage.

s

ons or

at once,

part which is
including
the

s

is

a

witness is likely to answer

~~vo~st

to the question mark without

his answer

s.
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ration

any other

9.

8.

Relative

Asking a

older or younger than he

or older or younger than a

person present at the time - is probably the best form

,s
l

s if another person is

of elicitation.

of

Note that the terms "young man", "old

man II , and the like have referents in Aboriginal society
to social and ceremonial progress and status.

It is

.he

possible that a forty year old man could be referred to

tan,

as "child" if he has not been initiated.

The important

point to note is that relative age is not simply a
matter of chronological age as it is, for the most part,

.er

in European society.

irds

9.

There are a number of areas of semantic differences
similar to IItoo manyl', "too much", where the distinctions commonly understood by native English speakers
are not the same as those understood by people speaking

>e

English as a second language.

Further examples are,

"yelling", "yelling out", II come " r "goll, "stayed (in a
place)", "sat (in a place)", "truck (as including
landrover)", and many others.

ch"

10m

is
hat

2

f ac

APPENDIX B 7

non.
CONCERNING ASSESSMENT OF NUMBER

or (
Comr

With respect to giving evidence at this Commission both

AbO]

Aborigines and Europeans have been confronted generally

elen

with the same range of tasks.

They have been asked to re-

call details of place, time, distance, number, description,

A d.i

duration and of individual and collective actions in which

phil

they participated and/or which they observed.

of t

One would

expect a certain range of individual ability to recall

of i

such matters, particularly over the space of many months.

vest

The variables of time, and personal idiosyncrasy affect

his

the detailed memory of both Aborigines and Europeans.

of t
incl

However, there are additional factors, apart from time and

dime

idiosyncrasy, which should be considered with respect to

asse

Aboriginal evidence.

The most important of these as they

affect individuals appear to be the following:

A

fu.

a s pe:

1)

fluency with English,

that

2)

degree of traditional orientation,

d.i.f fr

3)

status and seniority with respect to others giving

expe c

evidence,

Aus t.r

4)

status and seniority with respect to the procession
en route to Wiluna,

ev i

5)

extent of experience with court settings,

6)

specific expectations of court settings in general

cerne

and of the Commission setting in particular,

conce

7)
8)

effect of experience and facility with Europeandefined settings in general,

In th

assumptions concerning European expectations of

equiv

Aborigines both generally and specifically.

a

then
These factors are relevant to a context which is essential

'grea

European.

distr

It is one in which Aborigines are called upon to

operate as efficient

as possible, and the degree of

efficiency evinced by Aboriginal witnesses, individually
and collect

ly, is affected by the
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ay of the

Abl

3•

)

above.
None

these factos is indigenous to

or culture.

Their various e

society

on witnesses to the

Commission should be considered as significant evaluating
Aboriginal evidence as is the e
element such as the assessment
A discussion

of a purely indigenous
a number

the 'assessment

number' is basically a

philosophical one and involves the question of the effects
of the structure and syntax of a language on the perceptions
of its native speakers.

It also necessarily involves in-

vestigation of the effects of a person's mother tongue on
his competence in another language.

Moreover any discussion

of the assessment of number would be incomplete without
including a number of important related aspects such as the
dimensions of age, distance, weight, height, together with
assessment of kind and degree.
A full discussion of all the philosophical and linguistic
aspects is unnecessary, except to assert the probability
that basic differences do exist and that such essential
differences are undoubtedly significant in terms of the
expectations which white Australians have of Aboriginal
Australians and vice versa.
No evidence has been given that clearly relates such issues
to the events with which this Commission is directly concerned.

What follows,

there~orei

are points of practical

concern regarding the common use of certain concepts.
In the Western Desert language there are not many specific
8.

equivalents to numbers in English.

a is 'one',

arra is 'two', marnkurrpa is 'three' or 'several'; and

---='-----

then there is pirni or

urta for 'many' ,'lots of', a

ia

'great number' of (cf. points 5, 6, and 9 in previously

n

distributed mate

al: "Notes Concerning Giving Evidence

by Aborigines") .
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Compounds can be built up from existing nouns.

For example,

kutjarra-kutjarra for 'four', marnkurrpa-kut arra for 'five'

Thi
whi

and so on.

ref

Compounding

this way is not usually done

unless there is need to specify a number; and then an

Eng

English term is commonly employed.

in

This is not to say that

there is no concept of number in the Western Desert lang-

int

uage.

Non

It is rather the case that conceptualisations are

difference and,

, differently expressed.
Thr

There is no easy way to express in Ngaanyatjarra, for
instance, a sequential series of numbers, i.e., l ... n+l.

of
mad,

The precise number of people or things in a situation is

are

not, in itself, significant.

s pe

What is significant is the

perceived number of people or things with respect to any
situation.

'Few',

'many',

'too many' and the like are

relative terms, as they are in English.

One has to be

It
wit]

familiar with the situation to understand the extent of

t.e rt

the comparison which is implied in the reference to numbers.

flUE
use

Often the device of simile is employed to express number
in an indirect, relative way, for example, they were 'like

It :

ants'

intE

(minga pinypa) meaning that there appeared to be so

many in number.

References to number or quantity within

its comparative context are far more commonly used than are

of I
mear

references to specific numbers of things or people.
On t
People in the Western Desert do not attend specifically to

the

absolute numbers so readily as to relative numbers, their

that

focus of attention being on the

s i t.t

ationship between com-

ponents of a situation rather than on the individual

on c

components themselves.

matt

Much the same points can be made with respect to reference
to age.

Age is nearly always expressed relative to one or

more other people (cf. point 8 in previously distributed
material: "Notes Concerning Giving Evidence .... ), and the
relevant

may be drawn from a number of social and/

or ceremonial contexts,

upon the particular

situation.
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?le,

This is, again, the same with the expression of distance

ive'

which is not referred to by units of measurement but by
reference to some position with
to the speaker. The
English adverb "there ll has, for example, three basic terms

hat

in the Western Desert dialects, each of which has built
into it an obligatory reference to distance from the speaker.
None of these terms could be defined by 1
Throughout the Western Desert

d~~~~~

measurement.

the terms for aspects

of number, age, distance, degree, weight and the like are
made specific by reference to the situation 1n which they
are used or to which they refer.

Each term is given

specific meaning by its context.
It is not possible, without further information, to state
with what precision any Aborigine would use any English
terms of measurement.
ers.

Generally speaking the greater one's

fluency in English the greater the likelihood that one's
use of, for example, numbers in English would be literal.

ke

It is unlikely that a person with little or no English would

o

intend, say, "twentyll to refer to twenty individual things
of people.

are

It is far more likely that Iltwentyll would be

meant as equivalent to 'many' or 'a lot of' or 'too many'.
On the assessment of numbers particularly it is worth noting

to

the fact that a person can count does not necessarily mean

,r

that he does count in all situations.

The impact of a

situation may often mean that relative number is impressed
on one, rather than absolute number

This 1S the case no

matter what a person's mother tongue might be.
Ice

or
le

indy'
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APPENDIX B 8

At e
is

CONCERNING HAIR - BELTS

I;

his
syml:

Hair-Belts have been mentioned in relation to the Skull

man

Creek vehicles.

cui"

Without examining the actual object(s)

involved it is not possible to give a precise account of
its (their) traditional importance.

It is also to some

extent, a matter of evidence as hair-belts
necessarily sacred;

a he

se are not

is a question of why the belts were

The]
linE

being carried and whether it was intended to use them in

ancs

a ritual context.

roc}

It should be noted, however, that the

improper handling of a hair-belt (e.g. by women, children,
etc.) would be regarded as a serious offence.

It r
tan1

The use of human hair itself in the manufacture of objects

mak:

is not confined to men, and the objects are not necessarily

exar

sacred in character.

For example, women may use human hair

twine to construct circular head pads (MANGURI
loads.

to carry

Human hair string may also be used to tie a man's

hair bun (PUKURTI.

The hair-belt itself (NANPA) may be

used functionally by men to hold weapons or small game.

If 1
.i.n t.:

may
The
beel

As well as these mundane uses, human hair is also employed
in a variety of sacred contexts by men.

Some of these uses

may be secret and not revealed under any circumstances to
women or uninitiated young men.
For example, human hair string is used as a cord for sacred
bullroarers (PUPINPA) during some ceremonies.

It is also

used to tie the "spokes" on circular head-dresses (TALI)
worn at certain stages of initiation.
different

con~ext,

In a slightly

locks of human hair are used ritually

during "love-magic" operations.

Male performers at

ceremonies may wear hair-belts, sometimes to hold a sacred
pearl shell.

250

she

A hair-belt has symbolic and status significance for a man.
At a specified stage of the initiation process, the novice
is presented with a pearl shell ornament and hair-belt by
his potential "father-in-law".

In a sense; this transfer

symbolises the bond and obligations which exist between a
man and his future wife's kin.

The hair-belts; in parti-

cular, represent his transition to adulthood and status as
a hunter;

it is evidence of his manhood and manliness.

t

There is frequent mention of hair-belts in myths and sone

ere

lines associated with secret/sacred life.

Hair-belts of

ancestral beings may also be represented stylistically in
rock paintings.

n,
It may be relevant to note that hair-belts are most important items among the ritual objects associated with raints

making (as are pearl shell ornaments).

ily

examples; counsel are referred to Tonkinson's Thesis .

For specific

.air
If the belts associated with the Skull Creek vehicles were
s

intended for use in the rain-making ritual at Wiluna, it
may be difficult to lead evidence about this from Aborigines.
The same applied to other objects - for example, there has
been a suggestion that some of the men were carrying pearl
shell pendants.

is

es

.0

-red
;0

~ed
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APPENDIX B 9
SUGGESTED READING

(* denotes recommended works)
(# denotes works referred to directly or indirectly in
material prepared for Commission.)
#*

Berndt, R.

M., 1949,

'The concept of 'the tribe' in the

#

Western Desert of Australia'. Oceania, XXX, 2.
#*

Berndt, R.

M., 1974, Australi

ion,

E. J. Brill, Leiden.
Berndt, R.

(Four fascicles in one).

M. and C. H., 1942-45,

"A Preliminary report

of field work in Ooldea Region, Western South
Australia."

Oceania Bound Offprint, 1945:

or Oceania XXII, 4 to XV, 3.
#*

Berndt, R.

M. and C. H., 1952/54, The First Australians,
Ure Smith, Sydney.

#

Berndt, R.

M. and C. H., 1957, The University of Western
Australia Anthropological Survey of the

*

Eastern Goldfields, Warburton Range and
Jigalong Region.

Summary Report.

of W.A., Perth (Mimeographed;

University

copy may be

available through Anthropology Department,
UnL of W.A.)

#

Berndt, R.

M. and C. H. , 1959, Social Anthropological

*

#

Survey of the Warburton, Blackstone and
Rawlinson Ranges.
#*

University of W.A.

(Roneod.)

Berndt, R. M. and C. H., 1964, The World
Australi
Berndt, R.

rst
------------

, Ure Smith, Sydney.

M. and C. H., 1970,

"Some Points of Change

Western Australia".
man

(eds) , D

#*

In Pilling and Wateration,
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Michigan State Un

Press, East

s

Lansing, 53-99.
Birdsell, J. B., 1970, "Local Group Compos

ion Among

the Australian Aborigines: A Critique of the
Evidence from Fieldwork Conducted Since 1930."
Current Anthropology, Xl, 2, April.
the

#

Coombs, H. C., 1974, "Decentralisation Trends Among
Aboriginal Commun

ies."

Search, V, 4,

135-143.
Elkin, A. P., 1964, The Australian Abor

Angus

and Robertson, Sydney.
Gale, G. Fay and Brookman, Alison (eds), 1974, Race
Relations in Australia-The

ines.

McGraw-Hill, Sydney.
Gould, R. A., 1969, yiwara:

s of the Australian

Desert, Collins, London-Sydney.

*

Douglas, W. H., 1964, An Introduction to the Western
Desert Language.

Oceania Linguistic

Monographs, No.4, Sydney.

Lty

*

Hasluck, Paul, 1942, Black Australians, Melbourne
University Press.
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JOINT LAVERTON STUDY GROUP

C.

WO
Summary of recommendations and observations examined and

.2

endorsed by the Aboriginal Af

Th

Co-ordinating Committee

at its meeting in Perth on 20 and 22 May 1975.
in brackets are comments by the latter body.
ences are to the f

The portions
Page refer-

print.

ar
to
th
to

CHAPTER 3
(a)

p.2

LAVERTON

Th
pr

Alcohol, P.IO

tr

p.14

The newly-formed Alcohol and Drug Commission could extend
its facilities and

expert~se

to the field of Aboriginal

drinking.

nu
.2
Al
Eu

p.18

The appointment of a person, skilled in dealing with the
problems of alcoholism, to the Town of Laverton to give
immediate assistance where required and to formulate
policies for future action in Laverton and elsewhere.

st
kn
Ii
bu
p.2

.19
The Wongatha Wonganarra has recommended, and the Study Group
endorsed, a plan to convert the Howroyd prototype house in
Laverton into a centre for the care of Aboriginal alcoholics.

It
or
fo
us

p.19
Enquiries be made of tribal elders with a view to determining the possibility of incorporating in Aboriginal cultural
activities an educational programme relating to the
consumption of alcohol and the consequences of over-

Ho
p. L
Fu

us
ae

indulgence in alcohol.

• L

(b)

Hous

Ho

P.20

be

.22

The State Government should direct the State Housing
Commission to immedi
Aboriginal hous

paint the exterior of all

in colours that complement the existing

company homes.

256

me
La

(Through the agency of a

Works project by the

Wongatha Wonganarra Association,
.23

than as recommended.)

The state Housing Commission should enter into a contract
iDS

arrangement with Wongatha Wonganarra for the purpose of
top-dressing the grounds of the State homes.

This would

then enable the Aborigines to have the same opportunities
to landscape their grounds as have the company employees .
. 23
The Department for Community Welfare should raise funds,
preferably through community effort, to provide shrubs and
trees for Aboriginal housing (Posiedon provides a limited
number of shrubs for company homes) .
. 23
All future Aboriginal housing should be dispersed amongst
European housing.

All Europeans and Aborigines interviewed

stated that they are very concerned that a section already
known to many informants as 'Black Hill'

(Weld Drive) is

likely to be the place where future Aboriginal homes are
built .
• 24
It is recommended that either the State Housing Commission

Lp

or the Department for Community Welfare should provide funds
~s

.

for the purchase of a tool shed and some basic tools to be
used by the recently appointed Community Welfare Male
Homemakers .
• 24
Future contracts for Aboriginal housing should specify the

use of stronger materials without detracting from the
aesthetic appearance and comfort of the dwellings.
p.25
Housing projects at Mount Margaret and Cosmo Newbery should
be viewed as urgent by both the Federal and State Governments in order the Aborigines do not need to move to
Laverton for suitable basic accommodation.
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The state Housing Commission should examine and provide for

p.
-.y

the housing needs of the fringe dwellers of Laverton
immediately.

l2..:-

T]

p.25

Because of the Laverton Aborigines' concern for the care of

p:

their old people, they have requested, and the Study Group

L,

recommends, that accommodation be provided for four pen-

s'

sioner couples.

It is essential that this accommodation

should be located in town and it may require an Aboriginal

TJ

manager.

tJ

tc
(c)

nE

Recreation, P. 26

cc

.27
The Department of Aboriginal Affairs should fund the estab-

l2..:-

lishment of Youth Club facilities.

Tl

(Restrictions imposed on the Department of Aboriginal

rE

Affairs by the legal interpretation of the applicability
of its funds could mean a proportional contribution rather

Tl

tl

than full funding.)
p.28

me
ec

The Wongatha Wonganarra application for finance for the
provision of a Community Recreation Centre be approved by
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
.30

Tl

Appointment of a full-time qualified Recreation Officer to

tl

the Town of Laverton .
. 30

sf

tE

The Department for Community Welfare, Youth Section, to
rE

have discussions with Wongatha Wonganarra and the Youth
Club In an attempt to fund activities suitable for 15

18

AI:

age group.

TJ:

(d)

SE

Education, P. 31

vc

.33-35

This section deals with the effects of physical disabilities
on receptiveness to education and stresses the need for the
continuance of current housing and health programmes at
least at their current rate.
258

jc

p.35-36
ThlS section stresses the need for a content of Aboriginal
culture to be included in school curricula .
. 36-38
This section stresses the need for urgent and adequate
pre-school opportunities for the Aboriginal children of
Laverton to prepare them for entry into the educational
systems.
p.38-39
This section refers to evidence received by the Committee
that the education system is developing a new paternalism
towards Aboriginal children in the classroom and to the
need for this situation to be examined as its continuance
could have long term harmful results.
p.39
The development of good quality books for both Europeans
and Aborigines containing content about Aborigines and
relevant to Aborigines .
. 40-41
This section refers to bi-lingual education and stresses
the need for willingness to implement any new methods that
may facilitate the adjustment of the Aboriginal child to
education.
p.4l-42
This section relates to the continued development of the
teaching-aide scheme and for the establishment of courses
that would count as pre-requisites into the wider job
sphere.
p.42-43
This section recommends the need for the estarlishment Gf
remedial teaching facilities to be made available to
Aboriginal children at the primary school level .
. 43-44
This section stresses the need for continuation of the
Secondary Grants Scheme, extending education into the
vocational field and investigation into the creation of
~s

job opportunities for school leavers.
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P. 45

(e)

.48
The need for an urgent demographic survey to be undertaken
in the Goldfields area to ascertain the demand for present
and future employment requirements.
p.48
A full scale survey should be considered to assess the
employment potential in the Goldfields area, both present,
and developing, with a view to identifying vocational training needs in required skills .
• 49
Every effort should be made to have Aborigines employed in
the Windarra mining project in a variety of roles commensurate with the ability acquired skills of individuals .
. 50
The Department of Labour and Immigration to explore the
avenue of shop employment with a view to improving the
employment prospects for females.
p.50-53
This section relates to the development of employment opportunities through the Wongatha Wonganarra Association and
recommends that it should be fully supported~by both Federal
and state Governments .
. 54
Continuation of funding through the Special Works Scheme to
the Laverton Shire.
p.54
Government agencies should be making more employment opportunities available to Aboriginal people.
(f)

Government

P.

56

.57
Departments should include as a part of their officers'
initial training, a significant segment on Aboriginal
culture, i.e. authori

structures, customs and concepts.
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p.57
Government Departments with staff living

Laverton and

other isolated areas should ensure officers are provided
with the best possible working and living conditions .
. 58
Government Departments should publicise their philosophies
and policies and should also disseminate information regularly on what they are actually doing.
p.58
Federal and State Government Departments should agree, in
detailed terms, on joint policies affecting Aboriginal
people and all Government Departments should be fully
acquainted with overall policy on Aboriginal affairs.
p.59
The Government should supplement the Aboriginal communication system to facilitate a satisfactory regular exchange
of information .
. 59
Governments should train Aboriginal people to take their
places as fully fledged public servants.
(g)
1

Law

. 61

p.62
Consideration should be given to the appointment of suitable Aborigines as Justices of the Peace, Court Interpreters and Probation Officers.
p.63
Amendment to the relevant criminal statutes to make it a
defence where a court is satisfied that an Aboriginal
acting bona fide and in compliance with his tribal law
contravenes a provision of a criminal statute, pending information being obtained on Abo

inal law and until a

decision is made whether to incorporate part of that law
into statutory law.
(h)

Racial Unders

P.

64

The Study Group believes that if the recommendations of the
report are accepted ctnd implemented they will achieve a

261

great

dea~

towards racial understanding.

Members of the

study Group are of the opinion that if 'the report is
publicised the section on Social Change, commencing at
page 67, will, to some degree, explain some of the social
pressures confronting the fringe dweller section of the
Aboriginal community.
4.

GOLDF

CENTRAL ABORIGINAL RESERVE AND OTHER

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE
This section of the report is an anthropological dissertation which the Committee accepted after hearing an anthropologist with the Department of Aboriginal Affairs express
his concurrence with the validity of the information
contained therein.
5.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE GOLDFIELDS, CENTRAL
ABORIGINAL RESERVE AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT AREAS

p.92

That an inter-disciplinary and inter-ethnic group be
established and given time to examine in depth all the
issues involved, with a view to recommending the nature
of future Government involvement in the Central Reserve.
Until such study has been undertaken, the Study Group
believes it would be most harmful to permit further
development and recommends a moratorium on development
for other than the immediate school and health needs of
the people .
. 93
The Study Group recommends in considerable detail the
establishment of a Central Reserves Commission and believes
this to be the only instrument by means of which problems
in this region can be solv2d .
. 96
The future role of

Miss~ons

in Aboriginal Af

rs must be

determined by consultation between Aboriginal people,
mission staffs and the Government.
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